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BARRIERS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR
AMERICA'S YOUNG BLACK MEN

TUESDAY, JULY 25, 1989

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

Washington, DC
The select committee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in room

2325, Rayburn Hous. Office Building, Hon. George Miller ,chair-
man of the select committee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Miller, Sikorski, Evans,
Walsh, Holloway, Rowland, Lamar SmAh, Peter Smith, Weiss, and
Levin.

Also present; Representatives Payne, Crockett, Flake, Hayes, and
Major Owens.

Staff present: Ann Rosewater, staff director, Howarii Pinder-
huges, professional staff; Virginia duRivage, professional staff;
Dennis Smith, minority staff director, Carol Statuto, minority
deputy staff director; and Joan Godley, committee clerk.

Chairman MILLER. The Select Committee on Children, Youth,
and Families is meeting today to address the needs of many of
America's young black men who live in isolated city neighborhoods
with little or no opportunity for meaningful employment or educa-
tional success.

Since passage of the Civil Rights Act 25 years ago, Americans
have come to believe that equality of opportunity exists for all its
citizens. This view has been bolstered by the belief that govern-
ment and society have done enough, if not too much, for blacks and
it is time for blacks to help themselves.

Yet, despite the significant gains in education, employment and
income made by African Americans in the past two decades, recent
trends indicate that an increasing number of youth, particularly
young black males, are experiencing higher rates of poverty, school
failure, incarceration and economic dislocation.

In the face of the longest economic recovery since World War II,
the real earnings of young black men have dropped by 30 percent.
Inner r':1-y job shifts have created a startling growth of young black
men wilJ have dropped out of the labor market completely. And as
economic security eludes greater numbers of these youth, young
black men and women are delaying or abandoning marriage alto-
gether.

While the number of black males who graduate from high school
has risen during the past decade, the proportion who go on to col-
lege has declined. Data presented today will show that a significant

(1)
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barrier to educational success for many black male elementary and
secondary students is the dramatic gap between their abilities,
their aspirations, and the expectations of failure held by their
teachers.

When policymakers try to reconcile a belief in equal opportunity
with the gnawing reality that low income black youth are faring
worse, there is a tendency to view the problem as self-induced.
There is a stereotype of young black men, fueled by the media, that
presents them as not worth helping. The images flashed upon the
TV screen or spread across the newspaper are of youth who are
sexually irresponsible, vio.mt, involved in drugs and other crimi-
nal acts and whose values lie outside of the mainstream.

This stereotype ignores many African American men who are
good fathers, husbands, and who have achieved success in a multi-
tude of professions, often against tremendous odds. This perception
also ignores those who struggle daily to survive in poverty without
the training or opportunity for gainful employment.

The perception that low-income black youth are to blame for
their impoverished circumstances obscures the increasing number
of African American youth who are growing up in an inner city
more isolated from opportunity, more ridden with drugs, more vio-
lent than ever before. While the ghetto was once a place of low cost
housing adjacent to entry level employment, today it stands distant
from the booming suburban economies, housing a third or even a
fourth generation of under or unemployed Americans. Even more
distressing is that over the past two decades the number of inner
city ghettos has more than doubled.

In its ongoing investigations, the select committee has explored
the needs of very young black children in several cities, most re-
cently New Orleans. We have listened to single mothers, to teen-
agers involved in gangs and to health and service providers de-
scribe their courageous efforts to surmount the chaos they confront
in many inner city neighborhoods.

Today we will consider the effects of that chaos on young African
American men. Economists, educators, psychologists, anthropolo-
gists and community activists will outline both the structural bar-
riLrs which restrict their potential and the need to develop econom-
ic opportunities and a positive self image that can survive the sys-
tematic assaults on the dignity and wellbeing of America's young
black men.

[Opening statement of Congressman George Miller follows.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE MiLLE/t, A REPRESENTATIV E IN GuNGRE..SS FROM
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA AND CHAIRMAN, SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN,
YOUTH, AND FAMILIES

The Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families is meeting today to ad-
dress the needs of many of America's young black men who he in Isolated city
neighborhoods, with little or no opportunity for meaningful employment of educa-
tional success.

Since passage of the Civil Rights Act twenty five years ago, Americans have come
to believe that equality of opportunity exists for all its citizens. This view has been
bolstered by the belief that government and society have done enough, if not too
much, for blacks and that it is time for blacks to help themselves.

Yet, despite the significant gains in --Aducatiol., employment and income made by
African Americans in the past two decades, recent trends indurate that an Intl-efts-
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ing number of youth, particularly young black males, are experiencing higher rates
of poverty, school failure, incarceration, and economic dislocation.

In the face of the largest economic recovery since World War II, the real earnings
of young black men have dropped by 30 percent. Inner city job shifts have created astartling growth of young black men who have dropped out of the labor market
completely And as economic security eludes greater numbers of these youth, young
black men and women are delaying or abandoning marriage altogether.

While the number of black males who graduate from high school has risen duringthe past decade, the proportion who go on to college has declined. Data presented
today will show that a significant barrier to educational success for many black
male elementary and secondary students is the dramatic gap between their abilities,
their aspirations and the expectations of failure held by their teachers.

When policymakers try to rec- ncile a belief in equal opportunity with the gnaw-
ing reality that low-income black youth are faring worse, there is a tendency to
view the problem as self-induced. There is a stereotype of young black men, fueledby the media, that presents them as not worth helping. The images flashed upon
the TV screen or spread across the newspapers are of youth who are sexually irre-
sponsible, violent, involved in drugs and other criminal acts, and whose values lieoutside of the mainstream.

This stereotype ignores the many African American men who are good fathers
and husbands, and who have achieved success in a multitude of professions, often
against tremendous odds This perception also ignores those who struggle daily to
survive in poverty without the training or opportunity for gainful employment.

The perception that low-income black youth are to blame for their impoverished
circumstances obscures the increasing number of African American youth who are
growing up in an inner city more isolated from opportunity, more ridden with drugs
and more violent than ever before. While the ghetto was once a place of tow-cost
housing adjacent to entry-level employment, today it stands distant from booming
suburban economies, housing a third or even a fourth generation of under- or unem-
ployed Americans. Even more distressing, is that over the past two dei.ades, thenumber of inner city ghettos has more than doubled.

In its ongoing investigations, the Select Committee has explored the needs of very
young black children in several cities, mast recently New Orleans. We have listenedto single mothers, to teenagers involved in gangs alai to health and service provid-
ers describe their courageous efforts to surmount the chaos they confront in manyinner city neighborhoods.

Today we will consider the effects of that chaos on young African American men.
Economists, educators, psychologists, anthropologists and community activists will
outline both the structural barriers which restrict their potential, and the need to
develop economic opportunities and a positive self-image that can survive the sys-temic assaults on the dignity and well-being of American's young black men.
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BARRIERS AND OPPORTUNITIES
FOR AMERICA'S YOUNG BLACK MEN

A FACT SHEET

HIGH BIAC1 POVERTY RATES PERSIST; BLACK POOR GET
POORER

Between 1978-1987, the black poverty rate increased from 30.6%
to 33.1%. Between 1986-1987, the black poverty rate rose while
the white poverty rate declined slightly. (Census, 1989)

* In 1987, one-third of all black males 15-24 lived in poverty
compared to 10% of all white males in that age group. (Census,
.1989)

* In 1987, 45% of all low-income blacks had incomes below half
the poverty line -- 69% more than in 1978. (Center on Budget
Policy and Priorities, 1988)

* Blacks are eight times more likely than nonblack persons to be
persistently poor -- 21.1% compared with 2.7%. (Census, 1989)

UNDERCLASS AREAS DOUBLE IN RECENT YEARS

* Between 1970-1980, there was a nearly 200% increase in the
number of 'impacted ghettos -- geographic areas with high rates
of male unemployment, female-headed families, teenage dropouts,
and households receiving welfare. (Hughes, 1989)

* Between 1970.1980, for the 50 largest U.S. cities, the concentra-
tion of poor persons living in underclass areas increased from
16% to 24%. (Hughes, 1989)

* Blacks make up 40% of all urban poor and 60% of the poor in
*underclass* areas. Poor blacks are five times more likely to live
in an extremely poor neighborhood than are poor whites -- 36%
compared with 7%. (Hughes, 1989)

C
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ECONOMIC SHIFTS REDUCE BLACK EARNINGS AND JOB
OPPORTUNITIES

Betw..en 1973-1986, the proportion of employed black males 18-
29 working in a manufacturing job declined by 43%, from 36%
to 20%. (Sum, Fogg, 1989)

Between 1970-1980, nearly half a million lower-skill jobs left the
cities of Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, New York, and
Philadelphia, while close to two million new jobs were added in
the suburbs. (Kasarda, 1989)

Between 1973-1986, the real average earnings of black males 18-
29 fell by 31%, from $10,778 to $7,447, compared to declines of
14% and 20%, respectively, for white and Hispanic males of the
same ages. (Sum, Fogg, 1989)

Between 1973-1986, the number of black, non-Hispanic males 18-
29 employed year-round, full-time fell by 20%, from 44% to 35%.
By.contrast, the number of white and Hispanic males in this age
group employed year-round, full-time increased slightly to 57%
and 53%, respectively. (Sum, Fogg, 1989)

Between 1973-1986, the number of black males 18-29 not in the
labor market doubled from 13% to 25%, compared to a much
smaller increase for white males, from 6% to 8%. (Sum, Fogg,
1989)

YOUNG BLACK MALES HAVE LOWER MARRIAGE RATES

In 1988, 42% of black 29 year olds had not yet married for the
first time, compared with 33% in 1980. By contrast, 25% of all
white 29 year olds bad not yet married, up from 17% in 1980.
(Census, 1989)

In 1988, 23% of black, nonHispanic men 20-29 were married
compared with 35% and 36%, respectively, of white and Hispanic
males. (Sum and Fogg, 1989)

In a survey of nearly 2,500 inner-city residents in Chicago,
employed fathers were twice as likely as unemployed or non-
employed fathers to many the mother of their first child. (Testa,
1989)
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In 1984, 27% of all black males 19-26 had been an unwed father
at some time. (Lerman, 1986)

In 1987, 52% of all black families with children were headed by
a mother-only compared with 18% of all white families and 29%
of all Hispanic families. (Census, 1989)

Between 1975-1986, the percent of all black births occurring
outside o. marriage increased from 49% to 61%. (Child Trends,
1989)

POOR BLACK MALES FACE M OR OBSTACLES TO EDUCATION
COLLEGE

Between 1976-1986, despite increases in overall minority enroll-
ment, including black female enrollment, college enrollment rates
of black males 18-24 declined from 35% to 28%. (American
Council on Education, 1989)

When controlled for family income, black and white high school
dropout rates are remarkably similar, poor blacks have a slightly
lower dropout rate than poor whites, 24.6% and 27.1%,
respectively. (Children's Defense Fund, 1987)

In high schools, black students are suspended Lsbout three times
more often than whites. (Joint Center for Political Studies,
[JCPSJ, 1989)

In 1980, black children were three times more likely than white
children to be placed in classes for the educable mentally
retarded, and only one half as likely to be in classes for the
gifted and talented. (JCPS, 1989)

While black students comprise 16% ofelementary and secondary
public school enrollments, only about 8% of public school
teachers are black. (JCPS, 1989).

BLACK MALES AT GREATER RISK OF ARREST
N 11&_.

TION

Black juvenile males are more than 4 times as likely to be
referred and incarcerated for a violent offense than are white

10



male juveniles. (National Center for Juvenile Justice, 1938;
National Council on Crime and Delinquency, 1987).

In 1987, 39% of youth held in custody were black, a 15%
increase since 1985. (Department of Justice, 1988).

In 1984, despite representing only 15% of the U.S. population
under 1S, young black males represented 45%, 54%, 63%, and
39%, respectivell, of the juvenile arrests for murder/nonnegligent
homicide, manslaughter, forcible rape, robbery, and aggravated
assault. (FBI, 1984).

The lifetime chance of incarceration is six times higher for blacks
than it is for whites. (DOJ, 1938)

YOUNG MACK MEN AT IIIGII RISK OF DFATII FROM
VIOLENCE., SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND AIDS

The median age of black male cenral city residents is 24 years
compared to the national median age of 32.3. (Census, 1989)

rlomicide is the leading cause of death for black males, 15-24.
A black male has a 1 in 21 chance of being murdered before age
25. (National Center for Health Statistics, 1988; Centers for
Disease Control [CDC], 1986).

In 1984, blacks comprised 30% of male drug abuse deaths.
(National Institute on Drug Abuse, [MAD], 7986)

In 1984, among persons reporting to emergency rooms for drug
abuse, blacks were more than twice as likely (38.6%) as whites
(14.9%) to be drug dependent. (NIAD, 1986)

Although black men are 12% of the male population 13-24, they
represent 35% of the AIDS cases for this age group. (CDC,
1989)

July, 1989
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Chairman MILLER. Our this morning, and we will take all
the witnesses as one panel, w ill be made up of Dr. Andrew Sum,
who is the Director of the Center for Labor Market Studies at
Northeastern University, Dr. Antoine Garibaldi, who is the Chair-
man and Associate Professor of Education from Xavier University,
Dr. Joan Davis Ratteray, who is the President (.4' the Institute of
Independent Education, Dr. Wade Nobles, who is the Director of
the Institute for the Advanced Study of Black Family Life and Cul-
ture from Oakland, California, Dr. Mercer Sullivan, who is the
Senior Research Associate of Vera Institute for Justice in New
York; and Donald R. Lewis who is the Director of the Nehemiah
Project from Annandale, Virginia.

If you'd come forwardand welcome to the Committeeand
come up to the witness table, we will take your testimony in the
order in which I called your name and you appear on the witness
list.

Let me begin by welcoming you. Your written statements will he
placed in the record of this hearing in their entirety and you
should feel free to proceed in the manner iI. which you Are most
comfortable and which you think will best convey to the Commit-
tee the essence of your message this morning.

So, again, welcome.

STATEMENT OF ANDREW M. SUM, PH.D., DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR
AMS LABOR MARKET STUDIES, NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY,
BOSTON, MA

Dr. SUM. Thank you.
The focus of my remarks this morning will be on tht real aunual

earnings and employment experiences of young black men in the
1980's, with appropriate comparisons Ltviten the experiences of
those young men and other young malus in American society and
with trends in the 1970's.

Now, the focus of my remarks is young adult men as defined by
those who are in the 20 to 29 age group. The findings pertain on),
to those young men who are members of the civilian, noninGLitu-
tional population. That means that I'm excluding members of the
Armed Forces and inmates of jails and prisons. Among young black
men, approximately eight out of 103 would be members of the
Armed Forces and approximately five 100 would be members of
state, federal or local prisons and jails. So, that 13 percent of the
population is not taken into consideration in my remarks.

Now, my remarks will heavily focus on annual earnings. The
real anrual earnings of young men, I believe, is a desireable indica-
tor of their labor market success for two reasons. One is the fact
that one's annual earnings are influenced by a variety of labor
force factors. How strongly you're attached to the labor force, how
many weeks and hours of employment you obtain dui ng the year
and the hourly earnings you received when employed will all influ-
ence annual earnings.

Each of those measures is an important measure of labor market
success by itself, but taken together will influence one's real
annual earnings during the year.

r,
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But second, annual earnings also exert a substantive influence
on living arrangements of young men, their marital status, and the
economic conditions of their families and children.

If there' a theme underlying my remarks, I would argue that
the theme is as follows: that American society over the last 15
years has been characterized by an extension of the period of eco-
nom;c adolescence, that this extension of the period of economic
adolescence for young men is characterized by greater difficulties
in finding year-round full-time employment and getting access to
career jobs that can support families and children. The extension of
this period of adolescence has been greater for black men than for
white and Hispanic men, but has affected all race/ethnic groups.
Second, the extension of adolescence is much greater among those
black men with no postsecondary schooling.

Now, given that, the basic findings in my presentation are as fol-
lows. If we look at 1987, which is the most recent year for which
annual earnings data are available, among all 20 to 29 year old
black men, mean earnings during that year was slightly under
$10,000.

Now, there's substantial variability in those earnings among
young black men. The average youilg black male high school drop-
out had earnings of about $5600.00, $10,000 for high school gradu-
ates, and $18,000 for college graduates. Now, I don't want to imply,
while those real earnings are quite low, that there's been no im-
provement in the earnings of young black men during the econom-
ic expansion over the past five years. Since 1982, black men have
benefited from the expansion of the economy. We estimate that
real annual earnings o young black men are up about 25 percent
in that 5-year period.

However, relative to 1979, the previous peak year before the 1980
recession, black men's earnings were still 1,5 percent below 1979
and 28 percent below 1973.

Now, the patterns for blacl_ men are similar to those for white
and Hispanic men. Young white men and young Hispanic men
have also experienced declines in real annual earnings over this
time period. However, black males have fared the worst over the
past 15 years. The losses in real earnings among young black men
are not uniform. They are most severe among young high school
dropouts, followed by high school graduates and then college gradu-
ates. Males with no postsecondary schooling have been most ad-
versely affected by all these changes in the economy.

Now, given those declines in earnings, one has to ask what are
the sources of those declines. Real earnings of young black men
have declined from a multiplicity of sources, but the three most im-
portant ones are the following:

One is that there has been a rise in the fraction of young black
men with no reported earnings at all during the year. In 1987, 18
percent of all black men 20 to L., years old reported no positive
earnings. That's double the 1973 level.

Second, when young black men are employed, they are less likely
to work year-round, full-time relative to their experiences in the
early to mid 1970's. But nearly all that decline among young black
men has occurred among those with no postsecondary schooling.
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Third, when young black men are employed, their real hourly
earnings have fallen, approximately 8 to 10 percent since 1979. But
again, the gage declines have been most severe among those with-
out any postsecondary education.

There are a variety of economic factors and forces at work here,
but among those that have most adversely influenced young black
men have been the structural changes in the economy that have
diminished job opportunities in manufacturing sectors. Contrary to
much popular wisdom, nearly three out of eight young black men
were employed in the nation's manufacturing industries in 1973.
That ratio is down to 20 percent.

The dominant industries employing young black men in America
today are retail trade and private services. Those jobs, unfortunate-
ly, pay annual earnings about 20 to 25 percent below those earned
by young men in the manufacturing sector. So, shifts in the indus-
trial structure of jobs have had an adverse effect upon young black
men, more so than among other groups in American society.

The decline in the real annual earnings c. young mea have had
a number of devastatir. effects. One of them is, for example, the
fact that of all age groups young men in American society are least
likely to be covered by health insurance. Last year, we estimate
that about 26 percent of all 20 to 29 year old men had no form of
health insurance coverage, including Medicaid. But young, minori-
ty men are at greatest risk of having no coverage. Thirty-eight per-
cent of young black men and 47 percent of Hispanic men lack
health insurance coverage.

Among young black males, the absence of health insurance cov-
erage is most severe for those with no postsecondary education.
About half of all those who dropped out of high school and 40% of
those who completed high school had no form of health insurance
coverage.

Those earnings declines have also had an influence upon family
living arrangements. In American society, the early to mid 1920's
have always been formative years in the lives of young men. By
age 22, as recently as 1974, half of all young men with a high
school diploma and high school dropouts would have been married.
The reductions in annual earnings that have occurred have been
accompanied by changes in household living arrangements and by
changes in marital behavior, particularly among black men and
those with limited schooling.

Last year, we estimate that about five of every nine young black
men were still living in households with parents or other relatives.
Two-thirds of black high school dropouts and half of all black high
school graduates had not yet formed independent households.

The effect on marriage has also been devastating. Since 1974, the
decline in marriage rates among young black men has been most
substantial. In 1974, the marriage rate among young black men
was 42 percent. It had fallen to 23 percent by 1988, and the de-
clines in marriage have been most severe among those black zrm
without high school diplomas and only 12 years of schooling. Their
marriage rates have fallen by half since 1974.

There is a variety of forces at work here in American society pro-
ducing those delays in marriage and influencing the lower propor-
tions of young men that are married. Economics is nut everything

14
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in life. However, our analysis suggests that marriage rates of allyoung men, and especially young black men, are most strongly cor-related with their real earnings rather than with any other em-ployment variable we have. The marriage rates of young black menrise uniformly with their real earnings, and somewhere betweenhalf to two-thirds of the black/white marriage differences we be-lieve are due to differences in the real earnings position of youngblack men.
Improving the employment and real earnings position of youngblack men will not radically alter their immediate marriage behav-ior, but we believe that improving th_ real earnings of young blackmen is necessary for us to strengthen young black family life andreduce poverty among young black children.
Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Andrew Sum follows:]

. # ....
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANDREF SUM, .D., NEAL ;FOGG Cur= 1.9R LABOR

MARTO:" STUDIES, NOETHEASTEJ111 UNIVERSITY, BOSTON, MA

Introduction

The changing nature of the American economic landscape in the

1980's has been a dAciicult one to assess, given the divergent impacts

of sttvctural economic char,4e on the employment a.,c1 earnings situation

of dif.erent subgroups of the American workfc.rce. Our testimony today

is de fined to assess the changing economic fortunes of young Black

tales. Our focus As on young males in the 20-29 age 4rnup, a critical

Age group given the substantial changes that typically occur in the

work lives, living arrangements, marital status, and childraising

responsibilities of young men as they enter and move through their

20's. While lir presentation will focus on Black =ale experiences in

employment and real earnings during the 1980's, comparisons will be

made with the labor market situation for young Wnite and Hispanic men

to place the findings for Black =ales in proper perspective. In

addition, we will identify key employment and earnings trends for

young Black men in selected educational attainment subgroups to

highlight substantive differences in the labor m.Arket experiences of

poorly educated and well educated Black men.

In analyzing the labor market position of young men, there are a

diverse number of labor force, employment, and earnings measures that

can be used. We will place primary emphasis on the real (inflation-

adjusted) annual earnings of young adilt men (20-29) over the 1973-87

period. Real annual earnings are a critical measure of labor market

succers since annual earnings are influenced by one's labor force

attachment, weeks and hours of employment during the ye-r, and real

hour3y wages. Annaal earnings also influence the ability of young men

to form independent households, marry, and support their children at

an adequate standard of living.
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The first part of our 1.aper traces a-d assesses changes in the

real annual earnings. of young men (20-29 car of age) at different

points in tine between 1973 and 1987. Firs ngs for Black men will be

compared to those of other race/ethnic su,gLoups, and the divergent

earnings experiences of men in lifferent educational groups will be

highlighted. The second part of our paper is devoted to an

examination of the sources nf these real annual earnings changes and

the role of demographic and economic forces in producing these

earnings patterns. The influence of these 7 loyment and earnings

developments on the health insurance coverage, household living

arrangements, and marital status of young adult =en will be briefly

examined in the third section. The final s.ection provides a brief

discussion of our =ajar policy recommendations for =proving the long-

term employment and earnings prospects of young Black =ales over the

remainder of this century.

Data Sources

The estimates of the annual earnings and employment experiences

of young =en appearing in this paper are largely based upon the

authors' analyses of the March Current Population Survey (CPS) public

use tapes for selected ears from March 1974 to March 1988. The March

CPS interviews contain a work experience supplement used to track the

employment experiences and annual earnings of respondents during the

preceding calendar year. The March 1988 CPS tape contained

observations on nearly 11,500 civilian =ales in the 20-29 age group,

including nearly 1,040 Black, non-Hispanics. The sample has been

weighted to produce population estimates for the nation as whole.

Males serving in the armed forces, those residing in institutions



(jails, prisons, mental hospitals), and the homeless are eAcluded from

the analysis. The estimates of nominal annual earnings have been

converted into real 1987 dollars with the use of the Consumer Price

Index for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U).

Trends in the Real Annual Earnings
of Young Adult Men

Given that real annual earnings from employment is in most

.espects a superior measure by which to gauge and track changes in the

economic well-being of joung adult males, we need to assess changes in

the real annual earnings position of all young males and young Black

males over the past 15 years. Of all demographic subgroups of

Am..rican males ZO-64 years 1d. ..,oung adult nen '20-291 have suffered

t e largest__absolute declines an their real annual

earnings since 1973. Within this group, young Black men have fared

the most poorly.

For the young adult male population, two further points are

worthy of emphasis. First, although trends in most ma)ur labor market

outcomes varied by age, race/ethnic and educational attainment

subgroup, the losses ,n real annual earnings were not confined to one

or two particular subgroups. That is, nearly all major subgroups of

young adult males ha-,e suffered declines in their real annual earnings

position since 1,73. Second, within each age and race/ethnic

subgroup, those young adult males with the least amount of formal

schooling clearly have fared the worst.

These two findings are highlighted in Table 1, which presents

data on the mean real (inflation-ad)usted) annual earnings of 20-29

year old civilian males in the non-institutional population for the

I c
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years 1973, 1979, 1982 and 1987. The year 1973 was chosen because it

represents the post-war peak in the mean real annual earnings of young

men. The year 1979 was chosen because it was a pre-recession peak

year. The nation suffered a severe economic recession in 1982; thus,

that year represents the bottom of an economic cycle. Finally, the

year 1987 was chosen because it is the most recent year for which

annual earnings data are available. The 1983-87 period was one of

continuous economic and employment expansion in the U.S. As can be

seen in Table 1, the extent to which young men were able to weather

the stormy 1979-82 period and prosper during the 1983-87 expansion

varied widely by demographic subgroup,
with Blacks and those with the

least formal education generally faring the worst. Most subgroups

experienced severe real earnings losses over the 1979-82 period.

Moreover, most of them never regained the level of real earnings which

existed in the previous peak year, 1979, and most subgroups continue

to obtain real annual earnings substantially below their 1973 levels.

Among the three major raceiethnic subgroups, young Black, non-

Hispanic males experienced the largest declines in real annual

earnings, losing on average 93,700, or 28%, over the 1973-87 period.

Less severe earnings losses were experienced by Hispanics (20%) and

White, non-Hispanics (14%). (See Chart 1). Although the earnings

losses for the latter two groups were less severe, they were certainly

important in their magnitude, highlighting
the point that the erosion

in real annual earnings among young adult males has not been confined

to young Black males.

Table 1 also shows that the extent to which young adult males

were able to avoid large earnings losses
depended substantially on
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Chart 1: Percent Change in the Mea.n.Re.al AnnualEarnings of 20-29 Year Old Males, by Race/Ethnic
Group, U.S., 1973-1987
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their educational attainment. The re,.1 annual earnings of young male

high school dropouts. fell on average by 35%, followed by high school

graduates (25%) and those with some college (12%). Young male college

graduates, on the other hands lost only 1.3% of their mean real

earnings. This pattern, with the least-educated suffering the largest

relative earnings losses, held true for all race/ethnic subgro ps (see

Table 1 and Chart 2). Black male dropouts and high school graduates

with no post-secondary schooling were the most adversely affected,

with relative declines of 44% and 36%, respectively, in their ma:,

annual earnings over the 1973-87 period.

There are a number of diverse factors underlying the declines in

the real annual earnings of young men presented in Table 1. From a

labor market perspective, the decline in the mean real annual earnings

can be attributed to three major sources. For any given individual,

annual earnings are the result of three factors: the desire and

ability to work at all during the year, the annual hours of employment

for those who do work, and the hourly wages that they receive while

employed. For those young adult men who do become employed, annual

earnings can be found by multiplying annual hours of employment by

mean hourly wages. For any given subgroup of young men, mean annual

earnings will rise if a higher fraction of them do secure employment,

if those that work are employed for a greater number of hours, or if

real hourly wages rise. Of course, 1!- is conceivable that declines in

one source may be offset by increases in either of the other two

sources.

The first source of the decline in the mean real annual earnings

of young adult males is a rise in the fraction of young men who
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Chart 2: Percent Change .in the Mean Real. Annual
OEarnings-of 20-29 Year Old Males, by Educational

Attainment, All and Black, nonHispanics,
U.S., 1973-1987
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reported no earnirgs whatsoever during the calendar year. The rise in

the fraction of young men with zero earnings was particularly severe

among young Black males and those with the least amount of formal

education. Other things equal, if higher fractions report no positive

earnings, mean earnings will fall for the group as a whole. Data on

the fraction of young males reporting no positive earnings are

presented in Table 2. For calendar year 1987, 18% of young Black,

non-Hispanic males reported no positive earnings, a ra,e twice as high

as that prevailing in 1973. Although the fraction of young Black,

non-Hispanic males with no reported earnings has declined from 26% in

1982 (a year of deep economic recession), the 18% rate of 1987 is

Still substantial, implying that nearly 1 of every 5 young Black males

had no attachment to the paid labor force. The 1987 fraction of

Black, nca-Hispanic males reporting zero earnings was twice as high as

that of Hispanics t9.4%) and three times as high as the share of

White, n,,n-Hispanics (5.7%). Although both Hispanics and White, non-

Hispanics have experienced increases in the fraction of zero-earners

relative to 1973, the size of these increases are nit nearly as marked

as those for Black, non-Hispanics. Clearly, employment and training

policies designed to improve the annual earnings position of young

Black males will need to address the problems 0f the nearly 1 in 5

Black men currently excluded from the economic mainstream.

The fraction of young men with no earnings has increased most

among those with the least education (see Table 2). Among high school

dropouts, the proportion with no reported earnings doubled between

1973 and 1987, rising from 6.5% to 13%. The fraction of high school

graduates with zero earnings also is higher in the 19a0s than it was
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in 1973. In contrast, those young Adult males with some college ana

young college graduates had roughly equivalent fractions of zero-

earners in 1987 and 1973. within the Black, non-Hispanic population,

a staggering 3 of 10 high school dropouts reported zero earnings, a

rate roughly 2.5 times as high as Black high school graduates and

nearly 6 times as high as young Black male college graduates. The

Black underclass clearly counts many of these low earning Black school

dropouts as its core members.

Although the rise in the fraction of zero - earners can explain a

part of the decline in the real annual earnings of young adult males,

it clearly cannot explain all or even a mtiPr portion of the decline.

As can be seen in Table 3, even when we exclude the zero-earners from

our estimates, mean real earnings fell sharply among employed young

adult males. The size of the earnings differentials among race/ethnic

and educational attainment subgroups narrow ;what, however, once

these zero earners are excluded from the tot. , The mean rcal annual

earnings of young Black, non-Hispanic males who were employed at least

one week during the calendar year declined by nearly 20% between 1973

and 1987, a relative decline roughly equal to that of Hispanics

(18.4%) and somewhat above that for White, non-Hispanics (13.6%).

The second source of the decline in the mean real annual earnings

of young men is the greater difficulties experienced by key subgroups

of employed young men in securing year -rounu and year-round, full-time

employment. It is important to emphasize, however, that not all young

adult subgroups experienced declines in year-round full-time work. In

particular, White, non-Hispanics and those young males with post-

secondary schooling actually experienced Increases in she= year-round

r
2 4
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' full-time employment rates in the late 1980s relative to 1973 (see

Table 4).

Among race/ethnic subgroups, employed young Black males suffered

the most severe declines. In 1973, 58% of young Black males with some

employment were employed year-round, full-time; however, the fraction

doing so fell to 54.4% in 1987. Again, young Black high school

dropouts experienced the largest 'ops in year-round, full-time

employment rates, falling from 61.2% in 1977 to 51.4% in 1q87.

The final source of the decline in can real annual earnings is

lower hourly wages for those who were employed. Although reliable

estimates cannot be made for 1973, we can generate estimates of the

mean real hourly earnings of 20-29 year old men for the years 1979 and

1987. These estimates appear in Table 6. As can be seen, young Black

males experienced an 8% decline, or $0.65 per hour, in mean real

hourly earnings over the 1979-87 period. Although the absolute and

relative size of the mean real hourly earnings decline was lowest for

young Black males, their mean real hourly earnings was far below that

received by White, non-Hispanics.

Young male high school dropouts ,-ain experienced the largest

relative decline in their hourly wage position, experiencing a 19%

drop in their can real 7,,:,urly earnings. Young high school graduates

followed next, experiencing a 17% decline. In contrast, young college

graduates actually posted gains in mean real hourly earnings, rising

on average by 4%.

To sun up the discussion thus far, the economic well-being of

young adult males (20-29) in the U.S. has deteriorated in a nurber of

important respects since 1973. This development represents a mayor
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reversal of the situation duri.4 the preceding 14 year period.

Between 1959 and 15.0, the neap real annual earnings of young nun 148 -

29) increased by 27% and among young Black men by 59%. Although the

earnings declines since 1973 have occurred among nearly all rajor

surgroups of young men, they nave been more severe among Blacks uhan

,:hites and particularly devastating for those with the least amount of

schooling. Amor= many male subgroups, and particularly among young

Black males, large increases in the fraction with zero earnings. a

ddcreased ability to find year-round and year - round full -tire

employment and reductions in real hourly wages have contributed to

these real earnings losses.

The underlying causes of the above employment and earnings

developments are diverse and difficult to wisentangle. It does seem

clear, howev.,i, that quantitative and qualitative changes in the

supply side of the laP..,r market cannot explain much of the magnitude

or timing of declines in the labor market fortunes of young adult

males. In quantitative terms, the growing absolute and relative

numbers of young men could explain part of their labor market

difficulties until the early 1980s; however, the recent de,:ines in

the absolute and relative size of the age cohort should re a force

acting to raise relative employment opportunities ind earnings rather

than levering them. In relative terms, the fraction of 20-C4 year

males accounted for by males in the 20-29 age group rose gradually

1 .s 29.8% in 1973 to a high of 31.51 in 198 ?. Since then, this

fraction has been declining, falling to a low of 28.2% by 1908. The

declininq absolute and relative size of this ag. -ohort might be

described a:. A unique "window of opportunity" through which rates or
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access to jobs, training and real earnings opportunities might be

improved.

Qualitatively, there is little reason to believe that the current

cohort of young adult males is either less educated or substantially

less literate than 15 years ago. In fact, higher fractions of young

adult men are staying in high school through graduation than was the

case in 1973 and 1979. This is particularly true among :'oung Black

males. The fraction of young Black men categorized as high school

dropouts has dropped significantly from 29.8% in March 1974 to 19.4%

in March 1988.

In considering the potential demand side causes of the decline in

the economic fortunes of young adult males, the experience of the

1982-1987 period has shown that sustained economic growth by itself is

necessary but not sufficient for solving the employment and earnings

problems of key subgroups of young men, especially Blacks, Hispanics

and those with no post-secondary schooling. Despite the smaller size

of the age cohort and the large numbers of net new jobs that have been

created since the national economic recessions of 1980 and 1981-82

real earnings of many young males today lag well behind their 1973 and

1979 levels. In short, the problem does not seem to be one of

generally insufficient job creation although there are clearly pockets

in some of our central cities and non - metropolitan" areas where a lack

of jobs does pose significant problems. The main problem is that the

jobs being created are markedly different in a number of important

respects than the jobs of the past that provided career paths for many

young men with no formal schooling beyond high school.

One important difference is the changing industrial distribution

of new job opportunities, a long occurring development which has

2 7



accelerated somewhat in the 1980s. Evidence indicates that part of

the declining labor market fortunes of young men with 12 or fewer

years of schooling has been attributable to demand side shifts in the

industrial composition of new job opportunities, given the lower real

earnings and more limited training and advancement potential that

often characterize these opporteniLies. Substantial employment

losses in the nation's manufacturing sector in the late 1970s and

early 1980s removed an important source of well-paying jobs for young

men, particularly young Black men, who had become core concentrated

than White =en in the manufacturing sector by the early 1970s. In

1973, 3 of every 8 employed Black males aged 23-29 were employed in

the r ion's manufacturing sector, a ratio which fell to 1 in 5 by

1987 (see Table 5). The shift of Black men out of the durable

manufacturing sector was particularly dramatic, with their share

falling from 25% in 1973 to 10% in 1987. In 1987, the :etail trade

and service industries were the dominant employers of young Black men.

The share of young Black males employed in retail trade rose from 10%

in 1973 to 21% in 1987, while the share working in service industries

increased from 17% to nearly 27%.

In an above average fraction of the newer jobs L. the retail

trade and service sectors, the small size of firms, the contingent

nature of the employment relationship and the structure of firms'

internal labor markets do not often permit formal or informal on-the-

job training. Occupational upgrading and changes .n job content that

would facilitate higher productivity are relatively uncommon. Slaw

productivity growth and actual productivity declines in a number of

such Industries have not allowed the real wage growth necessary for
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rising real earnings. The 1987 mean annual earnings of 20-29 year old

tales employed in retail trade and service sectors were 25% to 30%

less than those of males working in manta. Turing industries.

These structural changes in the industr al distribution of job

opportunities are not the only explanation for declining earnings

among young men. There have also been important changes in

occupational staffing patterns within industries and firms, including

manufacturing, which have tended to benefit those ,,ith greater amounts

of formal schooling. Although these changes have enabled substantial

numbers of net new jobs to be created for young adults in the

professional, managerial and technical occupations, these jobs for the

cost part require at least several years of post-secondary education.

Young male high school dropouts and high school graduates have faced a

dwindling supply of career jobs offering the real earnings

opportunities avai:able to they in the 19605 and early 1970s.

jack of_Health Insurance
Coverage Among Young Males

The emplcyment and earnings difficulties of young adult men,

especially minority cries and high school dropouts, tend to be

associated with other economic and social problems, including a lack

of any form of health insurance coverage. While 35 to 37 million

Americans of all ages lack health insurance or Medicaid coverage, the

absence of any fmrm of health insurance coverage is most acute among

young adults. Since health insurance coverage among young men is

closely tied to their employment position and access to career jobs,

those young males experiencing the most severe employment problems are

least likely to be covered by a health insurance plan

, a
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During March 1988, we conservatively estimate that 26% of all 20-

29 year old males in the nation's civilian non-institutional

population were not covered by a health Insurance plan, including

Medicaid. Minority males were at greatest risk of not being covered

by health insurance. (Chart 3). Three of every 8 young Black males

lacked health insurance coverage as did 46% of Hispanic =en in the

same age group. Among young Black men, the likelihood of being

covered by health Insurance varied snarply by years of schooling

cimpleted, a finding that was expected, given the substantial

variations in real earnings and access to year round, full time jobs

among young Black men with different amounts of schooling. Nearly 1

of every 2 young Black male school dropouts had no health in,.iance

coverage versus 40% of high school graduates and 22% of Bieck college

graduates.

Those young men at greatest risk of health problems including

substance abuse are unfortunately the least likely to be covered by

any form of health insurance. Limited real earnings aad the absence

of such essential employee benefits as health insurance also decreases

the attractiveness of such men as marriage partners.

Changing Living Arranaerents and
Marital Status of Young Black Men

As noted earlier, the early 20's traditionally have been a

formative period in the lives of young adult men as they made the

transition from the frequently unstructured youth labor market to

career jobs. As their real arnings increased, young nen in each

educational attainment and raceyethnic group were more likely to form

independent households, become married, and raise children. As the

real earnings position of most young men deteriorated, the length of
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time to form independent households and marry has increased. Again,

this phenomenon has occurred among all major subgroups of young adult

males, however, those with the least formal schooling have been most

affected by these developments (Table 7 and Chart 4). During March

1988, over half of all Black men 20-29 years old were living in

families with cne or both parents or with other relatives in which

they were not the household head. The living arrangements of young

Black men varied widely by their formal schooling. Two-thirds of

young Black male aropouts and half of young Black high school

graduates remained in a home with their parents or other relatives

versus only one-third of Black college graduates. The prolonged

period of economic adolescence has adversely affected the ab,,iity f a

growing number of young Black men to live independently of their

parents or other adult relatives.

Movement of young males into independent living quarters

typically has been accompanied by changes in their marital status. As

recently as 1974, a simple majority of all male high school graduates

and dropouts would have been married and living with their spouses by

age 22. Since then, the age at which a majority of young male school

dropouts and graduates become married has risen to 27. The fraction

of 20-29 year old males who were married and living with their spouses

has declined from 53% in 1974 to 34% in 1988 (Table 8). The relative

rate of decline in the marriage shares was most pronounced for young

Black men, especially those young Black men with 12 or fewer years of

formal schooling. By March 1988, only 23% of Black, non-Hispanic men

between the ages of 20-29 were married versus 35% and 36% of Whites

and Hispanics, respectively. Only 1 of 6 Black male high school
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dropouts and 1 of 4 high school graduates were married and living with

their spouses during that month (Chart 5).

The declines in the marriage rates of young adult men are likely

attributable to a variety of factors, including the improved labor

market position of many well-educated womer, -hanging cultural and

social attitudes toward early marriages, and the increasing number of

young adults sharing living quarters as partners before marriage.

While recognizing the diversity of forces at play, we believe that the

d9clines in the real earnings of key subgroups of young men, primarily

those with no post-secondary schooling, have played a substantive

role. Annual earnings of young Black men are strongly associated with

their marital status. (Chart 6). Durin7 1987, only 3% of young Black

men with no earnings and 7% of young Black men (18-29) with earnings

between 1 and $5,000 were married. This ratio increases consistently

with the level of earnings, rising to 29% for those with earnings

between $10 and $15,000, to 39% for those with earnings between

$15,000 and $20,000, and to over 50 for those Black men with annual

earnings over $20,000. Real annual eaiaings of young Black men,

especially those with no post-secondary schooling, are more strongly

correlated with their marital status than any employment variable over

the past 15 years.

Delays in the age at first marriage may be quite desirable if

they lead to more stable and lasting family relationships and if they

are not accompanied by undesirable social side effects.

Unfortunately, for a significant fraction of young Black men, the

postponement of marriage has not been accompanied by a delay in

fatherhood. Robert Lerr'n recently has estimated that one of four
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young Black men have become unwed fathers by age 26. The economic

position of these unwed mothers and their children is extremely

tenuous, and a relatively high fraction them are at risk of long-

term poverty in the absence of marriage 2r substantially strengthened

labor market attachment.

Improving the real earnings position of young Black men may not

radically alter their immediate marriage behavior; however, it should

increase the likelihood that fathers will marry the mothers of their

children or contribute to their financial support in a more

substanti e manner. Either way, a strengthened real earnings position

for young Black men should promote family
cohesion and reduce the

poverty problems of young Black children. These are highly desirable

national goals for the remainder of this century.

Conclusions And Recommendations

The above discussions have noted the existence of persistent and

serious earnings problems among young Black males during the 1980's,

with real earnings deficiencies
most severe among those young Black

male adults with no post-secondary schooling. Real earnings problems

of America's young men, however, are not by any means confined to

Blacks; however, they clearly have fared worst in the New American

Economy of the 1980's.

The earnings problems of young Black men are attributable to a

number of different factors, including
continued educational and

literacy deficiencies, their more li-ited work exposure during their

teen years and early 20's, the more
depressed economic environments in

which they reside, the industrial and occupational employment shifts

that have taken place in the national economy, and the relatively low
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earnings opportunities available to Black males in a number of the

expanding industrial sectors. Effectively addressing this set of

employment and earnings problems will be a complex and formidable

task; however, at this juncture in our history, the nation can ill

afford to ignore the substantial personal and social costs

accompanying the employment and earnings difficulties of many young

Black men. Ameliorating these conditions will require coordinated and

continuous actions and investments on a variety of fronts, with shared

risponsibilities for such investments among these young men, their

families, the nation's primary and secondary schools, our training

istitutions, private aid public employers, and the state and national

government. Among the melt important ,hanges needed to strengthen the

employment and earnings position of young Black males are the

following:

(i) Furt.,er reductions in the proportion of young Black men who

enter adulthood without a high school diploma. Substantive progress

has been achieved in this area over the past 15 "ears; however,

approximately 1 of S young Black males (2C-29) still lacked a high

school diploma in 1988. While keeping them in high school, more

intensive efforts must be made to bolster their basic literacy

proficiencies and provide them with greater exposure to the labor

market.

(ii) Young Fo.ack high school graduates not going on to college

continue to exp. ence major problems in gaining access to full-time,

year round jobs in their early adult years and, thereby, obtain

limited real earnings. Lack of substantive training and earnings

opportunities reduces the quantity and quality of the work experience
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that they bring with they into their mid-20's, difttnishs the economic

rewards associated with staying in school, and increases the relative

attractiveness of illegal economic activities. A strengthened school-

to-work transition sIsten that would organize job and training

opportunities for "1, of the nation's high school graduates, but

especially Black males, is clearly needed.

(iii) Increased weeks and hours of work by themselves can boost

the real annual earnings of many young Black nen. however, greater

attention must al3o be paid to the productivity of young males.

Sustained productivity gains, especially in the trade and private

service sectors, are key to raising the real hourly wages of young

men. The frequent limited availability of structured training

opportunities for the non-college educated worker and the near

complete absence of apprenticeship opportunities in the above sectors

reduce the potential for young men to acquire the training breadth and

depth needed to raise their productivity and support higher real wages

and core remunerative fringe benefit packages. A major expansion of

post-secondary cooperative work, school programs and apprenticeship

opportunities Cor young men in these industries should be established

as a national policy goal between now and tho year 2000. Too many of

our existing employment and training programs provide "brief

encounters" with young men that are frequently benign but of limited

effectiveness as a tool for substantially boosting earnings.

(iv) While the employment and earnings experiences of young Black

male college graduates remain quite favorable in comparison to their

counterparts with only a high scLzol diploma, there remain substantial

gaps between the college attendance and graduation rates of young
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Black and White, non-Hispanic males. During March 1988, nearly 37% of

White, non-Hispanic males 18-24 years old either were attending

college or ware a four-year collage graduate. In comparison, only 24%

of Black, non-Hispanic males wc:re either enrolled in college or a

collage graduate. Further efforts to reduce these college enrolirclt

rate differentials must be made if Black/White male earnings gapa are

to be narrowed over the remainder of this century.

(v) The declines in the real earnings position of many young

Black men have been accompanied by changes in their living

arrangement:., their marital status, and the structure of yov...1 Black

families. Economic forces are not the only on at work here;

however, given the aisociations between the real earnings and marital

status of young Black ma., we believe that an improvemr.t in the real

earnings position of young Black men holds the key to improvements in

the economic and sociul position of young Black families and their

children. R'newed efforts to strengthen young family life through

expanded Noising support, health 1"surance coverage, child care, and

tax credits for children should accompany efforts to improve the

employment and real earnings situation among the nation's young Black

men. Investing in families as units and strengthening the financial

position of young married couple families with children should be

assigned a national priority with clear quantifiable ob)ectives for

the Year 2000.

40
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Table 1: Trends in the Mean Real Annual _Earnings of 20-29 Year 014
Civilian Males. by Age Subgroup. Race.Ethnic Group and Educational

attainment. U.S.. Selected Years 1973-1987 (in 1987 Dollars1

Age:
1112 1979 1982 1211

Absolute
Change

Percent
Change
1973-87./973-87

All, 20-29 $17,341 $16,067 $12,842 $14,255 -3086 -17.8%
20-24 $12,610 $12,069 $ 8,939 $ 9 464 -3146 -24.9%
25-29 $22,611 $20,391 $16,808 $18,,90 -4221 -18.7%

Race/Ethnic
Group:

White, non-Hispanic $18,118 $17,014 $13,903 $15,508 -2610 -14.4%
Black, non-Hispanic $13,273 $11,280 $ 7,671 $ 9,595 -3678 -27.7%
Hispanic $14,330 $13,240 $10,576 $11 483 -2847 -19.9%

Educational
Attainment:

H.S. Dropouts $14,650 $12,347 $ 8,590 $ 9,539 -5111 -34.9%
H.S. Graduates $19,568 $17,634 $13,614 $14,661 -4907 -25.1%
Some College $18,052 $18,022 $15,229 $1g,938 -2114 -11.7%
College Graduates $23,640 $22,083 $20,466 $'3,321 - 319 - 1.3%

White, non-Hispanic:
H.S. Dropouts $16,525 $13,710 $ 9,678 $10,851 -5674 -34.3%
H.S. Graduates $20,217 $18,600 $14,521 $15,783 -4434 -21.9%
Some College $18,305 $18,443 $16,136 $16,467 -1838 -10.0%
College Graduates $23,802 $22,291 $21,012 $23,958 + 156 + 0.7%

Black, non-Hispanic:
H.S. Dropouts $10,003 $ 8,221 $ 4,45G $ 5,608 -4395 -43.9%
H.S. Graduates $15,740 $12,266 $ 8,610 $10,112 -5628 -35.8%
Some College $15,572 $16,179 $10,118 $13,239 -2333 -15.0%
College Graduates $22,543 $19,281 $14,611 $17,743 -4800 -21.3%

Hispanic:
H.S. Dropouts $12,365 $11,352 $ 8,869 $ 9,151 -3214 -26.0%
H.S. Graduates $16,655 $15,420 $12,413 $12,686 -3969 -23.8%
Some College $17,566 $16,100 $13,761 $15,102 -2464 -14.0%
College GrLduates $22,333 $20,095 $18,629 $19,595 -2738 -12.3%

Note: Data on etlucational attainment excludes those who cited
school as their major activity in March.
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Table 2e Percent of 20-29 Year Old Civilian Malts Who Reported Zero
Earnings. by Age 5.,,bAr0yc. RacaLEthnin Grown and Educational Attaisrent_

U.S.-Selected Years 1973-1987

Ago:
1222 1229 1221 1212.

Aboo'ute
Change,
1973-87

All, 20-29 5.6% 6.5% 10.6% 8.0% +2.4

20-24 7.5% 8.1% 12.5% 10.0% +2.5

25 -29

itsce/Ethnic

3.5% 4.7% 8.7% 6.2% +2.7

Group:

White, non-Hispanic 4.9% 4.9% 8.0% 5.7% +0.8

Black, non-Hispanic 9.2% 14.9% 26.1% 18.3% +9.1

Hispanic 7.2% 7.7% 11.2% 9.4% +2.2

Educational
,4tainment:

H.S. Dropouts 6.5% 10.3% 17.4% 13.0% +6.5
H.S. Graduates 3.2% 3.1% 7.4% 5.5% +2.3
Some Vollege 3.1% 3.2% 5.2% 3.4% +0.3
College Graduates 2.4% 2.1% 4.0% 2.4% 0.0

White, non-Hispanic:
H.S. Dropouts 5.0% 8.1% 13.6% 10.7% +5.7
H.S. Graduates 2.9% 2.0% 5.7% 3.8% +0.9
Some College 3.2% 2.8% 3.7% 2.8% -0.4
College Graduates 2.2% 1.8% 3.0% 1.8% -0.4

Black, non-Hispanic:
H.S. 'Dropouts 12.3% 19.6% 38.3% 30.74 r18.4
H.S. Graduates 4.4% 9.7% 18.8% 13.0% +8.6
Some College 2.5% 6.0% 14.1% 7.2% +4.7
College Graduates 2.1% 4.0% 27.6% 5.2% +3.1

Hispanic:
H.P. Dropouts 6.1% 7.2% 11.0% 8.0% +1.9
H.S. Graduates 5.2% 4.0% 4.6% 8.1% +2.9
Some College 3.4% 2.9% 4.3% 3.8% +0.4
Co114ge Graduates 0.0% 3.9% 10.0% 4.0% +4.0

Hate: Data on educational attainment excludes those who cited
school as their major activity in March.

4,
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t .st , 1. .11 t .

1 t

Age:

Years 1973-1987 in 1987 Dollars)

Absolute
Change
1973-87

Percent
Change
1273-87

1971
. 1212 1212 1282

All, 20-29 $18,321 $17,144 $14,300 $15,549 -2872 -15.7%20-24 $13,593 $13,104 $10,187 $0,493 -3100 -22.8%25-29 $23,344 $21,347 $18,262 $19,548 -3796 -16.3%

Rice/Ethnic
Group:

White, non-Hispanic $18,980 $17,861 $15,021 $16,393 -2587 -13.6%Black, non-Hispanic $14,602 $13,238 $10,370 $11,741 -2261 -19.6%Hispanic $15,469 $14,311 $11,918 $12,623 -2846 -18.4%

Educational
Attainment:

H.S. Dropouts $15,545 $13,705 $10,366 $10,941 -4604 -29.6%
H.S. Graduates. $20,196 $18,193 $14,624 $15,464 -4732 -23.4%Some Collect $18,605 $18,537 $16,001 $16,464 -2141 -11.5%
Collage Graduates $24,182 $22,488 $21,208 $23,861 - 321 - 1.3%

White, non-Hispanic:
H.S. Dropouts $17,255 $14,875 $11,134 $12,109 -5146 -29.8%
H.S. Gradcatas $20,789 $18,980 $15,291 $16,349 -4440 -21.4%
Some Collage $18,850 $18,875 $16,686 $16,900 -1950 -10.3%
College Graduates $24,319 $22,625 $21,538 56 + 0.2%

Black, non-Hispanic:
H.S. Oro-Pouts $11,203 $10,231 $ 7,218 $ 8,093 -3110 -27.8%
H.S. Graduates $16,553 $13,574 $10,603 $11,626 -4927 -29.8%
Some College $16,188 $17,178 $11,786 $14,274 -1914 -11.8%
College Graduates $23,017 $20,079 $17,737 $18,710 -4307 -18.7%

Hispanic:
H.S. Dropouts $13,203 $12,179 $ 9,967 $ 9,935 -3268 -24.8%
H.8. Graduates: $17,570 $16,061 $13,010 $13,736 -1814 -21.8%
Some Collage $18,180 $16,577 $14,373 $15,669 -2511 -13.8%
Colleg4 Graduates $22,333 $20,904 $20,699 $20,402 -1931 - 8.6%

Hotel Data on educational attainment excludes those uho cited
school as their major activity in March.
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: 11s 1 11 -121Z

Age:
1221 1222 1222 DAL

Absoluc.:
Change,
1473-87

All, 20 -29 60.1% 58.9% 52.0% 60.4% +0.3
20-24 47.7% 47.7% 39.8% 46.3% -1.4
25-29 73.1% 70.5% 63.8% 72.1% -1.0

Ract/Bthnic
'Group:

White, non-Hispanic 60.4% 60.0% 53.3% 61.9% +1.5
Black, non-Hispanic 58.1% 53.6% 45.0% 54.4% -3.7
Hispanic 60.6% 54.4% 50.5% 59.8% -0.8

Educational
Attainment:

H.S. Dropouts 41.2% 50.6% 43.0% 51.4% -9.8
H.S. Graduates 7C.5% 65.7% 56.5% 68.3% -2.2
Some College 61.5% 64.2% 58.4% 65.0% +3.5
College Graduates 66.4% 71.5% 70.2% 72.7% +6.3

White, non-Hispanic
H.S. Dropouts 63.1% 51.7% 43.5% 52.5% -10.6
H.S. Graduates 71.3% 67.1% 58.0. 70.2% -1,1
Some College 61.5% 64.5% 59.5% 65.4% +3.9
College Graduates 66.0% 72.3% 71.0% 73.8% +7.8

Black, non-Hispanic
H.S. Dropouts 55.2% 44.61 34.6% 35.9% -19.3
H.S. Graduates 66.1% 56.9% 45.1% 61.5% -44
Some College 58.5% 66.9% 54.7% 62.4% +3.1
College Graduates 72.2% 66.6% 71.6% 65.3% -6.9

Hispanic
H.S. Dropouts 59.4% 50.8% 47.9% 56.6% -2.8
H.S. Graduates 67.4% 62.6% 56.7% 64.5% -2.9
Sone College 63.6% 57.7% 57.0% 67.4% +3.8
College Graduates 70.4% 58.0% 58.6% 69.1% -1.3

Note: Data on educational attainment excludes those who cited
school as their major activity in March.
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Table St Percent Distribu7lon of Employed 20-29 Year Old Civilian males.
ky Haior Industry of Lorseat Job Held During Year. All and Black. non-

Bid2anic. 1973 and 1987,

ALL BLACK, NON-HISPANIC
1121 1111 1/Z1 14.12

Farm, Forestry, 4.8% 5.2% 3.5% 3.6%
fishing, Mining

Construction 11.9% 13.0% 8.3% 8.4%

Manufacturing, All 29.2% 21.3% 36.7% 20.1%
Durable Mfg. 19.1% 13.0% 24.2% 10.4%
Nondurable Hfg. 10.1% 8.3% 12.5% 9.7%

Transp.,C0=%.,Util. 7.7% 7.1% 9.8% 8.3%

iiholevals Trade 4.8% 5.0% 4.6% 2.8%

Retail Trade 15.1% 19.5% 10.2% 21.0%

Finance, Insurance, 3.8% 4.2% 3.0% 4.3%
Real state

Services 17.8% 21.4% 17.0% 26.5%

Public Admin. 4.8% 3.3% 6.4% 4.9%
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__,..__Tabletrends_intheMean_P.eal_liourly Earnings of 20-29 Year Old

Race/Ethnic Group and Educational Attainment, 1973 and 1987 fin 1987
Dellarsi

Absolute Percent
Change Change

1121 1212 1973-87 1973-87
Age:

All, 20-29 $9.40 $8.31 -$1.09 -11.6%

Race/Ethnic
Group:

White, non-Hispanic $9.67 $8.62 -$1.05 -10.9%
Black, non-Hispanic $7.92 $7.27 -$0.65 - 8.2%
Hispanic $8.18 $6.92 -$1.26 -15.4%

Educational
AttainMeA:

H.S. Dropouts $7.79 $6.32 -$1.47 -18.9%
H.S. Graduates $9.41 $7.81 -$1.60 -17.0%
Some College $9.60 $8.62 -$0.98 -10.2%
College Graduates $11.32 $11.75 +$0.43 + 3.8%

Note: Data on educational attainment excludes those who cited
school as their major rctivity in March.

4C
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Table 7

Percent of 20-29 Year..Old Males Who.yara

Macs /Ethnic Grouo and Educational Attainment.

group

All

BA__LithiLi2

o White, not Hispanic
o Black, not Hispanic
o Hispanic
o Other, not Hispanic

Esbiagaione1_,Ittainula

o Enrolled in School
o Less than 12
o 12
o 13-15
o 16 or More

'lack. not Hisoartiq

o Enrolled in School
o Less than 12
o 12
o 13-15
o 16 or Mora

(A) 00 (C)

March March March
1114 1211 1211

32.1 36.7 40.5

30.7 33.5 38.3
44.1 48.5 52.5
30.0 30.7 39.6
31.3 47.3 50.2

68.9 72.4 73.4
30.1 36.9 41.7
28.0 33.7 39.5
28.6 28.6 36.5
16.4 16.9 22.7

74.1 70.9 85.7
52.9 58.4 66.7
37.1 47.4 49.9
32.5 32.1 33.8
28.4 21.6 36.5
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Table B

Earcrat211011211AL01SUMiliM22-2Z9allaidlind
likviasaiS1211-9-ix-131-010-Waggathalgrapap_And gdocational Attainment,.

March 1980 ampt March 1988

(A)

March

(8)

March

(C)

March

(D)

Percent Chalice
9X9u2 1.2.7.4 lial 1981, 1974-88

All 53.3 42.4 33.9 -36.4%

Faceathnic Grouu

o White, not Hispanic 54.9 43.7 35.4 -35.5o Black, not Hispanic 41.5 29.1 23.0 -45.6o Hispanic 55.1 49.7 36.5 -33.8o Other, not Hispanic

rdeOlti9na1 Attajn'ent

o Enrolled in School

38.7

15.9

34.9

9.2

28.2

3.2

-27.1

-48.5o Less than 12 58.8 47.4 37.5 -36.3o 12 60.4 47.6 37.8 -37.4o 13-15 52.0 42.7 34.3 -34.1o 16 or More

neck. not Hispanic

cpEnrolled in school

60.9

13.6

41.4

5.6

38.4

4.2 .

-37.0

-69.1o Less than 12
o 12

35.1
51.1

25.7
33.3

16.1 ,

25.0
-54.2
-51.1o 13-15

o 16 or More
43.4
47.5

35.3
41.3

29.8 ,

37.9 1
-31.4
-20.3

4C
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Chairman MILLER. Dr. Garibaldi.

STATEMENT OF ANTOINE GARIBALDI, PH.D., CHAIRMAN AND AS-
SOCIATP PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION, XAVIER UNIVERSITY,
NEW ORLEANS, LA

Dr. GARIBALDI. I would like to use my opening few minutes tohighlight a few of the points which I've made in my written testi-
mony regarding the importance of education to the future vocation-al success and earning potential of many young black men in ourcentral cities.

The education problems of these young men begin early, aremulti faceted and require the collective action of parents, teachers,local communities and the larger society to ameliorate the situa-tion. Education is a primary key to improving their self-concept,
their self-esteem, academic abi'ity and their future economic oppor-tunities. Without an education, they will not be able to compete inthe work force and the longer we delay in addressing the symptomsand effects of the situation, the greater the probability becomesthat fewer youlig black men will have employable skills and moreblack families will be fragmented and headed by single mothers.

The education and motivation of these young men, therefore,
must become a moral and civic imperative.

As I have stated in my brief summary of a few of the statistics ofthe New Orleans study of black males which I chaired in 1987-88,these young men were disproportionately represented in almost allcategories of academic failure. They accounted for 58 percent of thenon-promotions, 65 percent of the suspensions, 80 percent of the ex-pulsions and 45 percernt of the dropouts in New Orleans, eventhough they represented only 43 percent of the total school popula-tion.
.These signs of academic failure are very similar all across the

country and most of these students begin to show signs of academicfailure as early as the third and fourth grades. These regressic ineducational performance inevitably lead to their dropping out orbeing suspended for behavioral problems as early as the seventhgrade.
I might also note that there have been an average of 194,000more ulack females than black males in college over each of theselast ten years.
Obviously there is much to be done if we are sincerely committed

to assuring educational excellence and realistic vocational opportu-nities for black male students. To solve this crisis situation, I pro-pose that we must first raise their academic expectations andachievement; second, bridge the gap between the perceptions ofteachers and the public and black male students' abilities and aspi-rations; and third, involve parents and the community in the moti-vation of these youth.
With respe(4 to raising their academie expectations and achieve-ments, they must be challenged and taught to believe that they cansucceed. These expectations must be nurtured and reinforced byparents, by teachers, by the black community particularly and bythe larger society as well, even though black males must contenddaily with the distractions of negative peer pressure which commu-
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nicates the message that schooling is not important and with the
lure of immediate gratification and peer group recognition tI.at
come from engaging in illicit activities, as well as by the implicit
and explicit messages of the media where "successful black males"
are portrayed primarily as athletes and entertainers.

I am optimistic and hopeful that they can succeed as long as we
reinstill and reinforce the importance of an education to their long
term financial stability. The more permanent rewards of delayed
gratification can be internalized by these young men if, and only if,
we recognize, promote and reward their academic achievement in
school in the same way that we acknowledge their athletic prowess.

Tangible forms of recognition, as well as opportunities for leader
ship roles in academic pursuits are essential in our urban schools.
Many young black men do want to finish school and many want to
be challenged also, buL we will have to give them the necessary mo-
tivation and guidance to make this a reality.

Second, we must close the widening perception gap and also the
social distance that exists with respect to what the public believes
black males can and want to learn and what these young men, in
fact, kilow that they are capable of achieving. Negative self-fulfill-
ing prophecies about black male students' ir.tellectual abilities
exist today in our schools as well as in our communities, but we
must make sure that all teachers believe that all children can
learn and succeed. Negative perceptions can be eliminated in
schools if teachers set high expectations for these young men, give
them leadership roles in schools and encourage them to pursue
post secondary and vocational opportunities.

Last, the resolution of this crisis which black males are experi-
encing cannot be solved by teacher., ..And school staff alone. There
are equally important roles for parents, the black community and
also the general public. Parents must motivate their male children
to do well in school and also support their aspirations to attend col-
lege in the same way that they do for t'-sir female children.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Antoine Garibaldi follows:]

5C
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANTOINE M. GARIBALDI, PH.D., CHAIRMAN AND ASSOCIATE
PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION, XAVIER UNIVERSITY OF LOUISIANA, NEW ORLEANS, LA

EDUCATING AND MOTIVATING YOUNG BLACK MEN

Testimony prepared for the U.S. House of Representatives
Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families' hearing on
'Young Black Men in the Central City: Isolated and in
Trouble."

Thank you for giving se the opportunity to address your
committee on the problems young black males expo ,ante in our
urban schools and to focus on some of the critical issues
that must be resolved in order for them to become productive
citizens and financially secure adults. In the course of my
remarks I will refer to some of the findings of a 10-month
study and civic commission which I chaired for the New
Orleans Public Schools in 1987-88 on the Status of the Black
Male Student. The many adverse trends which we discovered in
our analyses of the academic achievement and school
p.ogression of a large segment of New Orleans black male
students emphasized to us that the education problems of
these young men begin early, are multifaceted and require the
collective action of parents, teachers, local communities and
the larger society to ameliorate thiS situation. hus, it is
my firm contention that education is the primary key to
improving the self concept, self esteem, academic ability and
future economic opportunities of these young men in our
central cities.

Before I discuss the educational condition of black male
students, I would like to highlight a few of the indicators
from national census data which demonstrate very clearly that
we have reached a criais of epidemic proportions with respect
to the future survival of the black male and tne future
viability of the black family.

-- The median age of black men, according to the most
available (1986) census statistics, is the lowest among
all segments of the population at 25.5 years -- almost
three years younger than black females (28.2), six years
younger than white males (28.2), eight years younger than
white females (33.9) and six years younger than the
national median of 31.8 years of age.

-- In 1984, 20 percent of black men between the ages of 20
and 24 reported no income, compared to 8 percent in 1973.
Of special note is the fact that 43% of those who reported
no income in 1984 were school dropouts, compared to only
14 percent in 1973.

5i
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-- In 1986, 39.3 percent of all black 16 to 19 year olds were
unemployed (compared to 14.3 percent nationally for this
age group) and almost one-fourth (24.1 percent) of all 20

to 24 year old black males were unemployed Compared to

10.7 nationally for' this age group.

-- Black males represented 43 percent of the federal and
state prisoner population in the United States in 1985
(216,344 of 494,678) even though they represented only 6
percent of the population.

-- And, black males are also more often the victims of
homicides in this country, 50 percent higher than for
white males, and they represented 33 percent, or 6616, of
all homicides in this country in 1985.

The above data clearly demonstrate that there is a
direct correlation between the educational achievement and

attainment of young black men and their future vocational
success and earning potential. Therefore, the only
realistic, viable and systematic way for us to improve the
life chances of these young men is by starting early in the
home and in the schools. Without an education they will not
be able to compete in the workforce. The longer we delay it
addressing the symptoms and effects of this situation, the
grsster the probability becomes that fewer young black men
will have employable skills and more black families will be

fragmented and headed by single mothers.

In our study of black -sits in the New Orleans Public
Schools, we saw that they disproportionately represented
in almost all categories o xademic failure. While black
males represented 43 percent of New Orleans' public school
population in 1986-87, they accounted for 58 percent of the
non-promotions, 61 percent of the suspensions, 80 percent of
the expulsions and 41 percent of the dropouts. In terms of

academic achievement, we also discovered that approximately a
third of black male and female students scored in the lo.lest
quartile on the reading and mathematics sections of the

California Test of Basic Skills. (Only 13 and 18 percent of

black males scored in the highest quartile on the reading and
mathematics sections, respectively; and only 16 and 20
percent of black females scored in the highest quartile on

reading and mathematics, respectively.)
New Orleans, however, is not an isolated example when we

look at the dismal performance and low retention rates of

black male students. These signs of academic failure are very
similar all across this country and the problem is not
limited to black male students. Most metropolitan schools
are majority non-white already but it is even more apparent

that black male students are faring very poorly throughout

the educational continuum. Most of these students, as we
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verified, begin to show signs of academic failure as early as
the third and fourth grades and these regressions in
educational performance inevitably lead to many young men
dropping out or being suspended for behavioral problems as
early as the seventh grade. Thus, the pool of those who
eventually enter senior high school is very small and the
proportion of those who actually graduate from high school is
reduced considerably. We have seen the devastating effects
of this situation in most of our metropolitan school
districts and urban areas and the results have had a
noticeable impact on the numbers of black males who have gone
to c .,llege over the last ten years. Analyses of those data
show that there have been an annual average of 194.000 more
black females than males attending college since 1976. And
the figure of more than one million black students is skewed
even more by the fact that 43 peocent of them are in two-year
and community colleges where the rate of transfer to a
college cr university is barely 10 percent.

Obviously, there is much to be done if we are since01y
committed to asse.ing educational excellence and realis.ic
vocational opportunities for all students in our central
cities, but the challenge or black male students in
particular is even greater. The elements of this solutiun,
however, are much more fundamental than curricular and
structural reforms in schools. Chief among these solution%
area (1) raising the academic expectations and achievement of
black male students; (2) bridging the gap between the
perceptions of teachers and the public and black male
students abilities and aspirations; and (3) involving
parents and the community in the motivation of these youth.

Raising the ACAdeeIC Expectations and Achievement of Black
Male Students

In order for black male students to achieve in school,
they must be challenged and taught to btlieve that they can
succeed, regardless of where they live and even if they have
not had a preschool education. These expectations must be
nurtured and reinforced by parents, by teachers, by the black
community and by the larger .cciety as well. Evermore, peers
must be taught how to help 4 d support their fellow students
rather than ridiculing them men they experience occasional
failure. Admittedly, it has become especially difficult to
communicate to some black male students why they must obtain
an education and do well in school. They are bombarded with
the distractions of negative pear pressure which communicates
the message that schooling is not important, by the lure of
immediate gratification and peer group recognition that come
from engaging in illicit activities, and also by the implicit
and explicit messages of the media where "successful' black
males are portrayed primarily as athletes and entertainers.
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I continue to br astonished and disappointed, but not
iiscouraged, by so A Ay in our communities who may that it is
realistic to expect black mate students to do well in
hool when they daily see the materialistic accoutrements of

drug dealers in their communities. Those who support those
beliefs have obviously given up on these young persons'
abilities. For that reason, it is the responsibility of the
remainder of us who believe that there is hope t* begin to
reinstill and reinforce the importance of an education to
longterm financial stability. In that vein, we twat also
teach these young men the more permanent fftwards of delayed
gratification. These values can be internalized by these
young men but it will only occur if we recognize, promote and
reward their acacemic achievement in school% in the same way
that we acknowledge athletic prowess. Tangible forms of
recognition, as well es opportunities for leadership roles in
academic pursuits, are essential in our urban schools.

Despite the magnitude of this educational crisis, many
young men are overcoming obstacles and ignoring peer pressure
to do well in school. And contrary to conventional wisdom,
many young men do want to finish school and many want to be
challenged. In our survey of more than E260 black male
students, for example, 95 percent of them said they expected
to graduate from high school but close to 40 percent of them
said they believed that their teachers did not set high
enough goals for them. Evermore, 60 percent of them said
they believed that their teachers should push them hinder.
Those findin;t suggest that black male students do want to be
challenged to do well in school but we will have to give them
the necessary motivation and guidance to make this a reality.

Bridging the Gap between the Perceptions of Teaslers and the
Public and Black Male Students' Abilities and Aspirations

Another major problem in our central cities, and society
in general, is the tremendous perception .,,p that exists with
respect to what the public believes black males can and want
to learn and what these young men in fact know that they are
capable of achieving. Negative self-fulfilling prophecies
about black male students' intellectual abilit.ew. pervade our
society as strongly today as they did for most non-white and
poor youth prior to the days of equal educational opportunity

in the mid 1960's. The euphemistic terms then were "lack of
internal locus of control" which essentially ascribed and
associated black and other non-white stude,'tm' less than
satisfactory performance in the classroom to the erroneous
premise that they (black students) believed they had no
control over their environment and social circumstances.
Those unfounded premises than, which unfortunately still
prevail, do no more than blame the victims for their
misfortune and give no hope to those who want to escape from
the hapless situation in which they find themselves. It is

vary disapeointing though that same teachers in our urban

5L1
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schools have developed preconceived notions about children's
intellectual capabilities and potential instead of believing
that all children can learn aad succeed.

One of the most disturbing findings from our study in
New Orleans, for example, came from teachers' responses to an
item on a questionnaire we designed for them. When we asked
teachers if they believed that their black male students
would go to college, almost six out of every ten indicated
that they did not believe that this would occur. What made
this response more troubling was the fact that AO percent of
our random sample of 318 teachers taught in elementary
schools, 70 percent had 10 or more years of experience, and
65 percent were black( Obviously, teachers' racial, ethnic
or cultural affiliations do not make them immune from holding
negative self-fJ:filling prophecies about the children whom
they teach. Nevertheless, the fact that some teachers hold
lower expectations for non-white student% in general, and
black male students in particular, is unos Ibtedly a function
of the different socioeconomic strata from which they and
their students come, as well as the fact that their
perceptions are influenced by what they see happening to the
masses of male (and female), poor and non-white youth.

These negative perceptions, some of which may be subtle
and unconscious, regarding children's abilities must be
discussed honestly and openly in schools so that all children
will have a fair chance to learn and succeed. Similarly,
those teachers who have preconceived notions about black male
students' academic abilities and aspirations must have a more
open mind about their capabilities. They can also help them
to set high expectations, give them leadership roles in
schools and encourage them to pursue postsecondary and
vocational opportunities.

The Civic Imperatives Parental and Community Responsibilities

The resolution of the crisis which black males are
experiencing cannot be solved by teachers and school staffs
alone. There are equally important roles for parents, the
black community and also the general public. Parents must
motivate t,leir male children to do well in school and also
support their aspirations to attend college in the same way
that they do for their female children. The print and
electronic media, which portray in advertisements and on
television "successful" black males primarily as athletes and
entertainers, have a moral responsibility to show other
accomplished black male role models in business, education,
the sciences, medicine, law and many other professions.
Businesspersons too can support the aspirations of the male
children of their employees by rewarding and/or acknowledging
them for their academic success, daily attendance at school
and particicipation in extracurricular clubs by giving them
part-time or summer jobs for their hard work and effort.

5t-
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Members of social and civic organizations, persons from
blue-and white-collar professions, retired persons, religious
leaders and many others can also be instrumental in
encouraging black male students to stay in school and help
them to appreciate the value of delayed gratification and
also the importarice of academic success to their future
financial security. Evermore, college students can also de-
emphasize the apparent stigma which too many black male
students associate with doing well in school by regularly
visiting schools and establishing peer support networks.
The federal government as well should continue to provide
financial support fo- successful enrichment programs such as
Upward Bound in schools and local communities, and also
increase financial aid grants for young students m.o come
from less advantaged homes so that more of them, and
especially black males, can attend college.

CONCLUSION

This problem is too widespreas for one solution and it
is unrealistic to believe that only schools can ameliorate
this situation. Collectively we can boost the self esteem
and self concepts of these young men in our schools and their
communities, increase their academic achievement and also
raise their expectations and aspirations. But more concerted
guidance from all segments of the community as well is
neces-ary to reverse the negative trends which too many young
black men are experiencing. Though many other non-white and
female children are experiencing many of these same problems,

must provide young black males especially with the
,Incentives they need to obtain an education and to raise
their levels of self-confidence. Moreover, we must enlist
more individuals to make personal investments of their time
to serve as mentors and help these young nen to develop the
intiative they need to compete in the workplace, to achieve
their aspirations and t, become productive citizens.

It must become our responsibility to tell them often
that completing high school, obtaining a college education,
becoming a teacher, a doctor r an entrepreneur is not only
attainable but the probability is much smaller than becoming
a professional athlete. Their educational success is equally
important to the future stability and coh.tsiveness of black
families and also our society in the next century. We need
colIecttve action now to address this problem, for as I wrote
in the text of the final report of the New Orleans study on
black males: "The malady is too grave for a single
prescription and the symptoms are too widespread for us to
postpone treatment any longer."

Copies of Educating Black Male Youth: A Moral and Civic
Imperative can be obtained for $3 from the New Orleans Public
Schools, Office of the Superintendent, 4100 Touro St.,
New Orleans, LA 70122 (Attention: Janice Kerner/
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Chairman MILLER. Dr. Ratteray.

STATEMENT OF JOAN DAVIS RATTERAY, PH.D., PRESIDENT,
INSTITUTE FOR INDEPENDENT EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, DC
MS. RATTERAY. Yes, thank you.
Mr Chairman and members of the Committee, your concern fur

the state of education among African Americans is timely. We are
now witnessing the cumulative effects of years of pedagogical fail-
ures, the tragic role of government in education policy making and
the persistent themes of racism that ha... shaped our public atti-
tudes over many years. These factors have effectively crushed the
spirit and inhibited achievement by large numbers of African
American students. It has affected our children, our teachers, and.
our school environments.

But on the other hand, Mr. Chairman, we at the Institute for In-
dependent Education have found public and private schools in
America where there are islands of hope in this desolate sea ofeducation.

For the past 40 to 50 years, Americans have been bombarded
with an increasing flurry of negative images about African Ameri-
can children. The pervasive deficit model that has shaped so manyof our public and private policies has persisted from the founding
of this Nation to the present. Some have even Laken the position
that African Americans have inherited no culture of their own, pri-
marily because it did not take the same form as the written history
of European Americans.

In the second half of the 20th century, we saw the revival of an
early theme that African Americans have not taken well to social-
ization in American society, with specific reference to discipline in
the classroom and the motivation to excel on measures of perform-
ance that are standardized on their mainstream peers. We were
also told, by word and by deed, that African American youth had
no learning and no intelligence to acquire it if it were given.

Our research at the Institute for Independent Education on en-rollment patterns and standardized test scores in public schools for
the 1988-89 school year shows the depth of this academic tragedy
that afflicts African American students all across America. We
have found that in m.-..ay urban areas, especially where there are
high concentrations of African Americans, extremely large percent-ages of African American students are virtually trapped in schools
where students are below the national norm on reading and mathe-
matics.

If students graduate without being able to read effectively, their
ability to appreciate written material in their environment, much
less the literature and history of their own cultural background, or
even the written instructions to higher mathematical problems isguaranteed to keep them permanently at the bottom of the
achievement ladder.

The few African-Americans who make it through high school arebattered once more when they try to get advanced placement in
college, based on the level of their achievement on the College
Board's Advanced Placement Examination. We have found that as
of 1988, at least 60 percent of African American candidates did not
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qualify for placement, and thus were being screened out by the
process, while White students had a more than Cl percent success
rate.

African-American males, though, seem to have a better rate of
success than feizales, in that 47 percent of the males who sit for
the examination actually qualified, compared to 36 percent of the
females. However, the total numbers of males is smaller than the
number of females. For those who survive this ordeal, one which
began in early i iementary school, it is a tribute to their persist-
ence, their inn strength, and t erhaps other culturally-based
qualities that Ni,r have yet to identify.

Nevertheless, in the pubiz: and private sectors there are some
rays of hope. Among public schools, we have examined enrollment
and test data for magnet schools *- Chicago. One of our many find-
ings is that African American students ,lo not ,ed to be surround-
ed by White students or by students from high income families in
order to have high achieve-gent. In several magnet schools where
there is high achievement, the enrollment is predominantly Afri-
can American, with large numbers from low-income families.

The succes., of these predominantly African American magnet
schools proves that when teachers in public schools have high ex-
pectations for their students, and indeed high expectations become
a part of the entire school environment or reason for being, signifi-
cant academic achievement is possible. This point is underscored
by the findings we previously mentioned about the Advanced
Placement Examinations, which are open to all schools. if there are
high expectations without adequate preparation, the result is fail-
ure and disappointment.

A second ray of hope is the existence t,f many independent
schools owned and operated by African Americans themselves, as
individuals, as community organ'zations, ,,r as churches. These 5-
day elementary and secondary sc..00is operate in inner cities across
the country, and they serve African-American children right in
their own neighborhoods. So far, we has e identified over 400 such
schools across the 'United States, having an estimated enrollment
of up to about 52,000 young people. And we believe that this is just
the tip of the iceberg.

Our 1987 study showed that they were created by parents who
were so disillusioned with the tragedy of public schools that they
wanted to do something different. Two-thirds of these schools have
an enrollment that is over 80 percent African American. Many of
them, of course, were formed in the last several decades as the
problem of public education has become worse, but many date back
to the 19th century and to the early part of this century.

Approximately one-half of them are secular in nature and one-
half are., religiously affiliated, although only a few of the religiously
affiliated schools actually promote specific church teathings. But
these are nurturing environments in which, for the most part, the
Afrocentric culture of the child is affirmed and where values are
taught. They demonstrate that academic achievement is definitely
possible, even among those who have been discarded by public
schools as being beyond hope.

The schools tend to be smaller than public schools. They often
appear to be extended families, w:-:. caring teachers in small class-
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rooms and with families drawn from the immediate neighborhood.
Over one-half of these fa.nilies have four or five members, and ap-
proximately 57 percent have a total family income of less than
$30,000. I'd like to also mention that approximately 11 to 16 per-
cent earn over $50/100. So we're not talking about an e '4° group of
parents here. We believe this broad mix of socioeconk, Ac groups
within these schools lends stability to these institutions and, of
course, their learning environments.

There is much that public schools can learn from both independ-
ent schools and from their own magnet schools.

Many families at independent schools point out that education
managers and departments of education rely too heavily on the bu-
reaucracy an3 that teachers in the public sector seem to be overly
concerned with institutionalizing their professions. Fortunately,
however, recent recommendations to decentralize public schools
and make them smaller, we feel, are steps in the right direction.
Unfortunately, however, the demands of teachers for greater
professionalization ultimately will do more to strengthen the power
Of teacher unions than it will teacher performance in the class-
00M.
Our research has shown that it is not more money, smaller

schools, smaller class sizes, or integrated classrooms that make
magnet schools successful. We believe that magnets, like independ-
ent schools, are successful because of parental and student choice.It is that personal sense of commitment that makes learning possi-
ble and makes teaching a joy.

Magnet schools have proven that they work, but they are now
being threatened by the education establishment in a partisan war
against choice programs in general. Independent neighborhood
schools are self-help initiatives that have emerged from the people
themselves. They are part of an indigenous movement, especially
among African Americans, of which we all can be proud.

Unfortunately, though, whenever freedom of choice or any pri-
vate sector initiatives demonstrate that they can work, there are
always some who will try to rein them in, dilute their mission, and
decr'ase their funding until they are rendered completely ineffec-
tive The critics of free enterprise are even more vicious when they
realize that a program, any program, is likely to bring real benefit
to significant numbers of African Americans.

Mr_ Chairman and members of the committee, we urge you to do
everything in your power to strengthen and expand those academic
programs 0-at work, whether they're in the public or privatesector.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Joan Davis Ratteray, Ph.D., follows:]

Ci
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOAN DAVIS EATTERAY, PH.D., PRESIDENT, INSTITUTE FOR
INDEPENDENT EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, your cone.rn for

the state of education among African Americans is timely. We are

now witnessing the cumulative effects of years of pedagogical

failures, the tragic role of government in education policymaking

and persistent racism that has shaped public attitudes over many

years. These factors have effectively crushed the spirit and

inhibited achievement by large numbers of African-American

students ac-wss this Nation. It has affected our children, our

teachers and our school environments. On the other hand,

Mr. Chairman, we at the Institute for Independent Education have

found, among public and private schools in America, several

islands of hope in this desolate sea of education for African

Americans.
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For the past 40 to 50 years, Americans have been bombarded

with an increasing flurry of negative images about African-

American children. The pe,asive deficit model that has shaped

so many of our public and private policies has persisted from the

founding of this Nation to the present. Some have even taken the

position that African Americans have inherited no culture of

their own, primarily because it did not take the same form as the

written history of European Americans. In the second half of the

twentieth century, we saw the revival of an early theme that

African Americans have not taken well to socialization in

American society, with specific reference to discipline in the

classroom and the motivation to excel on measures of performance

that are standardized on their mainstream peers. We also were

told, by word and by deed, that African-American youth had no

learning and no intelligence to acquire it if it were given.

Our research at the Institute on enrollment patterns and

standardized test scores is pubic schools for the 1088-1989

school year shows the depth the academic tragedy that afflicts

African American students across America. We have found that in

many urban areas, especially where there are high concentrations

of African Americans, extrimely large percentages of African-

American students Are trapped in schools where students are below

the national norms on reading and mathematics.1

If students graduate without being able to read effectively,

their ability to appreciate written material in their
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environment, much lesu the literature and history of their own

cultural background, or even the written instructions to higher

mathematical problems is guaranteed to keep them permanently at
the bottom of the achievement ladder in society.

The few African-Americans who make it through high school

are battered once more when they try to get advanced placement in

college, based on the level of their achievement on the College

Board's Advanced Placement Examination.
We found that as of

1988, at least 60 percent of the
African American candidates did

not qualify for placement and
thus were being screenc.' out by the

process, while White students had a more than 64 percent chance

of success.2

AfricarAmerican males seem to have a better rate of success

than females, in that 43 percent of the males who sit for the

examination actually qualified for advanced placement, compared

to 37 percent of the females. However, the total numbers of

males is smaller than the number of females. For those who

survive this ordeal, one which began in elementary school, it is

a tribute tc' their persistence, their
inner strength and perhaps

other culturally-btmed qualities that we have not yet identified.

Nevertheless, in the public and private sectors, there are

several ;ays of hope. Among public schools, we examined

enrollment and test data !or magnet schools in Chicago. one of

our nany findings is that African-American students do not need

to be uurrounded by White students and by students from high-
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income families in order to have high achievement. In several

magnet schools where there is high achievement, the enrollment is

predominantly African American with large numbers of low-income

families.3

The success of these predominantly African-American magnet

schools proves that when teachers in public schools have high

expectations for their students, and indeed high expectations

become part of the entire school's reason for being, significant

academic achievement is possible. This point is underscored by

the findings we previously mentioned about the Advanced Placement

examinations, which is open to all schools: if there are high

expectations without adequate preparation, the result is failure

and disappointment.

A second ray of hope is the existence of many independent

schools, owned and operated primarily by African Americans, as

individuals, community organizations or churches. These five-day

elementary and secondary schools operate in our inner cities and

serve African-American children right in their olm neighborhoods.

So far, we have identified about 400 such schools across the

United States, having an estimated enrollment of up to 52,000

young people, and we believe this is only a fraction of the

schools that actually exist.

Our 1987 study showed that they were created by parents who

were disillusioned with the tragedy of public schools, and two-

thirds of them have an enrollment that is over 81 percent African

6
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American. Many of them were formed in the last several decades,

as the problem of public education has become worse, but many

date back to the nineteenth century and to the early part of this

century.4

Approximately one-half of them are secular in nature and

one-half are rel.yiously-affiliated, although only a few of the

religiously-affiliated schools actually promote specific church

teachings. These are nurturing environments in which, for the

most part, the Afrocentric culture of the child is affirmed and

where values are taught. They demonstrate that academic

achievement is possible, even among those who have been discarded

by the public schools as being beyond hope.

The schools tend to be smaller than public schools. They

often appear to be extended families, with caring teachers in

small classrooms and with families drawn from the immediate

neighborhood. Over one-half these families have four or five

members, and 57 percent have a total family income of less than

$30,000. Approximately 11 to 16 percent earn over $50,000.

Therefore, the broad mix of socioeconomic groups within these

schools lends stability to the institutions and to the learning

environments.

There is much that public schools can learn from both

independent schools and from their own magnet schools.

Many families at independent schools point out that

education managers in departments of education rely on excessive
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bureaucratization and that teachers in the public sector seem to

be overly concerned about institutionalizing their professions.

Fortunately, recent recommendations to decentralize public

schools and make them smaller are steps in the right direction.

Unfortunately, the demands of teachers for greater

profess:onalization ultimately will do more to strengthen the

power of teacher unions than it will teacher performance in the

classroom.

Our research has shown that it is not more money, smaller

school', smaller crass sizes, or integrated classrooms that make

magnet schools successful. We believe that magnets, like

independent schools, are successful because of parental and

student choice. It is the personal sense of commitment that

makes learning possible and makes teaching a joy.

Magnet schools have proven that they work, but they are now

being threatened by the education establishment in a partisan war

aga Jst choice programs. Independent neighborhood schools are

self-help alternatives that have emerged from among the people

themselves. They are part of an indigenous movement, especially

among African Americans, of which we all can be proud.

Unfortunately, whenever freedom of choice and private-

sector initiatives demonstrate that they can work, there are

always some who will try to rein them in, dilute their mission

and decrease their funding until they are rendered completely

ineffective. The critics of free enterprise are even more
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vicious when they realize that a program -- any program -- is

likely to bring real benefit to significant numbers of African

Americans.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we urge you to do

everything 1" your power to strengthen and expand academic

programs that work, whether th y are in the public or private

sectors.
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INDEPENDENT
NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOLS

FACT SHEET

Independent neighbothcp-' schools are community-based selfhelp educational
institutions, usually found in urban areas. They serve young people whose needs are not
being met by large government school systems or by parochial and other traditional
private schools.

Within the past four years, over 400 such schools have been identified across the
United States, having an estimated enrollment ifup to 52,000 young people. The
Institute for Independent Education is convinced that this is only a small fraction of the
total number of schools that may exist. In 1987, the Instituteconducted research on 200
of these schools and published its findings in Dare to Choose: Parental Choice at
Independent Neighborhood Schools. The following data are selected from that study:

AVERAGE ENROLLMENT:

Elementary schools
Secondary schools
(Range of enrollment: 22 to 1000)

RACIALIETIINIC COMPOSITION:

49
110

AfricanAmerican families 87%
(Some schools also serve primarily Hispanic American, Amencan Indian
or Asian-American studenu in their own neighborhoods.)

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION:

Northeast 38%
Southeast 18%
Central 26%
West 14%
Southwest 5%

SECULAR AND RELIGIOUS APPROACIIES:

cd by families, community organizations or businesses 564 ,
Affirming students' cultural background 45%
Affiliated with churches or other religious organizations 44%
Religious emphasis in the curriculum 25%

1313 North C'puol Street, NE Suite 20 Washinxton, D C 20002 (202) 745 0500
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YEAR FOUNDED:

1884 1946 11%
1946 - 1969 25%
1970 -1979 44%
1980 -1987 15%

AVERAGE ANNUAL TUM ON:

Religiously-affiliated 51,490
Secular 52,071
(Feet for the fuss pupil in each family. Tuition provides approximately
71% of the revenue at these schools.)

SIZE OF FAMILIES ATTENDING SCHOOLS:

Religious Secular
2 to 3 members 37% 36%
4 to S members 53% 48%
6 to 7 members 18% 13%
8+ members 2% 3%

INCOME OF FAMILIES ATTENDING SCHOOLS:

Religious Secular
Less than 515,000 22% 27%
515,000- 529,000 35% 30%
530,000 - S49,000 32% 27%
S50,000 or more 11% 16%

LEVEL OF PARENTS' EDUCATION:

Religious Secular
Before high school 6% 5%
High school 38% 25%
Technicat/Comm. Coll. 19% 5%
Fouryear university 23% 29%
Postgraduate 14% 25%

REASONS WHY FAMILIES CHOOSE THESE SCHOOLS:

Academic reputation of institution 28%
Discipline '10%
Cultural affirmPtion 15%
Religious teachingsiinfluence 12%
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TEACHERS:

13.

A majority of the teachers hold teaching certificates and over 90% of the schools
have undergone srte certification, licensure and registration where applicable.
Some schools are members 0. national accrediting bodies.

WHY CONSIDER INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS?

Since over 90 percent of all students attend government schools, why expend the time
and resources being concemta with an obviously small number of students? Here are
some of the reasons we believe are important:

African Americans, in particular, must be supportive of self-help efforts by their
own people to build their own institutions, because institution-building is an
important part of the fabne of freedom for any group of people.

Education reforms of the 1930t have focuzed on preparing White Americans for
their own socioeconomic environments. However, they have not been successful
in producing effective s'rategies that nurture African-American and
Hispanic-American students, nor have reforms increased the motivation of large
numbers of these students to hither academic achievement. Therefore, it is
important to consider independent neighborhood schools, most of which have had
considerable success in these areas.

The development of strong students with positive self-concepts is an example of
what can happen when the free market is allowed to exist in education.

The small size of independent schools makes them excellent environments for
innovations in teaching and management that may provide useful examples for
larger systems to follow.

(Copies of Date to Choate are audible from the Inslaute. Executive Summary, ISBN 0.9t100 t.1
$550; Full zeFect, ISBN 0-54100143-2, 525 00 )
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Chairman MILLER. Dr. Nobles.

lamogimmumignErg

STATEMENT OF WADE W. NOBLES, PH.D., DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE
FOR THE ADVANCED STUI)Y OF BLACK FAMILY LIFE AND CUL-
TURE, OAKLAND, CA

Dr NOBLES. Mr. Chairman and members of the Select Committee
on Children and Families, as the executive director of the Institute
for the Advanced Study of Black Family Lice and Culture, profes-
sor of black studies at San Francisco State University, and found-ing director of a newly established Center for Applied Cultural
Studies and Educational Achievement, I wish to thank you for the
opportunity to serve as an expert witness on the condition, prob-
lems, and solutions relative to black men. I especially want to
thank you for having the vision and insight to not only seek an un-derstanding of the plight and crises experienced by America's
young black men, b'it to go even further in your quest by examin-
ing solutions to the crises experienced by black men.

It is especially important that I note for the record that as anexpert I understand that the observations, information, insight,and opinions and perspectives I have to offer have been filtered
through a dial prig- of being, first, a trained scientific researcher,
scholar, and academician; and second, and probably more impor-tantly, being a black man socialized in the United State.. of Amer-
ica. With that stated condition, my testimony will highlight the so-
ciopolitical crises experienced by black men, and conclude with an
explanation of the HAWK Federation as one possible solution tothese crises.

Having studied both the problems of young black men and par-ticularly teenage pregnancy, gang violence, lack of motivation,
under achievement, and drug involvement, as well as the societal
constraints which affect black family viability, the Institute whereI do most of my work understands that the problem is not the
black mar,. The problem is societal.

Jf one lor':.s at the fact that (1) black unemployment remainstwice as high as white unemployment; (2) black people experience'
serious crime more often than their white counterparts; (3) only 55percent of black youth in California complete high F"hool and ,nly3.6 of those are eligible to go on to college; (4) that 14 percent of allbirths in California are to teenagers and 15 percent of all those
teenage births are in the black community, (5) and finally, that the
generalized health status of the black population is worse thanthat of the white population, then one is able to see that the prob-
lems experienced by the black family in general and black men inparticular are systemic to the siciopolitical reality of the UnitedStates.

It is obviously the social conditions which lead black youth into
entering the path of delinquency, deviancy and negativity.

Robert Hill note 1, in that regard, that black men are forced to
r -1-1 a gauntlet of school expuls.ans, special education placement,dropout, foster care placement, delinquency, arrest, incarceration,
unemployment, drug addiction, alcohol abuse, hcznelessness, homi-
cides and suicides from the moment of the cradle to the moment of
the grave In noting the importance of black men, he concludes, as
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did James McGee before him, that the functioning of black fami-
lies, and I would inject the functioning of American society, cannot
be enhanced until the highest priority is assigned to insuring that
black boys, black male youth, black adult men and black fathers
a e able to fulfill their responsibilities as productive members of
our society.

The data are clear that black men face a precarious futhre.
This is just a limited perspective, but there are six major crises

that young black men find when they are burn in this country. The
life chances, the involvement in criminality, the economic condi-
tions, the educational level, the involvement with drugs and gang
violence and deviant lifestyles, and finally the involvement with
male sexual misconduct '.vhich leads to health risks which is so
popularized now by the AIDS scare are all issues that black men
are confronted with as they grow up.

But the clarification of the problem is something that I would
like to point out because often times we miss it as we look at the
external indicators of the problems of black men.

The major societal flaw in America is ultimately, and has re-
mainej, racism. It remains pervasive and seems to be forever en-
during. We cannot simply say it does not exist and hope that it
toes away. To fail to understand the real source of racist behavior
ia its reizitie to the historical imaging and treatment of black
males is to overlook the fundamental cause of A,merica's societal
flaw and ti - ultimate .:olanation of why black men are "in trou-
ble."

Both symbolically and iterally, racism touches every aspect of
all our lives, particulu.;: 1n relation to the imaging and selfestetm
of black men. The negative linage and societal projections on the
selfimage and selfesteem of black men began with the historical
contact between Africa and the West. It is within this contact that
one finds the philosophical basis for racist btnavior. And we need
to highlight that there is a philosophical basis of raerst behavior.

During this contact, the one outstanding sign having special
meaning was the Livention of the concept of "the Negro." It is ex-
tremely important to recognize that the concept and meaning of
"the Negro" is entirely different and distinct ide logically E 1c1
philosophically from the image and meaning of "the African."
Given that literally from the beginning of human consciousness tc
the advert of the Negro," the position of the black man and the
relationship between Africa and the rion-African world was the op-
posite of what it is now. It is important to understand the psy-choso-
c:al meaning and co: sequences of this shift.

From the time of the Ionian philosophers to the Il_rnan Ascen-
sion to the Moorish conquest of the Iberian pe.iinsula, evidence
abound that so-called white people viewed the 0o-called black
people with awe und respect. The terms Ethiop, Blackamoor,

ubian and African all repre0ented in the minds of non-African
people a culture and a people who were superior and praiseworthy.
The European, in ,ffec., had to redefine the African so that we, Af-
rican people, differed in men-ulity, attitude, fun"tion and belief
from that which allowed us to rule the world and to contribute to
the process of human development.
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Enter here on the state of human history the necessity of invent-
ing this concept called "the Negro," and the permanent installa-
tion of a Greco-Roman philosophicalliuwlogical base of Western
civilization. This period also s' ds the acceptance of the philo-
sophical foundation of racism.

Note if you will, Mr. Chairman, that the ancient African people
believed that man existed in one of two conditions. One could exist
in a state of ignorance or one could exist in a state of enlighten-
ment In fact, the ncient Kemetic people believed that human des-
tiny and purpose was tc grow from ignorance to enlightenment.
European philosophers, however, translated the African philosophi-
cal states of 'gnorance and enlightenment into metaphors of "dark-
ness" and "the light." Ignorance, in turn, became signified by evil
and inferior and enlightenment became signified by goodness and
superior, which in turn were ultimately symbolically representedby black and white.

There is the crux of the problem of American society, that Vi3
retain the philosophical basis of believing that dark means bad and
light means good and that black means evil and white means good.
And consequently, we have classified the African as a Negro, whichis evil bad and inferior con lotations. Philosophical racism simply
directs the perceptions and choice.: of all of us relative to the value
and imaging of the black man. Hence, the black man becomes onthe bottom of the totem pole.

This, in fact, is the philosophical legacy of Western culture in
American society. We see evidence of this everyday as we look at
how we address and approach the issue called the black man. The
image and self-esteem of black men are clearly grounded in theidea that to be a black man is to be a person who is ignorant, who
won't work hare, who can't work effectively with other black men,who won't support his children, who disrespects children, who
a' rays wants something for nothing, who is incompet and shift-
less, who is lazy and violent, who is superior athletic_ and inferi-or intellectually, who is materialistic, possessive, sexually aggres-sive and lustful, who is insecure, who is docile, who is irresponsible
and ultimately is one who is totally de)endent upon white approv-al.

'rnese are ideas are reflected e,,Terr,vInef,0 from the portrayal of
black men on television, in the theatre, to the perception of black
elected officials. None of us esci from this imaging. Though erro-neous and false, if said often enough, these i become the self-
fulfilling prophecy. Clearly, if young black me.. ,.re nurtured in an
environment comprised of these stereotypes and the pnilosophi-cal basis of racism prevents us from challenging the belief system
which supports these notions, then American society itself becomes
the problem for black men, not black men the problem for Amer-
ica.

In effect, the nature of American society shapes the very poten-
t:al, possibility and probabilities of black men. It is clear to us thatunless we create a systematic and deliberate attempt to alter the
negative forces confronting the black family and their male chil-dren in particular, the conditions of the black community will
become worse :Ind we will see the emergence of a permanent black
underclass in the 21st century.
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The key to my testimony, Mr. Chairman, h., that given the over-
whelming involvement of black males in the most pathological
strands of society, it is clear that the development of a positive
black adolescent male is an important, strategy in the preventi_.:. of
the further devastation of the black community and of American
society. In regards to prevention, it is equally clear that the most
effective prevention technique are those that proms.... a natural re-
silience to the targeted pathology. In effect, the best adolescent pre-
vention plan is a plan that promotes positive youth development.

In order to provide the development experience that ii-cez,ary
for the proper physical and intellectual growth and development of
black men - children, prevention activities must alter the negative
images, ideas and values that are imposed on ..ne black males.

Mr. Chairman, the development of the HAWK Federation, which
is a case study that we are conducting in California, is consistent
with tais strategy. Techn'zally, the HAWK Project is a prescription
to develop ei.ective solutions of programmatic interventions for
black men.

I have ,Jvided the Committee with a detailed description of the
HAWK oeiation and I would simply like to highlight that the
HAWK Federation stands lb; high achievement, wisdom and
knowledge. The HAWK Project was developed to address the prob-
lem, experienced in the black community while simultaneously re-
flecting the historical and cultural integrity of African and African
American people.

This is a footnote. It is that cultural integrity of African people
that has never been respected in American society and it is the
cru,' of the philosophical legacy of racism that prevents us from
utnizin, the strengths in the African American community to de-
velop solutions.

The HAWK Program was developed as an attempt to intention-
ally and overtly influence the values aid mor-: character of you
black males. The sole and singular mission of the HAWK ' aining
program is to overtly and intentionally (1,..v elop competent, confi-
dent anti conscious black men. Competent in that they are able to
do something well, confident in that whatever it is, they can
I. andle it, and conscious in the belief that they are, in fact, black
mt I do not ha.re to give up their blackless in order to acliieve
sue_ r the society.

The HAWK Federation s philosophical and cultural foundation is
embedded in the Afrocentric cultural precepts of the seven ancient
African cardinal virtues of MAAT. Now I speak a fo. language
to you because our education has prevented us from understanding
these concepts, but there are, in fact, ancient African cultural vir-
tues that talk about the development of man that have retained
themselves in the African community and our society needs to give
them license and liberty to utilize them in the d, elopment of men.

The second is the ten principles of initiatt..,y ma 4.2ry and the
third is the two codes of proper conduct. I need to point out that
those three things, the 7 cardinal virtues of MAAT, the 10 princi-
ples of initiatory mastery, and the two codes of proper conduct are
principles that the African community developed 6,000 years ago,
long before, in fact, the birth of Christ.

ritifiaihriamb=rarriorkigdarararrardt
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In response to the question of positive selfesteem, the overallstrategy of the HAWK Federation is to systematically exposeyoung black men to an orchestrated series of thinking, feeling anddoing exercises which are designed to reinforce and to incui.:a'?.. inthem the idea of pcsitive black manhood.
When one's behavior is driven by the attitude of excellent, themastery of _ kills and tl ' commitment to one's own community,

then there is little desire or motivation to engage in deviant behav-
iors. With its emphasis on the cardinal virtues, the initiatory mas-tery and the codes of proper conduct, the HAWK Federation pro-
gram promotes positive black manhood and thereby prevents the
adoption of behaviors, attitudes and values inconsistent with thepositive black manhood.

In the full report, I will direct your attention to the fact that the
HAWK program essentially does work and that we look at those
indicators of academic achievement and issues of motivation and
self-esteem, the indicators show that we are, in fact, witnessing im-
proved grade scores and improved perceptions of motivations and
achievement.

Mr. Chairman and merr bars of the Select Committee on Chil-
dren, Youth, and Families, I hope these brief remarks and my writ-
ten testimony will be helpful. I will simply conclude by suggesting
that serious attention be given to the strategy of health promotion
rather than disease prevention and that equal attention be given tothe needs of black men from a cultural perspective. We have failed
to serve the black community in denying its cultural integrity.

In this context and the recognition that community groups,
church groups, E cial ^lubs and fraternal organizations throughout
the United States have all come to realize the need for culturally
consistent, that is Afrocentric manhood training programs. Andgiven the several existing models that are now currently operating
throughout the United States, all suffer from being "off the nation-
al agenda" because black men are, "off the national agenda."

It is my single recommendation that the Select Committee onChildren, Youth, and Families simply support in principal, direc-
tive and finance the establishment and implementation of commu-nity-based and operated black manhood training and development
programs as the strategy for the prevention of those indicators that
place black men at risk and in trouble.

Thank you very much for your time and your attention.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
(Prepared statement of Wade W. Nobles, Ph.D., follows:}

1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF WADE W. Nosus, PH.D., EXECL AVE DIRECTOR, THE INVal
TUTE FOR 'HE A must( STUD1 OF BIACK FAMILY, L.'E AND CULTURE, INC., OAK-
LAND, CA, PROFESSOR OF BLACK STUDIES, SAN FRANCISCO S TE UNIVERSITY, SAN
FRANCISCO, CA, FOUNDINo DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR APPLIED CCU' ap,L STUDIES AND
EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT, CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY S- STEM, LONG BEACH,

CA

Mr. Chairman and members of the United States House of Representatives,
Select Committee on Chi Wien, Youth and Tana hes, as the Executive Director of
the Insti ute for the Advanced Study of .sek Family Life and '3ulture, Inc., a
professor of Black studies at San Francisco State University and the founding
Director of the newly established Center for Ai- plied Cultural Studies snd
Educational Achievement of the California State University System, 1 wish to
thank you fur this opportututy to serve as an expert witness on the condition,
problems and solutions r,:lative to Black men. I especially want to thank you for
having the v-ision and insight to not only seek an unders,anding of the plight and
cnses experwneed by America's young P'ack men but to go even further in your
quest by examining solutions to the crises experienced by Black men.

It is especially important that I note for the record that as an "expert", I
inderstand that the observations, in;ormation, insights, opinions and
perspectives I have to offer have been filtered through the 3uF1 prism of being a
trained scientific res archer;scholanscademiciai. and a Black man socialized in
the United States of America. With that stated condition, my testimony will
highlight the socw experienced by Black men in Amenca, identify
Some of the reasons why we haven't been able to reconcile America's race
problem, give evidence of the euncrete consequences of systemic and systematic
cnses expenenced by Wink men and conclude with an explanation of the HAWK
Federation as one possible solution to this crises.

The Black Man's Crisis or America's Crisis

In a recently aired television duct centary regarding the crises in Black
America and the destruction of the Blocs family ( CBS Special. The Vanishing
Black Family), Bill Moyers in recalling the b..iok, Theanvisikls_11.a_n by Ralph
Ellison, noted that "today the young Black roan is AnythAng but invisible. He is the
one who shows up in the highest unemployment rate, he is right the.e at the top
of the crime statistics, he is the one most threat. rung to his Black neighbors and
the one most feared in the mind of White America".

Having studied both the problem: of young Black men (particularly tc-cnage
pregnancy, gang violence, lack of ma vation, drugs, etc.) as well as the societal
constraints which affect Blad. `aim!) viability, the Institute, un:ike Mr Moyers
and CBS, understands that the problem AS not Black men. The problem is societal
If one looks at the fact that tli Black unemployment remains twice as high as
White unemployment, (2) Black people expenence senou.. crime more often than
then White counterparts, t3) only 58% of Black youth in California complete high

The HAWK Federation and the Development of Black Adolescent Males
Toward a Solution to the Cruses of America's Young Black Men

0 1989. Wade W. Nobles. Pb D
The Institute for the Advanced Study of Black Family Life & Culture. Inc



school and only 3.6% of those aie eligible to go on to college' ; (4) 14% of all birthsin California are to teenagers and 15% of the teen births are Black; aLch (5) thegeneralized health status of the Black population is worse than that of the Whitepopulation, then one is able to nee that the problems experienced by the Blackfamily, in general and Black men, in particular, are systemic to the sociopoliticalreality of America. These societal conditions and/or structural constraintsnevertheless result in deviant familial and personal lifestyles and the Blackadolescent wile is not immune to this process. In fact, given Western culturerelative t' maleness (i.e., aggressiveness, strong, unemotional, independent, etc.)and the psychology of oppression, Black males should be highly susceptible to thenegative consequences of this condition.

It is, obviously, the social conditions which lead Black youth into etenngthe path of delinquency, deviancy and negativity.

Robert Hill (1989) notes in this regard that Black men "... are forced to runa 'guantlet' of school expulsions, special education placement, dropouts, fostercare placements, delinquency, arrest, incarceration, unemployment, drugaddiction, alcohol abuse, homelessness, homocides and suicides from the cradleto the grave. In neing the anporta.Ice of Black men, he concludes, as did JamesMcGee (1984) before him, that the functioning of Black families and I vouldinterject, American society, can not be enhanced ostil the highest pnority isassigned to insuring that Black boys, male youth, adult men and fathers are ableto fulfill their responsibilities as productive members of society.

The data are clear that the Black man faces a precarious future. On almostevery indicator of socioecono sic wellbe ag the Black male lags far behind almost
every other sex and ethnic group in the country.

Problem 411-Life Chances of the Black Male: The Black male nas a lowerlife expectancy rate than any other sex and ethnic group. Indeed within the pasttwo years :Se Black male life expectancy has actually declined. In 1983, the Blackmale mortality rate ( 1,020 per 100,000) was almost double that for White males(698 per 100,000) and Black females (690 per 100,000) and three times that for Whitefemr'es (393 per 100,000). The incide'ce of drugrelated disease (cirrhosis of theliver, tar Black males under 25 years is 12 times higher than with any othercomparable group. In 1983, the death rate for cirrhosis of the liver for Black maleswas 23 per 100,000, almost double that of White males of 13 per 1001'00, double that

I In response to the educational failure of California's educational system relative toBlack children, the newly established Center for Applied Cultural Studies andEducational Achievement was C:veloped by the California State Department ofEducation and the California State University System to directly affect systemic andsystematic changes at every level of the educational experience of AfricanAinericanstudents I see appendix
The HAWK Federation and the Development of Black Adolescent Males

Toward a Solution to the Crises of America's Young Black Men0 1989, Wade W. Nobles, Ph.D.
The Institute for the Advanced Study of Black Family Life & Culture. Inc
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of Bleck females of 11 per 100,000 an! four tines that of White females of 6 per
100,900. The death rats for heart diseas , for Black males was 308 per 100,000, the
highest rate for all sex and ethnic groups.

The Black male has a 1 in 21 chance of being murdered in his lifetim,, (i.e.
by age 65) compared to a 1 in 104 chance for the Black female, a 1 in 131 chance for
the White male and a 1 in 369 chance for the White female. Homicide is the
leading cause of death among n.vole males 15-24 and one out of every three deaths
(38.5%) of Black males 20-24 was due to homicide. The Black male homicide rate of
54 per 100,000 males was --en times that for White males, five timer that for
Black females and eighteen times that for White females. Although Black males
comprise only 6% of the tote! population of America they account for 34% of all the
murder oidims.

Problem 02-Criminality of Black Youth: Although the Black pomlation
represents 12% of the total population it accounts for 46% of the p. ison population.
Of the Black prison population Black males account for 89%, 54% of the Black
males nu prison were below 29 jaars.The incarceration data are also indicating a
new level of drug-related behavior in the Black community.

Problem 03-Ecoromic Condition of the Black Males: In terms of the
opportunities for participation in the mainstream economic activities the data
indicate that Black males are increasingly becoming a marginal group. Labor
force participation rates for Black males fell from 83% in 1960 to " in 1983. At
the same time the unemployment ratio for Black males has ren .d constant:y
at double that for White males and currently stands at 14.9%. Unemployment
among Black male adolescents oas 49.6% in 1983. The implication of these data is
that large portions rf the Black male population are not participating in the
formal economic structure of American society.

Problem 04-Educational Level of Black Male Youth. Educational data
indicate that Black youth, in general, are seining cons tently below the national
average across all grade levels and all subjects and are not being prepared for
entry into college. In addition the data also indicate that Black male students
drop-out , or are "pushed out", of the school system at higher rates than other sex
and ethnic groups.

Problem 05-Black Youth and Drugs and Gang Violence. Drugs, youth
gangs, violence, victimization and clime are increasingly becoming part of the
ever.feay experiences of Black mates. There can be little doubt that drug use and
abut). has reached epidemic proportions within the African American
community. The primary drug's in the African-American community have
traditionally been marijuana and heroin, with cocaine being seen a. the .:rug of
the ridi a.id powerful. However, within recent years there has beck a dramatic
shift i the drug of choice in the community. While the incidence of rmirkiriana

The HAWK Fe,cration and the Development of Black Adolescent Males
Toward a Solution to the Crises of Amer:ea% toung Black hien
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and heroin use appears to have stabilized, cocaine use has skyrocketed with the
emergence of crack. In Oakland, for example, it is estimated that 90% of the drugtrafficking is in cocaine. The emergence of this drug has brought the moreexpensive and addictive cocaine into the reach of the poorer sectors of the
community. Crack is cheap. It is easy to hide, easy to use, deadly, potent andhighly addictive In this regard, data from the latest National Survey of Drug Use(1987) reported that one out of every twenty-five high school seniors (4 1%) reportedhaving tried crack in the past year. Usage rates were substantially higher amongthe non-college bound (5 2%) than the college bound (2.8%); and in the larger cities(5.9%) than the smaller cities and non-urban areas (3.5% each).

The increase in drug-related activities is reflected in a correspondingincrease in arrests for drug offenses. There was a 19% increase in arrests for
drug offenses in 1984, compared to 1983. The alarming trend in this statistic isthat there was an 11% increase in arrests for heroin and cocaine sales and a 7%decline in marijuana sales. These data reflect a shift in the pattern of drugactivities to the more addictive drugs ofheroin and cocaine.

The context of drug use in the African-American community is especiallyproblematic in that most children learn about drugs and are offered drugs the
first time by social peers and sometimes relatives. The consequence of this is thatchildren are exposed at early ages to the presence of drugs; are capable of
identifying the behavioral modalities associated with drug use; and becomequickly acclimated to a drug-infested environment.

Problem MG-Black Male Sexual Misconduct and Ifeaxtb Risk: AIDS is the newestand most frightening danger to emerge from the prix.nce of drugs in the
African-American community, However, until recently, in the African-
American community, AIDS had been considered a diseapv affecting whitehomosexual and bisexual men and some African-American intravenous drug
users At the current time AfricanAmericans (mostly males) represent 25% ofAIDS cases, but only 12% of the national population. "owever, among childrenthe situation is even worse. Currently 59% of children with AIDS are African-
American (Health, United States, 1987). Almost all of these children have been
infected in utero; 89% of diagnosed children have at least one intravenous drug-using parent.

Given the prevailing pattern of drug use in the African - Americas,community, the bharing of needles common among heroin uses represents the
primary mode of transmission of the virus in the African-American cenununity.Similarly, the increase in teenage prostitution associated with "crack houses" isplacing a large proportion of young women at risk of contracting the virus
through sexual intercourse with multiple partners. There is little doubt that theincidence of drug use and sexual misconduct has placed the African-Ameacan
population at great risk of contracting this deadly virus. Without a doubt, the

The HAWK Federation and the Development of Black Adolescent Males
Toward a Solution to the Crises of America's Young Black Men
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primary effect of substance abuse and sexual misconduct, in the African
American community, is one of death, devastation and destruction as lives are
lost, careers are destroyed, families are torn apart and the future s CSUUCLCS of the
community are depleted.

Toward a Clarification of the Problem

The major societal flaw in America is ultimately racism. It remains pervasive
and seems to be forever enduring. To fail to understand the real source of racist
behavior and its relation to the Insconcal imaging and treatment of Black males is
to overlook the fundamental cause of Amer-:11"s societal flaw and the ultimate
explanation of why Black men are In trouble".

Both symbolically and literally, racism touches every aspect of our lives,
particularly, in relation, to the imaging and self esteem of Black men. The
negative images and societal projections on the self image and self coke... of
Black men began with the historical cot tact between Africa and the West. :t is
within th,s contact that one finds the philosophical basis for racist behavior.
During this contact, the one outstanding sign having special meaning was the
invention of "the Negro'. It is extremely eporlant to recognize that the concept
and meann of "the Negro" is an entirely different and distinct idoological and
philosophical coostruct from the image and meaning of "the African . Given that
liteially :roni the beginning of human consciousness to the advent of "tu Negro",
the posit.on of the Black man and the relationship between the African and the
non-African was the opposite of what it is now. The meaning of the African in the
historical consciousness of the European, for instance, was, (up until the advent
of the Negro) associated with high culture, superioi civilization and sophisticated
human systems of organization t i.e., governance, commerce, family, religion,
etc.)

Fr.rn the time of the Ionian philosophers, to the Roman Ascension to the
Moorish conquest of the aerian peninisula, evidence abounds that so called
White people viewed the so-cclled Black people with awe and respect. The terms
Ethiop, Blackamoor, Nubian and African all represented, in the nands of the
European, a culture and pee plo who wore superior and praisewortk. However,
European world domination .equired the exchange of African respect and
admiration for the imaging of the disrespected and unworthy "Negro". The
psychological requisite for European durrnnatiot was, therefore, the destruction of
African melloratIon and history and the re-definition of the meaning of "the
African". The Ely-or:man, in effect, had to re-de, ne the African so that we (African
people; differed i uentality, attitude, function (behavior) .nd belief from that
which alkwed us to rule the known world and contribute to the process of human
development Enter here on the stagc of human history the rice, oily for inventing
the concept of "the Negro" and the permanent installaciou of a J Christian
Greco-Roman philosophical ideological bases of Western cionlizat..n. With the
establishment of philosophical doctrines of human domination and , itation
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like th. "Imperium Christianurn", "Regnum Europae" and "Societas
Christianum", Europe emerged from the dark ages committed to a zi^vi
interpretation of history and human consciousness steeped thoroughly and
inextricably in Eurocentricism. The requisite condition for the legitimacy of this
Eurocentrism was the destruction of the Afro-centric world and the establishment
in the consciousness of the world the concept of the Negro".

This period also signals the acceptance of the philosophical foundation of
"racism". Note if you will Uzi, Ancient African people believed that man existed
In one of two conditions. One ould exist In a state of "ignorance" or one could
exist in a state of "enlightenment' In Tact, the ancient Kemetic (Egyptian) peoplebelieved that human astiny and purpose was to "grow' from ignorance to
.nliglitenment The European philosophers, however, translated the Afncan
philosophical states of ignorance and enlightenment into the meophors of
"Darkness" and "the Light". Igne:ance in turn became signified by 'evil" and the
enlightenment by "good(ness) ", which, in turn, were ultimately symbolically
represented as "Black" and "White". With the acceptance of the philosophic?l
belief system that put forth the notion that the nature of the human is erl and
that all relationships were linear polarities with superior and inferior
classifications, the ancient Europeans ultimately redefined the African
development schema of ignorance to enlightenment into a polar opposite
conti ium of white vs black and good vs evil. The ancient European community
in to clasified and sorted the world and its peoples into categories of color withthe ite people of the world being the good (superior) and the non-white (Black)
people of the v,orld being the bad (inferior).

Hence, having (re)classified the African as the Negro th its evil, bad andinferior connotations, philosophical racism simply directs the perceptions and
choices of people relative to the ,slue and imaging of the Black man. This is, in
fact, the philosophical legacy of Western culture and Americansociety.
Note, if you will the popular ideas about Black men. In the United States, the
imaging and self-esteem of Black men are clearly grounded in the ideas that to be
a Lllack man is to be a person who is ignorant, does poorly in school; won't work
hard; can't wcrk effectively with other Black mon, won't support his children;
disrespects women; always wants something for nothing, are incompetent and
shiftless; over controls his feelings, r. ver tells the truth; is always paranoid; is
lazy and violent; is superior atheletically and inferior intellectually; is
materialistic, possessive, sexually aggressive and lustful, insecure, docile,
irresponi'rible and ultimately dependent upon white approval. These ideas are
reflected everywhere, from the portrayal of Black men on television/theatre, to the
perceptions of Black elected official.

The HAWK f-Octation rat the Devlopment of Blask AduIVWCIVI Stales
Towird a Solution to the Crises of America's Young Black Men
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The Consequences of the Negative Imaging of Black Males

Though erroneous and false, if said often enough these ideas b:icome the
self fulfilling prophesy. Clearly, if young Black men are nurtured in an
environment comprised of these steieutypes and if the philosophical basis of
racism prevents us from challenging the belief syst,m which soppott... these
notions, then American society itself becomes the problem for Pink men. In
effect, the naturY of Amencan sock, shapes the very potential, possibili, and
potential of the Black man. The problems of Black adolescent males are extremely
complicated. They are simultaneously interwoven with Lie societal piublems
subsequently experienced by the family and the lack of positive male-defined
identity, culture nod At a time when the news media is populanzing the
idea of Black progress, analysis of traditional socio-demographic data irlicati.
that the relative position of the Black pulatain in becoming coo se and that the
"image if progress" is more real than the 'reality of progress". Indeed, Black
families across the nation are expetiencing an ever ik.creasing weakness and
difficult) in IL ability to function as a viable human otganizanom The problems
encountered by the Wart, family and its childita ate pioblyins caibcJded in the
nature and changing structure of American society. In recognizing that the
"problems of Black adolescent males' are clearly visible: in tho context of the
concrete reality in which they *sive (i.e., drug trafficking, Lime, violence,
unemployment, etc.), the cultural context of the problem becomes a focal pout for
its eradication as well as the theme for its prevention

Clearly, young black males are in crisis and aro at nsk of becoming a
peimancnt dtain on 'octet, and an UOWL:I Q11.11,11: danger to theruselves and them
commu v It is clear to us that urIzss we creak a systematic and deliberate
attemp Ater the aegative forces conftonting the Mack family and the': mole

particular, the conditions of the Black community will become worse
and we well see the emergence of a permanent nick underclass in the 21st
century.

Promotion of Manhood vi. Prevention of Devi aacy. The HAWK Federation

Given the overwhelming involvement of Black mules in the moat
pathological strands of societ, (i.e., drug related a_tivity, crttntliality.
unemployment, poor edueation and heslth, etc. it in clear that the &rd.-Tomtit of
positive Black adolescent males is an iinpoi Lint stietetry in the prcvcatwn of the
further devastation of the Blade Community and ARAI It.slri society. In regards to
prevention, it is equal.y cleat that the must effeetive ptevention techniques ate
thirst that promote a natural resilience ca the targeted pathology In effect, the
best adolescent prevention plan is a plan that prom, les positive youth
rhleelopment

The i'AWK fc.let.,,,on and the Development of BLitt. Adele cent Male.,
Toward a Solution to the Cases of Amet.cis Young Mai k hien
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The Institute's work on human functioning supports the fact that the
necessary condition for behavioral change is to effect a change in the 'Ideas held
to be true by the actors. In order to provide the developmental expenenctioi that
arc necessary for the proper physical and intellectual growth and development of
the Black man -child, prevention activities must alter the negative images, ,dens
and values that are imposed upon the Black males and develop strategies
designed to break the cycle of apathy, despair and hopelessness that kuriades
many of the urban communities and which places the Black male at risk.

It is the opinion of the Institute that social deviancy, pathology, substance
abuse, inappropriate behavior, sexual misconduct, hopelzssness, defeatism, etc.
are all exacerbated by racism and exploitation and like racist behavior, they are
all grounded in the American cult. Hence, the task of changing the
inappropriate behavior is, in effect, a task of 'culturally realigning' the
adolescent's behavior with principles of conduct consistent with the highest level
of human functioning. In effect, aberrant behavior which is bas.... on culturally
distorted ideas must be realigned with culturally accurate ann appropriate
'ideas'. The development of the HAWK Federation is consistent with this
strategy.

DESCRIPTION OF HAWK FEDERATION PROJECT

Technically, the HAWK project is a "prescription" which emerged from
the Institute's "Cultural Context Problem Solving and Program Development
Process". In this process, once the "problem" exp- -ed by a community or
icstitution is identified, the next task is to d, t. effective solutions or
programmatic interventions which reflect buth the concrete conditions and the
culture of the target community.

The HAWK project was developed to address the problems expeneuced in
th: slack community while simultaneously reflecting the historical cultural
int grity of the target population2.

The HAWK Programme was developed as an attempt to intentionally and
overtly influence the values and moral character of young Black males. The sole
and singular mission of the HAWK training program is to overtly and
intentionall, de% clot) rcmpetent, confident and conscious African- Americ..a

2 In regards to the onginai test site, Cr. nt Union High School, of HAWK project, the school site
leadership had identified teenage pregn, ncy. delinquency, and school drop-out as problems
directly impacting on its ability to educate I" . children placed .n its charge Although a
generalized prevention model, and given he reyotet of the Sacramento host school, the HAWK
application at Grant Urn, HA School, ardingly, targeted male responsibility in teenage
pregnancyprevention de its goal

The HAWK Federation and the Development of Black Adolescent Males
Toward a Solution to the Crises of America's Young Black Mcn
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men. Through a process of intentionally introducing to these young men the
qualities, attributes, attitudes and responsibilities of African & African-
American men of Excellence., the HAWK project stimulates in their character
the desire to become high achievers and the best at whatever they do. In so doing,
the HAWK process aims at developing in each young man (1) something which
he does exceptionally well (competence), (2) a belief that whatever the task, he
can be successful at it (cetifidrice). and, (3) an awareness of :he historical
greatness of African & African-American men avid their personal responsibilivy
to the future continuation of that gveatness (consciousness). 7t is, in effect, a
universal prevention-intervention programme that addresses simultaneously
th.,. problems of drugs, gang violence, academic failure, low aspirations, poor
self-esteem and inappropriate sexual behavior.

In regards to youth development, the motivation factor imbedded in the
HAWK Youth development and training program is found in

(1) the Afi-ocentric cultural precepts of the cardinal virtues of MAAT
Truth
Justice
Righteousness
Propriety
Balance
Harmony
Order

(2) the principles of initiatory mastery and
Mastery of One's Thought
Mastery of One's Behavior
Devotion to Higher Purpose
Faith in One's Teacher
Faith .4] Oneself
Faith in One's ability
Free from Resentment/wrong
Free from Resentment/wronged
Ability to Tell Right from Wrong
Ability to Tell Difference between
the Real and the Unreal.

(3) th.: codes of proper conduct.
Sense of Excellence
Sense Appropriateness

These serve as the ethos or set of guiding principles that govern the conduct of
the young men in the program.

The HAWK Federation and the Development of Black Adolescent Males
Toward a Solution to the Crises of America's Young Black Men
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How Does the HAWK Federation Foster asitive Self Esteem?

Two issues are critical to positive self-esteem. One must first have ahexample or model of the positive self-esteem and one must see a connecticn or
bond tetween themselves and the "model". The overall strategy of the HAWKFederation is to systematically expose young Black ipen to an orchestrated series
of thinking, feeling and doing exercises which c:e designed to reinforce and
inculcate the idea of "positive Black manhood". One aspect of this strategy iswhat we have named the "African 'Mind h lel Technique". In this technique,
rather than identify "role models", we en% hasize the 'mentality" w" kb was
imbedded in African men of excellema. This is accomplished by h .rig ourtrainees study and interpret the lives and accomplishments of real An ..on and
African-American men of excellence so as to demonstrate that these Black menwere or are like them and they achieved greatnef, Secondly the excercises helpto point out that the only difference between these, tog Black men and the Black
=en of excellence was(is) a mentality (ergo, the Mind Model) which reflected a
sense o: Competence. Confidence and Consciousness.

The result of this technique is that once Black boys are given profiles of
Competent, Confident and Conscious Black men and are helped to see their own
image and interest in the history and experience of these models then they began
to express a personal sense of their own value and importance (i.e., positive self-esteem).

How Does the HAWK Federation Training Program Function as a Universal
Prevention-Intervention Program?

The Institute's work on human functioning supports the fact that thesubstance or foundation of all behavit.r is a set of -ideas' which --lye the behavior
licence and direction. Accordingly, the necessary condition for bet. it change isa change in the 'ideas' held to be true by the actors. In order t provide the
educational experience(s) that are necessary for the proper physical an intellectualgrowth and development of the Black man-child, school systems and/or
community agencies have to institutionalize a conscious and deliberate process of
altering the negative images that are imposed upon the Black man-child and
develop strategies designed to break the cycle of apathy, despair and hopelessness
that pervades many the urban communities in which Black children are raised.

In the African tradition, education was not only seen as learning facts.
figures, names and dates Eduction was viewed as a process of "transformation"
or change. The goal of education was to develop the learner -!d, through h/er, tobring snout harmoly, understanding and enlightenment in the world. As such
the educational process went through successive stares so that he learner grew
from "one not knowing" to 'one who knew" to understood".

The HAWK Federation and the trevclopmnt of Black Adolescent Males
Toward a Solution to oe Cri .3 of America's Young Black Men
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Education was govmaerl by a particular attitude and training meemd. The
rttitude was one of excellence and high chievement. In order to create such an
attitude, the primary or in ;al focus of training was to develop in the learner
personal character, commitment and consciousness Upon achieving the
"attitude of excellence", the training then flcused on the installation and mastery
of skilks ( i.e., cognition, computing, comprehension, etc.). The African cultural
trair methodology uti!...ed the precise techniques of accentuation, association
and atti-77bution.

VIP HAWK training program reclaims the African tralttion and has
systcamtically created a training program for young African-American men
which is deigned to utilize the "attitude of excellence' and the educational goal of
harmony, understanding and eulightenment to develop coioye, confident and
conscious African-American achievers.

In terms of education and developmental efforts, training which results en
a willingness to sacrifice in order to achieve, a desire to attars wisdom, and a
passion for knowledge, would be consistent with the goal of developing competent.
confident and conscious African-American men. Such a fining emphasis
translates to a developmental process which stimulates achievement, knowing
and wisdom. These, high -,chlevemmt, wisdom and knowledge, if orchestrated
properly become the basis for proper conduct and appropriate African-Amerman
male behavior. The H/_WK Programme was, thereby, ieveloped as an attempt to
intentionally and overtly influence the values and menu! character of young Black
males It was, in effect, intentionally designed to to a universal prevention-
intervention programme that addresses simultaneoosiy the problems of drugs, gang
violence, academic failure, low aspirations and poor sel'-esteem.

When one's behavior is dr,ren by M., attitude of excellence, the mastery of
skills nd a commitment to one community, 'hen there is little desire or
moth_ on to engage in deviant behaviors. With Its emphasis on the cardinal
virtues initiatory mastery and codes of proper conduct, the HAWK Federation
program pr../mot ss positive Eictcle manhood and thereby preveurs,1 the adoption, ut
behaviors, attitudes and/or values inconsistent with positive Black manhood.

Does the HAWK Program Work?

A HAWK Federation project is currently in operation in one hit,h school in
Sacramento, Cafor aia. Data obtained f om the first year evaluatioa of the
HAWK Project Point to the genet al utility of the program in redressin6 the issues
confronting black adolescent moles.

3 Without exception. the Off, -e of Substance Abuse Prevention tOSAPi has taken she
leadership an progiammahcaly recognir.ng that culturally ,onssient projeus with
an emphasis on "promotion' rather than "prevenhon" is the only strategy designed
to guarantee euCCeSS in c 'icating suhclance abu^e

The HAWK Pederame and the Development of Black Adolc at Males
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For example, data on GPA indicate that 55% of the youth in the program
improved their records from the first semi_oter to the semnd semester. In effect,
the data scow that the student CPA for the current semester was higher than
their cumulative score, (i.e., the average score for the previous two semesters).
This would indicate that the overall academic perfoimance in the second
semeste was better than that foe the previous semesters. The improvement in
GDA for the students was very important as an indicator of the success of the
HAWK project. .

The general perspective of the teachers at the end tithe first semester was
that the vast majority of the students (82%) who participated in the HAWK
project were performing below their app- -ent ability. At the end of the second
semester, however, this figure had declined to 23%. This would suggest that the
students had begun to bi, motivated to succeed in the school system. It should also
be r cted teat there is research literature that suggests that those students who
arc doing well in school are less likely to get involved with drugs and drug-
related activity.

In educating and inoculating these young Black males, we attempted
through the HAWK Project to re-align them to a value and belief system which
was con' 'ent with the positive nature of African people. By reinforcing the
positive atilibutes of Black manhood, the HAWK Federation program "prevents"
young Black boys from being susceptible to drug involvement and deviant
lifestyles In terms of the universal prevention aspect of the project, we self-
consciouely created a project image and interest which would reinforce behavior
consistent with High Achievement, Wisdom and Knowledge. We intentionally
created images, symbols, regalia, rituals, practices and responsibilities which
were designed to help internalize positive Black manhood as represented by
High Achievement, Wisdom and Knowledge. The young men in this program
have, as a result of the program internalized a *no drug tise* philcsophy alone
with the goals of becoming competent, confident and conscious Black men. The
positive results of training project, relative to eradicating deviant lifestyles,
suggest that this project should be tested and replicated on a larger scale.

Given the HAWK Projea's internalization strategy of impacting on how
young Black men feel, think and do relative to proper conduct and positive
cultural .lues and precepts, tin, project can nerve as a direct demonstration of
how the promotion of Black Youth development and training can serve as a
de iancy/delinquency proven n technique with Black adolescent males.

The HAWK PCdr...rmson and the Development of Black Adolescent Mats.
Towards Solution to the Crises of America's Young Black Men
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Condusion and Recommendation

Mr. Chairman I hope these brief remarks ana my wntten testinovny have
been helpful. will simply conclude by suggestia6 that senuus attention be given
to the strategy of "health promotion' rather than 'disease prevention" and thai.
equal attention be given to the needs of Black men.

In this cont'xt and in recognition that commiAL,t, groups, churches,
'vial clubs and fraternal organizations throughout the United States hove all
Loral. to realize the need fix culturally consistent (Afrocentric) manhood training
p-ograms, and, given that the -everal exist:rig programs ( eg., . Gary Mendez
Children of the Sun, Jawanza Kunjufe.,, Zimba Projects, Usen, Perkins Models
c Pos,tive Developr ant of Blaa Youth. Nathan and Julia Hare's Bnnging the
B`ack Boy into Manhood, Rite of Passage Program, The Urban Leagues
Adolescent Male Responsibility Network, The HAWK Federation, etc.) all suffer
from being "off the national agenua", it is my single recommendation that the
Select Comr.,-ttee on Children, Yot.th and Families support in principle,
directive and finance the establishment. and implementatIon of community based
and operated Black manhood training and development programs.

The HAWK Federation and the Deu,loprricnt of Black Adolescent Males
Toward a Solution to the Cnscs of America's Young Black Mcn
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Briefing Specifications on "The HAWK Federation:
A Manhood Training & Development Program"

What Is It?
The HAWK Federation is a universal pre.cation intervention programme that addresses

simultaneously the problems of drugs. gang violence. academic failure, low aspirat.o.ia and poor
self-esteem.

By emphasizing the promotion of positive, healthy, strong Black men, the HAWK
Federation is a viable, effective and cost efficient means of prevention and intervention for young
Black men. The HAWK Federation was developed by The Institute for the Advanced Study of
Black Family Life and Culture, Inc (1" 0. Box 24739, Oakland, Ca. 94623 (415) 836-3246 )

Why Is It Needed?
The Black male, like the Black female, is a necessary cornerstone or building block in the

healthy structure and functioning of the family and society As such, the Black male, proper
performance of his role in the family and society is an essential ingredient in the viawlity and
pr.servation of life in this ration Howe tr, the problems expenenced by Black men u e
unemployment, criminality, substance abuse, etc ) and the lack of services designed to mediate
these conditions not only place and define Black ncn as an 'endangered species". but they also
foretell of the increasing problems and future devastation for the society at large.

Currently we are seeing a greater involvement of Black boys in all the problems that are
antithetical to positive male responsibility to self. family and 50Cicu More so than ever beiore, the
development of young Black males n particular needs tc be gwdeu and directed and not Just lea to
chance The HAWK Programme was developed as attempt to intentionally and overtly
influence the values, moral character and risitive development of young Black males

What Does Do?
The HAW.. Federation manhood education and training program instills in young Black

boys. (1) a willingness to sacrifice ui order to achie, t2) a desire to attain wisdom, (3) a passion
for knowledge, (4) positive behavioral practices, and. (5) the internalisation of a personal goal to
become a competent. confident an) conscious AfricartAmencari man.

The HAWK educational and training pi tgram is designed to utilize is 'attitude uf
excellence, the sense of appropnateness' and ti t ed ,catIonal goal of harmony. wide, any,
and er' .htenment to develop competent, 0m:dent and conscious Afncan.Amencan t .8

aeaea,zacaaeaczac.,;:ca3,ga,zzagaco;,,z:,,
In Application/Adoption

I/my organization would be interested in receiving training et a tIARK trainer and
would like more information about implementing a program in my area
(PLEASE PRINT)

Organization
Address

Zipcode _City State
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HAWK Project Profile

A F-deration of Manhood Training &
Development Programs

Preface

As a Black famil; Think-tank, Thu Institute for the Advanced Study of Black Family Life
and Culture. Inc is mandated to address issues of Black human development and transformation
and, in response to these issues to engage in research, education and training and development
and dissemination. The fundamental guiding principle for the Institutd'a work is to formally re.
inimoduee into the African community cultural mandates, function and expectations designed to
stimulate the community's production of indigenous processes which ha e the capacity to resist
negative agents and/or prover' 'm development of attitudes, idea. and/r- Jehaviors antithetical to
the African community's e ell-being, welfare and viability In sc eleing, vie engage in therevitalisation of the Black .imunity and the re-unification of the Slick family by reclaiming,
evaluating and applying African and African-American edltural precepts

The HAWK programme evolved from the s'itute's application of this strategy to respond
to the need of one local school district to address tue issue of deviant Black male behanor relative
to teen-age pregnancy.

Introductim
If the educational system is to pro note tie positive development of the Black man.

ohild th^n it must participate in if not actu.dly develop pathway(s) of positive development
through which the Black man-child passes In o der to attain the status of 'man' in the
community The critical ecological force., .mping.ng on the Black family are such that the
Black parent has the added task of protecting their children, particularly, the man-child,
from a hostile environment that has an ever.dinumshing capacity to recognize the sanctity of
human life. Educating as well as parenting h.: mainchild is fraught with additional

lproblems
and concerns (i e sexism and racism) to society that denies the very identity and

egitimacy of Max manhood. It has been, In this man!, noted that the Blackpopulation, and
particularly male adolescents, are constantly bombarded by 'microaggressions" in which they
are hindered in their attempts to realize basic functional imperatives required for normal
adjustment and human functioning The multiple interactional and mutually reinforcing effects
of racism, sexism and stress condition young Black men to oftentimes display deviant behavior
(hostility, criminalizatior, gangs,unemploymest, sense of worthlessness) and/ or opt for
addictive escapism ( Le, sexual conquest, drugs, violence, etc.).

The Institute's work on human functioning supports ine fact that the substance or
foundation of all behavior is a set of 'ideas' which give the behavior licence and direction.
Accordingly, the necessary condition for behavioral change is a change in the Ideas* held to be
true "ci the actors In order to provide the educational expenencets) that arc necessary for the
,,oiler physical and intellectual growth and development of the Black man-child, school
systems and/or community agencies have to institutionalize a conscious and deliberate proems
of altering the negative images that are imposed upon the Black man -child and develop

5 31
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strategies designed to break the cytie of apathy, despair and hopelessness l',at pervades many
of the urban communities in which Black children are raised.

The HAWK Programme was developed as an v empt to intentionally and overtly
influence the values and moral character of young Black males. It is, in effect, a universal
prevention - intervention programme that addresses r imultancoosly the problems of drugs, gang
violence, academic failure and low aspirations and poor self-esteem
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The Mission: 1
The sole and singular mission of the HAWK training programis to overtly and inWntionuily develop competent, confider.; and

conscious AfricanAmerican men. Through a process of
intentionally introducing to these young men the qualities.
attributes. attitudes and responsibilities of African & African.
American men of Excellence. the HAWK ,,roject stimulates in their
character the desire to become high achievers and the bestat whatever
they do. In so doing, the HAWK process aims at developing in each
young man (1) something which they do . ptionally well
(competence); (2) A belief that whatever the task, they can be
successful at it (confidence }, and. (3) an awareness of the historical

Purpose of Education & The Role of Training

In tl e African tradition, education was not only seen as learning
facts. figures. names and dates Education was viewed as a process of
'transformation' or change. The goal of education was to develop the
learner and, through hfer, to bring about harmony, understanding and
enlightenment in the world. As such the educational process went through

Education was governed by particular attitude and training
method. The attitude was one of excellence and high achievement. In orderto create such an attitude, the primary or initial focus of training was to
develop in the learner personal character, commitment and consciousness,
Upon achieving the 'attitude of excellence', the training then focused on theinstallation and mastery of skills i.e . cognition, computing,
comprehension, etc ) The African cultural training methodology utilized

The HAWK training program reclaims the Afncan tradition andhas systematically created a training program for young Afncan.
American men which is designed to utilize the 'attitude ofexcellence" andthe educational goal of harmony, understanding and enlightenment to

The Educational & Developmental Relevance

In terms of education a i develops. Mal efforts, training which
results in a willingness to sacrifice in order to achieve; a desire to attain
wisdom; and a passion for knowledge, would be consistent with t.:e goal of
developing competent, confident and conscious AfricanAmencan menSti,h a training emphasis translates to a developmental process which
stimulates achievement, knowing and wisdom. These, F;.rt achievement,
wisdom and knowledge, if orchestrated properly become the basis for proper
conduct and ,ppropnate AfricanAmencan male behavior

C. r-
L1
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The laltural & Intellectual Foundation, of the HAWK Project!

Tie HAWK programme is based on cultural and intellectual hentage
estsblishecl by African men and women over four thousand years ago At the dr wn
of human avilitstion, Afrieetn people developed a society whic% was based on
developing, human virtue a:- nastery This cultural au tradition was
codified as Car& al Virtues of MAAT(nghteousne3s, propriety, truth, etc.) and

Prinelp: of Lim story Mastery (mastery of one's thought, free from resentment,
etc.) From tr beginning of time to the present African based societies have used
various Iran- '.liana of the Virtues of MAAT and the Principles of Mastery to
educate and c, ...fop their young.

In traditional African American culture the Af.vcan cultural and intellectual
tradition was preserved and retained as the twin cultural themes of excellence and
appropriateness. Combined, the Cardinal Virtues of MAAT, Principles of Mastery,
and the Cultural Themes of Excellence and Appropnatenecs serve as the
developmental stimuli for the HAWK programme.

Develo mental Stimuli

By developmental stimuli is meant those 'ideas' which serve as the *substance of
behavior' and As funher guidance Ideas are transmitted or .ntemalized in the form of values,
task and themes The Cardinal Virtues of MAAT, Principles of Mastery and the Cuicorai Themes
of Excellence and Apprupnateneas are the developmental stimuli used by the HAWK Programme
to guide the development of AfricanAmerican male behavior,

Cardinal Virtues of MAAT Ei neiples of Mastery ih/ral Themes

Truth
Justice
Righteousness
Propriety
Balance
Harmony
Order

Mastery of One's Thought I Sense of Excellence
Mastery of One's Behavior Sense Appropriateness
Devotion to Higher Purpose
Faith in One's Teacher
Faith in Oneself
Faith in One's ability
Free from Resentment/wrong
Free from Resentment/wronged
Ability to Tell Right from Wr ong
Ability to Tell Difference bet, seen
the Real and the Unreal.

Internalization Strategy
The overall training strategy ,s to systematically expose the young men to

thinking w literature, folktalcs, fables, proverbs, etc i feeling 4 introspection, values
clarification. etc.) and doing ( imesthetics, rituals, drama, etc I exercises
designed to reinforce and inculcate the message and meaning of each
developmental stimuli,
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Training Rationale and Project Identity

Without question, in the realm of psychological functioning. ideas are the
substance of human behavior. However, to maximise the ideas power to influence behavior, the
idca(s) must be relevant to the people whose behavior one wishes to change Hence, for this project.
the source and legitimacy of the "culturally accurate and appropnate ideas' had to be recognizably
relevant to the cultural reality of its participants.

The Project Identity:
From the Sign of Her eru, the Hawk, To Avery Brooks' Hawk.

In terms of an appropriate identity for a project designed to culturally
realign Black male student' behavior with principles of conduct consistent with the
highest levels of human functioning, we chose the name HAWK, in part, because
our research showed that the Black eommun especially Black men, watched the
television program 'Spencer for Hire' Circa 1987, ABC), in which the actor Avery
Brooks portrayed a Black man named Hawk, Upon further analyses of Mr. Brooks
character, it was patently clear that the Black community. attraction to the
Program, 'Spencer for Hire', was because Avery Brooke portrayed an image of a
Black man who was competent, confident and conscious. Hence, as a

The second reason for selecting HAWK as the project name and identity
was because classical African mythology identifies a Hawk as the ..ign of Heru
(Ito us), the first known mythical god-hero Ancient Kernel (l.-gypt), as lac seat of
ancient African high culture and civilization, has special relevant' for the
Inititute's manhood training program's. The mythical god-hero, Heru, aigrufied
by the Hawk, the ncieni cardinal virtues of MAAT and the principles of initiatory
mastery, all serve as the bases for developing the foundation of this specific

Accordingly, from the ancient Nile Valley High Culture to the modern lend
of television, the image of the Hawk has represented and symbolised the highest
levels of Black Male functioning.

The HAWK Manhood Training Rationale:
In fact, the substance or foundation of all behavior is a set of ideas which give the

behavior licence and direction Accordingly, the necessary condition for behavioral
change is a change in the 'ideas' held to be true by the actors. In regard. to changing
the inappropnate behavior in Black .doh scent males. it was necessary to identify
and understand the 'ideas' they hold which give legitimacy and direction to their
misconduct Haring accomplished the task of explicating these idea", the deviant
'ideas' must be replaced with appropriate 'Ideas' which in turn will become the
substance of the desired behavior. Once the appropnate ideas and behavior are
provided it is necessary for the socio-cultural reality in which the adolescent male
lives to reinforce, encourage and reward the desired behavior This latter point is
most often accomplished with the dual techniques of reseet for self and kind irate)
and uncompromising discipline

It is the opinion of the Institute that teenage pregnancy preven on, male
inappropnate sexual behavior. gang violence, etc are cultural phenome..a Hence.
the task of changing the inappropnate behavior is, in effect, a task of culturally
realigning' the student behavior with pnnaples of conduct consistent with the highest
level of human functioning In effect, student behavior which is based on culturally
distorted ideas must be realigned with culturally accurate and appropnate
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PROFILES OF COMPEL NT, CONFIDENT t- CONSCIOUS
AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMERICAN MEN

Historical Profiles
The analysis of historical profiles of African men of Excellence is core theme in the

celopment of young African Amcncan men By studying the lives and accomplishments of
.al African and African Amencan men, the HAWK training process establishcs as it I the

tradition of Black Excellence ..nd links that tradition to the personal lives of the (minces.
The lives of several Afncar men of Excellence are intentionally selected to match the

intent of the particular program enrollees. These, in turn, are studied to demonstrate examples of
Competence, Confidence and Consclousnem as well as the Cardinal Virtues and Mastery of skills
typical of African Men of Excellence Each "Iiistoncal Profile, in turn. becomes a stimulus for
giving the liAWK trainees especially designed mastery, mental and physical assignments

Declaration of Competen, e: Each histoncal profile is examined in order to
identify how the life and accomplishments of this ,articular Afne.n of
Excellence serves as a 'Declaratim of Competence'. In the analysis time rifest; 'e
and/or accomplishments of the histoncal figure, the task will bo t. cap', ste thy
way in which he demonstrated Competence.
As a declaration of Competence, the lifestyle and/or accompashment of the
histoncal figure must show, as an attnbute of African hlacth cod, the need for
excellence in mastering Lift% challenges.
Declaration of Confidence: Each histoncal profile is sartuned in order to
identify how the life and accomplishments of this par ic African Man
Excellence serves as 'Declaration of Confidsve. In tht nai six of the lifestyle
and/or accomplishme. of the historical figure. the task All be to explicate the
way in which he demonstrated Confidence Confidence to a feeling trial permeates
the individual's entire life and impacts upon his sense of wellbeing
As a declaration of Confidence, the lifestyle and/or accomplishment of the
histoncal figure must show as sn attnbute of African Manhood. .ht courag4., to
accept and meet any challenge in life on behalf of one's people.
L. ' tration of Consciousness: Each histoncal profile is examined ,n oraa to
identify how the life and accomplishments of this particular Afncan Man of
Excellence serves 36 a 'Declaration of Consciousness' In the analysis of the
lifestyle and/or accomplishments of the htstoncal figure, the task will be to
explicate the way in which he demonstrated the Importance of knowing who one is
as a person and a, an kfrican man
As a declaration , viciousness, the hfestyle and/or accomplishment of the
historical figure mu, show v an attribute of African Manhood, an understanding
of one's identity and the re ,dun of its value in achieving greatness
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SAMPLE OF LEVEL ONE - NINTH GRADE
DAILY LESSON PLANS OVERVIEW

Session I I: Cultural Understanding Training.

SessionI 2 Establishing HAWK Identity

Session I 3 Establishing HAWK Identity (cont.)

Session I 4 Inappropnate Behavior: Scaalllumnnsitrlity.Dpiglibilaylinigritlate&
Behaidoe.riang Violence

Session 85 : Inappropriate Behavior, (conti ; $:exually transmitted
diseases. biology of reproduchsn. self & socially destructive behavior

Session 86: Culturally consistent/appropriate mat behavior,
attitudes, values, Be Self & Family

SaSSiOrl 17: Culturally coreistent/appropriate male behavior,
attitudes, values, Se: Peers & School

Session I8: Culturally consistent/appropriate male behavior,
attitudes. values, Re: Ittins.an Adult & The Work World

Session 19: Culturally consistent/appropriate male behavior,
attitudes, values, Re: mes....tat {c 7'he World

Session 1101 Breaking down stereotypes

Session Ill. Developing an Historical sense of ciiinpeicritSsinfident.ds
C?tf is Black Manhood - Historical Profiles Research Project
-Discussion & Planning of HAWK "school/community activity'

Session Ile Developing contemporary examples of Convient Confident f

- Rehearsing& Developing HAWK sup perted -schonl/commuruty
activity'

Session I13 Initiation) Rite into next loses & exploration of Future
Responsibilities.

Session Olt Ceremony and celebration
Note Each Session will consist of two Di meetings for Iwo hours each

22-628 0 - 89 - 4
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The HAWK Daily Trainin Plan

Duration & Time Period: The HAWK
Programme in designed to coincide with an academic school
year. Each level of training lasts approximately seven
months with two-hour training sessions weekly.

Training Design: Each training session is
designed to reinforce the development of positive Black
manhood. In every session. the Attitude of Excellence and the
value of proper conduct (Appropriateness) along with
mastery skills are systematically reinforced. Training

Primary Objectives: Each training session has
as its primary objective one or more of the developmental
stimuli which reinforce and shape behavior. Specific
training topics reinforce the overall objective of exposing the

Training Procedures: Each session 'is governed
by written training procedures which identify the
internalization strategy to be used. task to be mastered.

Adoptionile_plication Procedures
Agencies and:or comrnu ity groups wishing to establisn a HAWK

project can do so by contacting
Director of Education and Training

The Lamb tute for the Advanced Study of Black Family Life and Colton% Inc
P.O. Bon 24739

Oakland. California 90623
Thz Institute's Hawk Programme includes setting up the loci

HAWK project. training identified agency staff or community personnel to
be the on-site HAWK trainers and monitoring and providing technical
assistance to the project for the first year.

Typ tally projects are established with a minimum of Twenty trainees and
two trainers. The fee for establishing a HAWK project includes a one time
membership fee, cost of training, training materials and twelve months of
technical assistance and monitoring Trainer training consists of twenty-
five hours of formal training and evaluation and four follow up quarterly
monitoring and technical assistance site visits
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PROSPECTUS

CENTER FOR
APPLIED CULTURAL STUDIES AND EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

r THE CENTER CONCEPT

It is proposed that a CENTER FOR A PPLI
EDUCATIONAI. ACHIEVEMENT' be developed as a University-based educational
research, development and training center which is devoted to the identification,
explication and application cf culturally consistent educational pedagogy and praxis
relative to African (Black) American educational excellence.

) CENTER MISSION AND GOALS
----)

1.13.e_igialon_ The fundamental and primary mission of the "Center for
Applied Cultural Studies and Educational Achievement"
will be to systematically and continually:

(1) shady the generic problems and issues which impact on the educational
success of African-American students;

(2) determine the cultural and systemic requisites necessary for the effective
education of African-American students;

(3) engage in an on-going identification, evaluation and replication of applied
ulturally consistent educational techniques, methods, practice and programs

relative to African-American educational excellence;

(4) develop authentic and/or innovative strategies, methods and techniques
of effective culturally consistent educational applications; and,

(5) design and implement a procedure and/or process for the
institutionalization of proven culturally consistent educational praxis at
every level and aspect of the African-American educational experience
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1212.13:11.

First Year DeveloianientaLandShgatlizalistnaLGosits

(1) design and/or create the requisite organizational structure, operational
functions and institutional relationships necessary for establishing and/or
obtaining support for the Center's permanent institutional existence;

(2) Design the center's organizational structure, operational procedures and 5-year development plan;

(3) Conceptualize and prepare major funding proposals; and,

(4) Establish a statewide and national network of scholars and practitioners
committed to Applied Cultural Studies and African-American Educational
Excellence.

First Year Operational Coal:;

(1) Identify and determine the cultural and conditional requisites necessary for
African-American educational access and success with the standard core and
categorical educational programs; (2) Develop and/or design a system for
monitoring and evaluating the education of AfricanAmerican children in the
California Public School system. (2) Design and/or adopt a system for recording,
retrieving and analyzing hfrican-American post-secondary educational
performance and involvement data, (3) Design a plan for examining, evaluating
and replicating successft 1 African-American educational techniques, methods and
programs; (4) Develop and design criteria for assessing educational excellence with
African-American children, (5) Develop a system for identifying and retrievingmodel systems of effective educational practice relative to African-American
children; (6) Catalog and coordinate the identification and implementation of theskills, theories and insights of African-American educational thinkers and
practitioners; (7) Visit and/or review exemplary models of culturally-based
educational systems and/or programs, (8) Identify the complimentary domains of
educational 'rid cultural practice relative to educational excellence; (9) Developmethods and procedures for testing and/or evaluating specific educational
prototypes and/or non-traditional methodologies and material, relahve to culture
and educational excellence, and, (10) Develop a plan for establishing on-going
teacher training relative to the peuagogical applications of African and African -
American culture.

16
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THE NEED AND JUSTIFICATION:

Available data indicate that the African-American community is facing an
educational crisis throughou, the nation. In California, a state which is rapidly
becoming a "minority majority" state, the situation is just as distressing. Across the
state,in every school district, African-American students, on the average, are searing
below the national average in all subjects and across all grade levels. For those who
succeed to higher education, the condition varies very little. Clearly, the importance
of maximizing the educational potential and success of California s African-
American youth is obvious. railing to educate African-American children has
resulted in clear and prevz,dable economic strains on this society. Howes. , to
continue to fail to fully educate African-American children will moat assuiedly
guarantee the creation of a disenfranchised caste and a system of educational
apartheid in America.

The educational process, in fact, requires and utilizes an unstated "cultural
schema" for the transmission of knowledge and understanding In effect, the
educational enterprise has a "cultural integrity. As such, if the cultural integrity of
the educational process and the cultural schema or integrity of the children to be
educated are not in line with each other, then the ability of the educational system
to reach its fullest potential is retarded or limited

Given the historical continuum of educational excellence that was rooted in
the African and African American cultural context, the educational success of
African American children may be tied directly to the "cultural integrity" of the
educational experience Accordingly, the application of a culturally consistent
pedagogy and praxis may be critical to the resolution of the educational crises of
African American children It is highly likely that the utilization of African and
African American cultural precepts in the education of African-American children
can turn around the current condition of educational failure

CMITACCI

Persons interested in receiving additional information about this project
should contact:

Professor Wade W. Nobles
The Black Studies Department
School of Ethnic Studies
San Francisco State University
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132
(415) 338.1495 or 1054

16C
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Chairman MILLER. Dr. Sullivan?

STATEMENT OF MERCER L. SL LLI1 AN, PH.D., SENIOR RESEARCH
ASSOCIATE, VERA INSTITUTE FOR JUSTICE, NEW YORK, NY

Dr. SULLIVAN. Good morning. I would lik ,o tell you this morn-
ing about the research that I have conducte.. ith young inner city
males involved in crime.

I'm a socio-cultural anthropologist and I've conducted a number
of studies with inner city teenagers in New York City over the past
15 years. The study I ant to talk about this morning was conduct-
ed in the early 1980s with a grant from the National Institute of
Justice.

We identified and built rapport with several dozen criminally in-
volved young males in three low income neighborhoods of Brooklyn
and developed profiles of their involvements with crime and drugs
as they aged from their early teens to their early 1920.s. We also
tried to relate those career developments in crime and drugs to
what was going on within the schools and in the labor market.

The three neighborhoods differed in race and ethnicity. One was
predominantly African American, one predominantly Puerto
Rican, one predominantly white. I understand that this committee
is particularly interested in the problems of young black males and
I will focus on those this morning. However, he value of our work
is that its comparative. What I want to show you is how different
problems develop in different ways in neighborhoods that are
really very close together, but which have very different structures
of economic opportunity.

Before I describe our findings, let me briefly describe the existing
state of social research on juvenile delinquency, its relationship to
public policy and the kinds of new insights into these questions
that I think are made possible by the rather unique nature of our
comparative neighborhood-based research.

It used to be widely accepted both among social °dentists and
among the general public that poverty, racial discrimination and
residence in deteriorated inner city environments were major
causes of crime. During the 1960s, many social programs based un
these premises were enacted which provided a wide range of inno-
vative services attempting to reverse these assumed causal link-
ages.

Now, I think that many among the public still share these as-
sumptions. But unfortunately, some influential academics have
challenged the ideas that poverty, discrimination and segregation
cause crime and other pathologies. At the same time, public sup-
port for crime prevention prugramb based on enhancing economic
opportunities within inner city neighborhoods has declined Signifi-
cantly.

The reasons for these changes in research and policy are too
complex for me to describe in detail here, but I would like to note
one characteristic of most of the recer.t research that has been
cited to debunk these previously widely held assumptions. Most of
t:.is research has focused on the chew,: wistics of individuals to
the almost total neglect of the characteristics of communities.

16r
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Without looking at the communitii ;n which people grow up, it is
impossible to as.,ess their behasior acc.rately. It is only by examin-
ing the choices that are actually present -.-.ithin given local envi-
ronments that we can \ al idly understand the behaNior of individ-
uals. It h. from ,his perspective that I will now describe our find-
ings.

The two minority neighborhoods that we studied had much lower
income levels and much higher crime rates than the white neigh-
borimd, which was basically working class rather than poor. What
we found, however, was that the crime careers of youths in all
three neighborhoods started off eery similarly and diverged over
time as these youths confronted %ery bask differeniles in economic
opportunity as well as differences in local level sockl control.

Both the white and the minority youths we studied engaged in
acts of non violent theft and in extensive and sometimes deadly
street fighting while in the early and mid teens. I do want to
point out that we looked for criminally involved individuals. I'm
not saying that eserybudy from any of these neighborhoods was so
involved.

As they grew older, however, many of the minority youth
became much more hew, inuhed in crime as a :source of regular
income. Their crimes grew increasingly ,ysteniatic and violent as
they passed from their middle to their late teens. The white youths
we studied did not follow this rout,- as much fur two reasons, both
related to cI.aracteristics of their Local neighborhood.

First, they had mire access to youth employment, usually part-
time, off-the-books and almost entirely located through family
li.embers and neighbors who were already employed in these busi-
nesses. Remember, we're talking about persons still of school age.
Their access to this employment had nothing whatever to do vith
superior educational achievement. In fact, many of these white
youths, had basic literacy problems and fully 4.4 them eventu-
ally left school without diplomas.

Not only did these white youths h..re better access to employ-
ment than their minority peers, they also encountered much strict-
er local level social control. Teenagers who steal and sell drugs
tend to begin doing so close to home. In this white, working class
neighborhood, such behasior was nut tolerated. Local adults either
retaliated themselves directly, sigilante style, or they called the
police.

In contrast, the minority youths faced a different situation
with respect both to employment opportunities, and to the !mai
social. control enirunnient. They had few family or neighborhood
based connections to part -time jobs. About half the households in
their neighborhoods lied poverty, were supported by welfare,
and were female headed. The high rates of female headed house-
holds were a result of the unavailability of decent employment for
peoplt of all ages, :since adult males without stable employment du
not make very desirable heads of households.

This household pattern had profound L.unsequences for the con-
trol of local youths who became insolsed in crime. There were
simply not enough adult males attached to household:, to control
predatory youths, with the result that violent youths controlled the
streets to a significant extent.
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At a certain point, however, they did encounter resistance in the
form either of armed adult male residents of the neighborhood or
of authorized representatives of the law. At this point, they began
to move outsie their own neighborhoods to prey upon people in
the subways and in downtown commercial districts.

As they reached their later teens, many of these youths had
learned 4.., rely on crime as a regular source of income, but most
eventua:ly did encounter consequences. violent retaliations, arrests
and jail and prison sentences. At this point, many began to cease
or at least deintensify their criminal involvements.

1 want to stress that this is not something that is unique to my
research. It is well known that crime rates decline sharply with
age for members of all racial and ethnic groups.

I've not had time to describe in detail patterns of drug use and
sale among these youths, but I should note that while use patterns
did not differ so strikingly among the neighborhoods, reliance on
drug selling as a primary source of income did vary and was much
more common in the minority neighborhoods. The advent of crack
in the mid 1980's has led to a significant increase in violence and
dependence on the illegal economy in all of these neighborhoods,
but it has intensified the disparity in the quality of life between
the minority neighborhoods aid the white working class area even
further.

I think these findings have some important implications for
social policy. It has been traditional to think of crime control strat-
egies based on opportunity enhancement as fundamentally opposed
to those based on tougher criminal justice sanctions. In fact, these
are two sides of the same coin.

When we look at the dynamics of local neighborhoods such as
those I have described, I think it is apparent that communities that
have effective local level social control are those that have a stable
employment base. Decent jobs make possible intact families with
sufficient resources to build and maintain safe environments. The
poor, minority residents we studied did attempt to raise their chil-
dren properly and control their environments. They simply lacked
the means to do so.

The policies I think most appropriate for dealing with high rates
of youth crime in the inner cities include innovative youth service
policies which attempt to improve families' connections with
schools and other services, the provision of extensive preemploy-
ment and employment services linked to local schools, and the de-
velopment of criminal justice policies which allow local residents to
work with the police and other authorities to create safer environ-
ments for raising children.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Mercer L. `.." llivan, Ph.D., follows:]

1 V,
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MERCER L. SULLIVAN, PH.D., SENIOR RESEARCH ASSOCIATE,
VERA INSTITUTE OF JUSTICE, NEW YORK, NY

Good morning. I would like to tell you about the research

that I have conducted with young, inner-city males concerning

their careers in schooling, employment; and criminal activity.

I an a socio-cultural anthropologist by training and my studies

have used intensive ..ase study methods relying on in-depth

interviews and participant observation. I have conducted a

number of such studies with inner-city teenagers in New York

City over the past fifteen years, but the study I want to con-

centrate on this morning was conducted in the early 1980's

under a grant from the National Institute of Justice. We

identified and built rapport with criminally involved young

males in three low-incoms neighborhoods of Brooklyn and devel-

oped profiles of their involvements with crime and drugs as

they aged from their early teens to their early twenties. The

research results I an going to describe pertain to about a

dozen young males in each of the three neighborhoods.

The three neighbrhoods differed in race and ethnicity, one

being predoninanly black, one predominantly Puerto Rican, and

one predominantly white. I understand that this committee is

particularly interesting in trying understand the high rates of

crane among young black males, and I will focus on them. How-
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ever, since the value of our studies is that they are compara-

tive, I will explain both similarities and differences between

the young minority :males we studied and their non-:minority

peers.

Before I describe our findings, let :me briefly describe

the existing state of social research on juvenile delinquency,

its relation to public policy, and the kinds of new insights

into these questions that I think are im:.;e possible by the

rather unique nature of our comparative, neighborhood-based

studies.

It used to be wide'y accepted both among social scientists

and among the general public that poverty, racial discrimina-

tion, and residence in deteriorated inner-city environments

were major causes of crime. During the 1960's, many social

programs based on these premises were enacted which provided a

wide range of innovative services attempting to reverse these

assumed causal linkages. I think that many among the public

still share these assumptions, but some influential academics

have challenged the idea that poverty, discrimination, and

segregation cause crime and other pathologies. At the sane

tine, public support for crime prevention programs based on

enhancing economic opportunities within imner-city neighbor-

hoodss has declined significantly.

The reasons for these changes are too complex for =a to

describe in detail here, but I would like to note one charac-

teristic of most of the recent research that has been cited to
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debunk those prev.ously widely held assumptions. Most of this

research has focuser. on the. chartteristics of individuals to

the almost total neglect of the characteristics of ..ommunities.

Without looking at the communities which people grow up, it

is impossible to assef., their behavior, such as their supposed

"choices" to vork or engage in crime as a means of (Detaining

incomt It is only by examining the cl.oices that a.e actually

presort within given local environments that we can validly

unders..and the behavior, of individuals. It is from this per-

spective that I will now describe our findigs.

The two minority neighbor:mods we studied had much lower

in.;:ae levels and much higher crime rates than the white neigh-

borhood, which was basically working class rather than poor.

What we found, however, was that the crime careers of youths in

all three neighborhoods started off very similarly and diverged

overtime as these youths confronted very basic differences in

economic opportunity as well as differences in local-level

social control.

Both the white and the minority youths we studied engaged

in acts of noa-violent theft and in extensive and sometimes

deadly street-f'.ghting while in their early and mid-teens. As

they grew older, however, many of the minority youths became

much more heavily involved in crime as a source of fairly reg-

ular income. Their crimes grew increasingly systematic and

violent as they passed from their midd.e to their late teens.
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The white youths we studied did not Follow this route as

much, for two reasons, both related to m( ..moteristics of their

local neighborhood. First, thay had muc, rre access to youth

employment, usually part-tine and off :h.-books and almost

entirely located through family members and neighbors who were

already employed in these businesses. Remember, we are talking

about persons still of school age. Their access tc this

employment had nothing whatever to do with superior educational

achievement. In fact, sone of then uad basic literacy problems

and fully half of then left school without. .p'.omas.

Hot only did these white youths have better acccas to

employment than their minority peers, they also encountered

much stricter local-level social control. Teenagers who steal

and sell drugs tend to begin doing so close to home. In this

white, working-class neighborhood, such behavior was not

tolerated. Local adults either retaliated themselves directly,

vigilante-style, against local youths who got too far out of

hand, or they called the police. Their close relationship with

the local police precinct was often based on ties between

family and neighbors, since a number of police officers lived

in the neighborhood.

In contrast, the minority youths faced a such different

situation with respect both to employment opportunities and the

local social control environment. They had few family or

neighborhood-based connections to part-time jobs. About half

the households in their neighborhoods lived in poverty and were
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supported by welfare. Those residents who did work usually

worked at very insecure and low-paying jobs. High rates of

female-needed nousehoids in iheme cleat. *axis onunex f

the unavailability of decent unemployment in these arras, since

adult males without stable employment do not make very desire-

able heads of households. This household pattern had profound

consequences for the control of local youths who became

JANolved in crime. There were simply not enough adult males

attached to households to control predatory youths, with the

result that violent youths controlled the streets to a sig-

nificant extent. At a certain point, however, they did

encounter resistance, in the form either of an armed adult sale

resident of the neighborhood or of an authorized representative

of the law. At this point, they began to move outside their

own neighborhoods to prey upon people in the subways and in

downtown commercial districts.

As they reached their later teens, meny of these youths

had learned to rely on crime as a fairly regular source of

income, but most eventually also encountered consequences:

violent retaliations, arrests and jail and prison sentences.

At this point, many began to cease or at least deintensify

their criminal involvements. It is well known that crime rates

decline sharply with age, for members of all racial and ethnic

groups.

I have not had time to describe in detail patterns of drug

use and sales among these youths, but I should note that, while
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use patterns did not differ so strikingly among the neighbor-

hoods, reliance on drug-selling as a primary source of income

did and was much more common in the minority neighborhoods.

Mae advent of crack in the mid-1980's has led to a significant

increase in violence and dependence on the illegal economy in

all three neighborhoods but has intensified the disparity in

the quality of life between the minority neighborhoods and the

white working-class area even further.

I think these findings have some important implications

for social policy. It has been traditional to think of crime

control strategies based on opportunity enhancement as funda-

mentally opposed to those based on tougher criminal justice

sanctions. Yet, when we look at the dynamics of local neigh-

borhoods such as those I have described, I think it is apparent

that communities that have effective local-level social control

are those that have a stable employment base. Decent jobs make

possible intact families with sufficient resources to build and

maintain safe environments. Even the poor, minority residents

we studied did attempt to raise their children properly and

control their environments, yet they lao-hed the means to do so.

The policies I think most appropriate for dealing with

high rates of youth crime in the inner cities include innova-

tive youth service policies which attempt to improve families,

connections with schools and other services, the provision of

extensive pre-employment end employment services linked to

local schools; and the development of criminal justice policies

which allow local residents to work with the police and other

authorities to create safer environments for raising children.
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Chairman MILLER. Mr. Lewis.

STATEMENT OF DONALD R. LEWIS, DIRECT%. R, NEHEMIAH
PROJECT, ANNANDALE, VA

Mr. Lewis. Mr. Chairman, and members of this committee, I
want to thank you for both your attention to the unique challenges
facing America's young black men and for your invitation to me
and the perspective I bring.

I am the Director of the Nehemiah project, a counseling and
seminar-based effort involving helping black men back to their re-
sponsibilities as husbands, fathers, and responsible community
leaders.

Mr. Chairman, modern dictionaries define government almost ex-
clusively as civil government. However, Webster's 1828 Dictionary
provided a far more layered and textured definition of various
levels of government. personal, familial, and church, as well as the
state. Wise societies always recognize and strengthen other realms
of government, other "jurisdictions." The condition of the black
family is a tragic and graphic illustration of our society's failure to
respect and support, the other legitimate realms of authority.

For example, historically, family government has encouraged, if
not forced, its members to come to grips with issues such as selfish-
ness, coping with disappointment, personal responsibility, sharing,
aggression, forgiveness, as well as forcing its members to develop
learning skills, marketable trade skills. Family government has
taught children the art of sacrificing personal interests for the
family purpose. Personal gratification boundaries Nere clearly de-
fined by parental authority. Strong -and male-directed--family
government produced clear personal government. As a child
myself, I knew that if I did not exercise "responsible government"
of my personal behavior, the next level of government would take
over. That reality molded clear personal identify, security, confi-
dence, and personal discipline.

Historically, for many (especially in the black community) the
church has also represented a distinct level of "government." For
generations, the black church provided a disenfranchised people
with their only opportunity to exercise self government. It gave a
sphere of influence that was not allowed i.,. any other arena. There-
fore, the black church became the center fur social and political ac-
tivities, resolving intra-canmunitv cc.itlicts, and finding mates.
Sur rounded by moral, ethica:, and spiritual standards and general-
ly responsible adults who loved the children, kids sown learned that
the local church took their well-being and behavior very seriously.
"Church discipline" always supported and reinforced family gov-
ernment.

The institutions of church and family have served us well in the
black community. In addition to their othcr purposes, church and
family have represented character formation and behavioral con-
st.aint which formed personal disciplines. I must say to the distin-
guished members of this committee, civil government cannot re-
place and it must not weaken the church, the family or any other
valid governing institution. The cost for such intrusion and pre-
sumption is too great.

1
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Nowhere is the cost heavier than on America's young black men.
Public policy has, for decades, been undermining and eroding the
black family in general and fatherhood in specific. Public policy, in
attempting to provide assistance for the deprived, has inadvertent-
ly encouraged others into the same patterns of deprivation. Too
often, government assistance has financially penalized men whowant to be married to the mother of their children. Through dec-
ades of social policy, well articulated and documented by Charles
Murray and other respected analysts, the federal government has
gutted and plundered the black community of its husbands and fa-thers.

The result is that boys learn that drut,s and larceny are the fast-
est ways of making lots of cash. They simply don't have fatherswho can teach and demonstrate the virtues of a healthy work
ethic, the importance of sexual discipl: ne and responsibility, the
benefits of education, and the beauty of transcendent values.
Therefore, they take their cues from other male influencespimps,
pushers, and thievesin the community who seem to be "making
it." Lacking a father's voice affirming identity, they also turn tostreet sex for a validation of their manhood.

The institutions of family and church have been the mainstay of
a people that couldn't be destroyed by slavery, economic depriva-tion and other forms of racism. The undermining of those two basic
governing influences has opened the door to drugs, crime, sexual
promiscuity, unwanted children and the pervasive despair that has
emasculated far too many ofour young black men.

I would like to call to your attention Mr. William Raspberry's
column in the Washington Post, July 18, 1989, last week. He wrote:"If I could offer a single prescription for the survival of America,
and particularly of black America, it would be. restore the family.

And if you asked me how to do it, my answer, doubtless oversim-
plified, would be save the boys. We can't rescue America's families
unless we make up our minds to save the boys."

Mr. Chairman, today I call on the federal government to let the
wonderful economy, efficiency, and effectiveness of our free society
supply missing dimensions of government which will "save the
boys." Let men, especially black men, know they are essential to awell ordered, healthy society. Let them know it "rests on theirshoulders." They will rise to the challenge. I repeat, they will riseto the challenge.

Civil government must develop policies which will let the mys-
tery of cultural instinct, (including free enterprise, family author-ity and church autonomy) balance and "course correct" our society.

Specifically, we must develop social policies which release peopleto utilize natural and learned skills, instincts, family resourceful-
ness and a host of other intangibles to achieve personal dreamsand goals. (I want to also say that government must recognize that
economic and social freedom also imposes a "freedom" to face anxi-ety, rear of failure and personal crisis without the constant "hand-
holding" of federal assistance which necessarily diminishes normalmaturation.)

Some recent concepts and initiatives provide some promisingmodels for giving such release: tenant management, educational
vouchers, tax credits for child care, and numerous grassroots pro-

"*. 1.4
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grams which allow communities to develop and resolve social prob-
lems more naturally and in accordance with the unique peculiar-
ities of those neighborhoods.

For example, I myself am working with a new community re-
-ponse here in the District of Columbia to address the crisis of the
inner city. The prog,,,:n, ,alled Save Our Youth, seeks to maximize
and synchronize existing resources and programs in order to
achieve optimum impact. Save Our Youth, through combining
public and private sector efforts, recognizes the intrinsic resource-
fulness of the community in giving an effective, coordinated re-
sponse to the multi-dimensional social crisis threatening the youth
of Washington, DC.

We must also learn to analyze and measure public policy by its
impact on the family. Government must ask if specific policy pro-
posals weaken or reinforce the stability and cohesion of the home,
and in particular the black home. Policyrnakers must give serious
scrutiny to the issue of how government can accord greater respect
to the rights of parental government.

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for this opportunity to ad-
dress this venerable body from a practical perspective. I deeply ap-
preciate your interest in and commitment to the well-being of m.
hood in the black community.

Chairman MILLER. Well, thank you very much and thank all of
you for your time and your testimony and your willingness to come
and try to better inform us on a very troubling probi

[Prepared statement of Donald R. Lewis follows:]



PREPARED STATEMENT OF DONALD R. LEWIS, DIRECTOR, THE NEHEMIAH PROJECT,
ANNANDALE, VA

Mr. Chairman. Mr. Bliley, and members of this committee, I

want to thank you for both your attention to the unique

challenge', :acing America's young black men and for your

invitation to me and the perspective I bring.

Mr. Chairman, I have many years experience as a

practitioner in the inner city. I have worked with prisoners at

the San Quentin, Lorton and other federal penitentiaries. I have

extensive experience as a marriage and family counsellor in the

inner city. I am presently the director o. TA1 Nehemiah Project,

which is a cajor commitment to rebuilding families in the black

community. The major focus of The Nehemiah Project is calling

black men back to their responsibilities as husbands, fathers,

and responsible community leaders. Within the past year, througn

seminars, coiferencec, and counselling, I have worked with

several hundred dysfunctiona: individuals and families in the

inner city. I know the inner city and I, most assuredly, know

the problems and possibilities of young black men.

Mr. Chairman, modern dictionaries dafine government almost

exclusively as civil government. However, Webster's 1828

Dictionary provided a far more layered and textuied definition of

11
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various levels of government. personal. Spzilljult_jlimijahurch, as

well as the state. Wise societies always recognize and

strengthen other realms of government, other 'jurisdictions.'

The condition of the black family is a tragic and graphic

illustration of our society s failure to respect and support the

other legitimate realms of authority.

For example, historically, family government has encouraged,

If not forced, it's members to come to grips with issues such as

selfishness, coping 144th d.sappointment, personal responsibility,

sharing, aggression, forgiveness, etc. Family government has

taught children tne art of sacrificing personal interests for the

family purpose. Personal gratificatior boundaries were clearly

defined by parental authority. Strong - and male directed -

family government produced clear personal government. As a

child, I know that if I did not exorcise "responsible government'

of my personal behavior, the next level of gown. At would take

over. That reality molded clear personal identity, security,

confidence, and personal discipline.

Hi.torically, for many (especially in the black community),

the church has also represented a distinct level of 'government."

For generations, the black church provided a disenfranchised

people with their only opportunity to exorcise self government.

It ;eve a sphere of influence that was not allowed in any other

arena. Therefore, the black church became the center for social

and political activities, resolving intro -community conflicts,

1 2
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and finding mates. Surrounded by moral, ethical and spiritual

standards and generally responsible adults who loved the

children, kids soon learned that the loco: church took their

well-being and behavior very seriously. 'Church discipline'

always supported and reinforced family government.

Tho institutions of church and family have served us we 4.

In addition to their other purposes, church and family have

represented character formation and behavioral constraint which

formed personal disciplines. I must say to the distinguished

members of this committee, civil government cannot replace and it

must not weaken tho church, the family or any other valid

governing institutions. The cost for such intrusion and

presumption is too groat.

Nowhere is that cost heavier than on America's ycung black

men. Public policy has, far decades, been undermining and

eroding the black family in general and fatherhood in specific.

Public policy, in attempting to provide ass,ucance for the

deprived, has inadvertently encouraged others into the same

patterns of deprivation. Too often, government assistance (such

as AFDC) financially penalizes on who want to be married to the

mother of their children. Thzough decades of social policy, well

articulated and documented by Charles Hurzay and other respected

analysts, the federal government has gutted and plundered the

black community of its husbands and fathers.



The result is that boys learn that drugs and larceny are tho

fastest ways of making lots of cash. They simply don Ave

fathers who can teach and demonitrate the virtues of a healthy

work ethic, the importance of sexual discipline ana

responsibility. the benefits of education, and tho beauty of

transcendent values. Therefore, they take their cues from the

other male influences - pimps, pushers, and thieves - in the

community who seem tt be "making it Lacking a father's voice

affirming identity, they also tvrn to street sex for a validation

of their manhood.

Tho institutions of family and church have boon the mainstay

of a people that couldn't be destroyed by slavery, economic

deprivation. and other forms of racism. The undermining of thoae

two basic governing influences has opened the door to drugs,

crine, sexual promiscuity, unwanted children and the pervasive

despair which has emascu)eted far to many of out young black

on

I would like to tall your attention to William Raspberry's

column in The Washington Post (July 18, l5v1. Ho wrote:

If I could offer a single proscription for the

survival of Amertca, and ?articolarly of black meri.a,

it would boll restore the family.

And if you asked me how to do it, my answer

doubtless otersimplified - would be; save tho boys.
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We can't rescue America's families unless we make

up our minds to save the boys.

Mr. Chairman, today, I call on the federal government to let

the wonderful economy, efficiency, and effectiveness of our free

society supply missing dimensions of government which will "save

the boys." Let men - especially black men - know they are

essential to a well ordered, healthy society. Let them know it

"rests of their snoulders." They will rise to the challenge.

Civil government must develop policies which will let the

mystery of cultural instinct (including free enterprise, family

authority, and church a tonomy) balance and 'course correct" our

society.

Specifically, we must develop social policies which release

people to utilize natural and learned skills, instincts, family

resourcefulness and a host ..if other intangibles to achieve

personal dreams and goals. (I want to also say that government

must recognize that economic and social freedom also imposes a

"freedom. to face anxiety, fear of failure, and personal crises

without the constant "hand-holding" of federal assistance which

accessarily diminishes normal maturation)

Some recent concopts and initiatives provide some promising

models for giving such release: to At management, educational

vouchers, tax credits for child care, and numerous grass roots

programs which allow communities to develope and resolve social

lr4 ,..,
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problems more naturally and in accordance with the unique

peculiarities of those neighborhoods.

For example, I am working with a new community response to

the crisis of the inner city in Washington. The program, called

SAVE OUR YOUTH, seeks to maximize and synchronize existing

resources and programs in order to etch_ ,e optimum impact. SAVE

OUR YOUTH, through combining public and private sector efforts,

recognizes the intrinsic resourcefulness of the community in

giving an effective, coordinated response to the multi

dimensional social crisis threatening the youth of Washington,

D.C.

're must also leer o analyze and measure public policy by

its impact on the family. Government must ask if specific policy

proposals weaken or reinforce the stability and cohesion of the

home. Policymakers must give serious scrutiny to the issue of

how government can accord greater respect to the rights of

parental government.

Mr. Chairman, Hr. Bliley, I want to thank you for this

opportunity to address this venerable body from a pr:ltical

perspective. I deeply appreciate your Interest in and commitment

to the well being of manhood in the black community.
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Chairman MILLER. Let me say that we've been joined by a
number cf our colleagues who are not members of the Select Com-
mittee We welcome that and look forward to their participation in
the remainder of the morning. I will t. r, with some equity, to
weave calling on people between members' 'p in the committee and
nonmembership and see if we can protect t verybody's rights here
the best we can.

Let me just start quickly here and then we'll go for a round of
questions.

Dr. Sum, you paint a very troubling picture here in terms of
earnings of young black men and all of the problems that a lack of
earnings may bring about, all of the attendant problems. Two
charts in your testimony that maybe you can expand on a little bit
with us. That is your number 6, which is the percent of 18 to 29
year old black, non-Hispanic males who were married and living
with their spouses by level of earnings.

Let me ask you just this question. In the chart, obviously, as the
earnings go higher, it suggests that the number of men living with
their spouses is much greater. A number of the young black men
we're talking about here are let's say 16, 17, 18 where you would
not expect earning levels at the outset certainly to be very high.
What implication does that have in terms of young black men who
also may be engaged in sexual activity, may have fathered a child
and still, because of age, education, what have you, have very little
chance, certainly if income is determinate, to be living with a
spouse?

Does that make sense to you?
Dr. SUM. I believe so. The interpretation is a fair one. It's also

true that marriage probabilities tend to be associated with age, and
as people get older, their earnings rise and are more likely to be
married.

There's been an on-going discussion as to what is underlying the
decline in marriage among all young men, but particularly among
young black men. Most of the focus has been on looking at whether
or not young black men are able to get a job.

What I tried to argue in the report is that v. hat's true for black
men is true for white males and Hispanic males. It is not the abili-
ty to just have a job or even the type of job that one has that deter-
mines whether or not one really is marriageable. If all the commit-
tee members themselves asked themselves a questic,n about whom
they would consider to be a prospective suitor for their daughter,
whether or not somebody were employed would probably only be
the first question, not the last one, that you would ask.

Basically, what the available evidence suggests is that the likeli-
hood of marriage is far greater among those people that have ade-
quate earnings. So, as adequate earnings have declined, one would
anticipate that one of the factors associated with that trend would
be a declining ability to raise and support families and to be con-
sidered a desirable marriage partner. That basically is what has
taken place. About half of the decline in marriage among young
black men without college seems to be associated with their declin-
ing earnings.

Now, those declining earnings weren't inevitable. The situation
that I've described in the paper over the last 14 years is just the

1
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opposite of what took place in the p. eceding 14 years. If you look at
1959 to 1973, real earnings of young black men were up 59 percent,
and now down 28 percent since 1973. During that same time
period, marriage rates among young black men stayed firm be-
tween 1959 and 1973, and they collapsed after 1973.

Now, there are those that say, "But there are a lot of other
things going on in society," and I agree. That's why I'm not an eco-
nomic determinist. I'm not of the Tina Turner:Gary Becker theory
of marriage, "What's love got to do with it?" But basically, the fact
of the matter is that these declining earnings, I believe, are major
contributing factors. What we .-seed to do is ask ourselves what can
we do as a nation to make it possible for more young men without
college education to be able to get access to jobs that and can sup-
port families? That is the indicator that we ought to use in deter-
mining how well the economy is doing for young black men. It's
not enough to .00k at how many are working or how many work
year round, but for how many have we achieved adequate earnings.

What I didn't address in my testimony is a whole v- piety of
things that I think have tx, get done to accomplish that. But, as a
country, we have not given much financial support, directly or in-
directly, for those young men v% In) decide to enter the labor market
immediately after leaving high school. The very thin support that
we give to young men in apprenticeshit, programs and structured
training programs really is a national disgrace.

I think that one thing the Committee should give substantial at-
tention to is how to change the way we finance the post-high schooi
training and education of young men and women. Providing much
more support for structured, on-the-job training and apprenticeship
training I believe would help turn part of this around.

So, therefore, what we need to do is ask ourselves, what can we
do as a country to make it possible for us to boost these real earn-
ings? The answer is there's a variety of things that would have to
get done. We really need to give much more attention to invest-
ment in young men from the time they leave school to the time
they become adults to make it possible for them to secure adequate
earnings. Its not only in tivir interest, it's in the interest of their
communities and it's in the interest of our country.

Chairman MILLER. Well, I think that the chart has suggestedI
think when we look at the reasons marriages break up in America,
the first or second or third reason is economic stress, families that
find out thateven though they've started out down the road of
marriage, find out they can't hold it together. We certainly find
this out when economic downturns come.

This committee has looked at what's happened to families in
major economic dislocations in the steel industry and other indus-
tries. Many families just found out, farm families and others just
found out they couldn't hold it together in the face of those eco-
nomic pressures.

But let me back up on that chart a little bit. Dr. Garibaldi,
you're suggesting that there's a very strong perception among
people who are responsible for educating young black men that
these young black men don't have a chance to succeed or won't suc-
ceed or can't succeed. One of the figures when you break down
your teachers suggests that 65 percent of the teachers you surveyed
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were African American, suggesting that this is a perception that
black teachers are carrying with them when they enter a class-
room and start looking at their caseload, if you will, their student
load, that the young black men in that class aren't destined for
success.

Does that mean they then put indoes that result in putting in
less effort or treating these students differently? We have looked at
other groups within schools and matched teachers' perceptions and
actual outcome and it's alarming and very disappointing to see how
it works out. But is that what you're .,aging is happening here too
even among black teachers?

Dr. GARIBALDI. Well, what makes my study more interesting and
somewhat unique is the fact that New Orleans happens to be one
of those cities, as are many cities in the South, where the majority
of the teachers are nonwhite. You don't find that in many major
cities all across the country, but the fact that 6 out of every 10
teachers, when asked if they believe their black male students will
go to college said no, makes that finding even more serious.

Chairman MILLER. I would assume that New Orleans has an ex-
ceptional number of young black men who were in college because
you have black colleges in greater numbers than elsewh So, I
mean the role mcdel may also be present in the community to
some extent.

Dr. GARIBALDI. Well, it is, but I wouldn't say exceptional. We
have three institutions, my own institution, Dillard University and
also Southern University. But, in fact, as many of the local social
scientists have discovered on many occasions, we have more men in
the local penal instaations than we do in those three institutions
combined. So, we have a great deal--

Chairman MILLER. That's true nationwide.
Dr. GARIBALDI. That's right and we have a great deal to do even

with historically black institutions which work very , very hard at
getting students, particularly male students, into college.

What I see from tnese negative self-fulfilling prophecies which
are exhibited by black teachers as well as white teachers is the fact
that social distance becomes a very, very important issue. When
we're talking about social distance, we're talking about perceptions
and we're talking about this mismatch that exists between the so-
cioeconomic status of teachers, which despite their salaries mignt
put them in the middle class, and these young people who are
much more poor because the majority of our public school system
happens to have students who are largely nonwhite and also who
come from poor backgrounds.

But I make the point to say that in some instances it may not
matter what the racial or cultural or ethnic affiliations of the
teacher may be. These same individuals are swayed by the negative
images that they see in the media, especially on TV, and it be-
comes very easy for people to assume that every one of those indi-
viduals have the same expectations for those young people or they
may have those same aspirations.

That's why I make the point that I continue to be astonished by
lots of individuals in our community, particularly the black com-
munity, who say that it is almost unrealistic to believe that these
young men will want to pursue an education when, in fact, they
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see all of these signs of immediate gratification, the quick cash and
the like, in those particular communities.

But once again, even as we asked the students in our study of
black males if they expected to finish high school, 95 percent of
them said that they did and 60 percent of them said that their
teachers did not set high enough goals for them. So, they do want
something, and here is an instance where we have to listen to
those things that may not be as obvious as some of the other signs
and portrayals that we see of young men.

Moreover, the fat..t that in New Orleans 70 percent of the teach-
ers in our survey had ten or more years of experience, 65 percent
of them were black, and the fact that they said that they did not
expect their black male students to go to college was a very strong
indictment that these expectations of young men happen in those
very early years. That's a message for all teachers and for the
entire community, namely, that we have to change that mispercep-
tion of these young men and set other high goals for them and
promot business and medicine and law and teaching for these
young men rather than promoting their athletic prowess and ca-
reers in entertainment.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. Walsh?
Mr. WALSH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'd like to ask the chairman that we enter Mr. Bliley's statement.
Chairman MILLER. Without objection.
Mr. WALSH. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Thomas J. Bliley, Jr., follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS J. BLILEY, JR., A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF VIRGINIA AND RANKING REPUBLICAN MEMBER

POSSIBILITIES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR AMERICA'S YOUNG BLACK MEN

The subjects of today s hearing, young black men, have been studied for decades.
The family lite and culture of inner city black men has lung been researched for
clues. to break the cycle of poverty. But the disturbing indicators lead us back again
to this subject:

Forty percent of the 20- to 24-year-vid black male dropouts had no job in all of
1986.

While the unemployment rate for white males was 4 percent in April 1989, the
unemployment rate for black men was 10.0 percent, 30.8 percent of black teenagers
were unemployed compared to 12.3 percent of white teens.

Even though young black males comprise only 13 percent of the young male popu-
lation, black unwed fathers account for over 60 percent of all unwed fathers

The more specific topic for this hearing can be posed as a question. Do young
black men have the capacity for escaping poverty? First, we must forcefully affirm
that they do. We must reject the notion that the environment of poverty dooms an
individual to failure. Second, we recognize that as we search fur answers, this ques-
tion is often divided into an economic one and a social one.

We find that work is the essential key not only to the economic question, but also
the social question. Work teaches the values of responsibility, and indeed is a value
in it.self. Successful employers know that the product of labor is not merely a good
or a service, but also a citizen who contributes to society as a whole. And, finally,
work is a condition which must be met for the formation of families.

History teaches us that economic progress d consequence of social organization
Just a, the wealth of nations depends un social stability, su tut; does the develop-
ment of communities. Nations cannot prosper in times of war or civil unrest. Com
munmes winch must allocate resources in the war against drugs and crime will not
be able to invest that capital in people.

The problem we face in the urban areas is not a mystery of science and tecnology
waiting to be c.nlocked, but one that is within our wasp. We must organize the

12 lc
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interconnections among groups necessary for econumiL progress. Then there must
be a willingness and a vision to take risk, as did the merchants and explorers and
innovators of the past Just as countries in the early years of economic development
appealed to their people's pride of nationalism, so too must inner cities appeal to
the pride in their schools, churches, and community service organizations.

This brings us to ask. What are these interconnections and who should organiz-
them" Who will take the risk to begin the boual change for the young, black, urban
men?

Today, we will hear from some of the experts who have taken the risk. Dr. Joan
Davis Ratterr.y will provide testimony regarding the rule of independent neighbor-
hood schools in meeting the educational needs of black Lummunities. Don Lewis will
desc-ibe how his community service activities with the Nehemiah project introduce
black men to possibilities and opportunities.

Our message to the black young men of America should be clear.
You do have a share in building the future and are heirs to the work of prior

generations.
We need you to develop the skill to enter the woi k force and to take the place of

the generation before you.
In order to be truly free, you must use your own freedom for doing good. There

are forms of poverty other than economic. Merely redistributing income will mean
that any progress will be only temporary. True liberation from all poverty requires
social concern for others and conformance to moral norms.

The primary connection between social and eLonumic progress is still that irre-
placeable, failsafe system which keeps Livilization from self-destructing, the family.
This is true for all generations regardless of their heritage. The family is the start-
ing place for possibilities and opportunities.

The development of a coherent publit, policy cannot be reduced to merely an ac-
counting procedure_ All existing and new polices should be reexamined in the light
of their impact on family formation and stability, as IS the promise of Executive
Order 12606 on the Family Under this Order, the Executive Branch must assess all
regulations as to whether they are helping the family perform its function, or are
actually weakening the family structure. Congress would du well to adopt a similar
strategy when considering legislation ELonuniit, and ,oval progress for urban black
men and our nation depends on strung farrolles, and federal social programs will
never be an effective substitute.

RJ
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Black Family Structure and Unwed Fatherhood

o The percentage of births to black unmarried women has
increased dramatically wince 1940. In 1940, 16.8% of all
black children were born to unmarried women, while in 1986 the
figure was 61.8%. (Census Sweeau, Current Pee.latirn Reports p 23, and Vital Statistics

of the United States, NC'So)

o The percentage of black households headed by females has also
increased rapidly since 1940. In 1940, 17.9% of black
families had female heads, while in 1987 the figure was 41.8%.
(Census eureau Current PorulatiOn Reports pg and p23.1

o The rate of black unwed fatherhood is so high that blacks
account for over 60% of all young unwed fathers, even though
their ,re of the young male population is only 13%. Meettonat
Prof lie of 10."1 Unwed Fathers. Who are They end MV*4 are They Parenting?" Robert Lerman, October 19364

o Although relatively little research has been done on young
black fathers, the evidence thus far shows that the bonds
between young black fathers and adolescent mothers are not
casual. After surveying the available research, Dr. Robert
Hill of the Institute for Urban Studies concli-ded that "most
of the fathers feel an obligation to provide cash or in-kind
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support for their children.... Although research indicates
that the overwhelming majority of young black single fathers
want to be responsible parents, it is equally clear that most
of them are not able to perform that role adequately."
('Adolescent Mate Responsibility in Arricanknerscan Fereities." Robert a. RM. March 19834

o There arc Important employment and education differences
between unwed fathers and other young men of the same age.
Unwed fathers (in survey year 1984) had worse school and work
backgrounds than young men who do not become theis.
Backgrounds of unwed fathers exhibited more drug e and
criminal behavior than other young .en. High incom, ,ered
the likelihood of unwed fatherhood. In the case of ling
comprehension, young men with more ability were less ,,ely
to become unwed fathers. Among young men with similar ..exual
activity, test scores, and prior school and work status,
blacks had significantly higher rates of unwed fatherhood than
others. ((bid.)

o Family background significantly influences the chances of
unwed fatherhood. Having a low family income and having lived
in a welfare household increases the probability that a man
would become an unwed father. Obida

o A study using data from ,e Urban Poverty & Family Structure
Survey of 2490 inner-,ity residents in Chicago showed
"substantial racial or ethnic differences in the percentage
of men who fathered their first child after marriage: 22% of
black fathers, 64% of Mexicans, and 62% of non-Hispanic whites
concei:ed their first child after marriage. (..croorvot an:figurine
Arc.; Inver -City fathers." nark Teata et el amok of the amer.can academy of Political and SOC141
Selene January 1989.1

o The absence of a parent dramatically Increases current poverty
of children. And growing up in a poor family and in a mother-
headed family increases the chances that a child will become
poor as an adult. elnugy.ent UPPortunities of iroulg Nen and family Formation.' Robert
ternura aEa Pao...1 and arOCred'flgt May 19894

o Living in a mother-only family increases a black person's odds
of dropping out of school by more than 30% to 501. (hro5ss. tarry
end Sara nclanahan. the Effect of family Structure on School Enrolownt: A tonpariscctor SevenRacial
in COMO Groups. Institute for !Waren on Poverty. Madison. WiscOnsin, May 1987.)

gmmlovment

o There has not been any significant narrowing If the historical
gap between the labor market indicators for blacks and whites.
In April 1989, the unemployment rate for black men was 10.0%,
while the rate for whites was 4.0%. For teenagers, black
unemployment was 30.8% and for whites the figure was 12.3%.
CS °tot. or tabar. Fact Sheet cra Sleek Workers, 1904
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o Forty percent of 20-24 year -01d black male dropouts had no
job aring all of 198'. Vsobaated Education; A Matnstreaft lefarss ulth a atdden
Agenda,. Robert Lerman, October 1985.1

o The historic,.:11 higher jobless rate for black workers is
associated with many factors, including their younger average
age, lower levels of schooling, and their tendency to be
employed in occupations which are more subject to
unemployment. Other factors include their greater
concentration in the central cities of our urban areas, where
the available jobs often require high education and skills,
and the fact that they may be subject to discrimination in the
workplace. ;us cwt. or labor. Tart Sheet on Slack Voters, 1983.3

o The earnings levels of blacks are much lower than whites. The
median weekly earnings for black men working at full-time jobs
was $326 in 1997, 72% of the figure for white men ($450).
new.;

to A stud, using data from the Urban Poverty & Family Structure
Survey of 2490 inner-city residents in Chicago showed that
paternal employment is positively related to the odds of a
father's marrying the mother. Further, the higher a an and
woman's joint earnings potential, the more likely they are to
marry. VErtstossront srd Marriage An Inner-City fathers,. Nark Testa it at tmaglttg
Amorlteo Acbdemy 0, ',misled arol_grocial Science January 1989.1

Education

o The populations Eat graduating from high school have declined
for both whites and blacks. In 1915, 14.7% of whites and
27.0% of blacks aged 18-21 had not graduated high school. In
1986, 13.1% of whites and 16.5% of blacks aged 18-21 had not
graduated. Although the black rate has declined faster than
the white rate, the black percentage rate is still 3.4 points
higher than the white rate. UMWSOWCW.C,, root P,PUILITIO, eeportt series P
20. Mt. SOS and QS.]

o The National Assessment of Education Progress conducts
periodic tests of students' skills in reading and mathematics.
The reading proficiency score has been rising for black
students, but their score still lags behind whites: the
average score for black 17 year-olds is 263; the figure for
whites is 295. The sane relationship holds true for
mathematics; the average number of correct answers on the math
test is 45% for black 17 year-olds: it is 63% for whites. NA.
DeDertrent or EsitiCation, Mationak ASSesS.ert tr Educ- ,st Progress, tnr eeadiro erMrt raid and
trixOliSeed data)

o Students from poor families are three to four times more
likely to forgo completing high school than those from more
affluent families. npw.)
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c In urban centers over the past two decades. fob losses have
been heaviest in fields that require less than a high school
education, and job growth has been greatest in fields
requiring at least some post-secondary education. 00onsofA
Setter sy, Esser by the Cconittee on Pok.cy foe Hem Jutttee, .ioint Center for Pot.ticat 51{41e11.

Mortality Among Young Black Hales

o For black males 15 ,4, the death rate for all causes declined
by 50% from 1970 to 1984: since then it increased from 164 par
100,000 to 190.5. The current statistic for white males of
the Zane age group is 145.9 (4.570 1M I Att. Ni Si3tfi /WO Mtn
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Mr. WAtsx. I'd like to stay with Dr. Garibaldi for a moment, if I
could.

Just talking about the city of New Or lee.rv, and the number of
black institutions, black colleges, are those t,ull-ges operating at ca-
pacity? Are the students who are marginal in terms of their ability
to qualify for collegE are they being denied access to colleges be-
cause of economics, arise of scholastics, because of full colleges?

Dr GARIBALDI. Well, if you ask about capacity, we are busting at
the seams. We have had record enrollments for the last two years
and are likely to see that for the corning year as well in terms of
our freshman class. We literally don't have the space to accommo-
date all of these students. We have made some very specific efforts
to assure that students who want to apply and w ho want to be ad-
mitted, particularly :hose who are black males, get in in some kind
of way. So, we have made some specific provision., for that.

In the case of the other institutions, Dillard University and
Southern University of New Orleans, as well as many other histori-
cally black institutions in this country, the majority of them have
had record enrollments over the last couple of years.

The fact remains though that many young men who probably are
eligible to enter college do not enter college because of their own
perceptions about their lack of financial aid. In many of our
schools, we don't provide enough information and assistance,
through guidance officers and counselors, to la all students know
that they are eligible for this aid.

We talk at Xavier often times of having; standar& with sympa-
thy What that essentially means is not that we tape in students
who will be expected to do less, but rather we take sczlents who
might have great high school grade point averages, nut great stand-
ardized test scores, but thorn we see as having the potential in
order to succeed. So, we make a very special effort with every en-
rolling class to see that 10 to 15 percent of our student body or our
classes come in who meet those particular criteria.

But the larger response is that the majority of students who are
entering college who happen to be black would by no means meet
the national average on the ACT or SAT. In must instances, only
about 25 percent of all high school graduates who are black have
been applying for college. In actual fact, the national average is ap-
proximately 33 percent.

What is more severe, however, is the fact that 43 percent of all
black students in this country are in community colleges, 43 per-
cent of the one million black students. Unfortunately, those institu-
tions have transfer rates that are less than ten percent. So, many
students who do go to a two year institution do nut eventually go
on to a four-year college.

I guess you're aware as I am of the study that has recently been
done on vocational education in this country. When you look at
nonwhite students, the completion rates, as well as the certification
rates, of those individuals who go to those institutions are very,
very low, less than 5 percent, from what I remember from the find-
ings of that study.

Mr Wiush. I should have said at the outset that I think I cer-
tainly, and I think most of the members of the panel would agree,
that there are some very lung lasting, very deep societal causes for
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this problem were discussing today. What we'd certainly like to
get at is specific suggesti:Lins and I think some of you have made
them, Dr. Nobles' HAWK Program, the magnet schools.

I'd like to ask Mr. Lewis one question.
Mr. Lewis, yuu stated that the condition of the black family is a

tragic and graphic illustration of our society's failure to respect
and support the other legitimate realms of authority. Would you
expand on that a little bit?

Mr. LEwzs. The family is a goYernment unit as well as the indi-
vidual, of course. In our efforts to maximize civil government and
its influence over family, we have minimized the distinction of the
individual Eack family and its ability to walk un its own if we re-
inforce that family itself.

Some ways in which we could have dont that and things that we
can dr., today to do that, number one, we need to hold our media
.,.countable for the messages it's communicating concerning the
family. At this point in time, it is unpopular to be a family and it's
even more unpopular to be a father. If we as a society were to rein-
force the role of the father

I'll give yuu a classic example that we see often. One of the more
popular commercials is the beer commercials, whether it's Miller
Lite or what have you. We see a gentleman leas, ing the office or
leaving the work place. He goes to the bar and he sits down with
the boys and he has a Miller bee-. My question is, w here are his
kids? My question is, why didn't he go hs-me and have a beer? My
question is, why didn't he go home and ask his kids hew they were
doing while he was h tying that beer and these reinforce the rule,
that it is in vogue, it is in style to be a father, to be responsible, to
be supportive and that is one way in which we, as a society, can
support that governing institution that has been the mainstay of
the black community.

Does that answer your question?
Mr. WALSH. That gets at the specific idea. Thank you very much.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Hayes?
Mr. HAYES Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First let me express to

you sincere appreciation for hissing the sense w meet. It's a privi-
lege to be a part of this important hearing this morning because
I'm not a member of this committee. I just fc honored to huge the
opportunity and I realize you're pressed for time, z-o I'm going to
make my questions brief.

This, I guess, I can direct to anyone that cares to respond from
the entire group. I want to commend all of you for what has been
excellent testimony here.

How can we proYide more exposure to diYerse oppc.tunities such
as science, astronomy, media, et cetera, for young black mess ratht;
than the typical avenue of sports?

Dr. GARIBALDI. I'll give you a quick example from my own insti-
tution, Xavier, which is a historically black institution and which
has been second in the country in sending black students to medi-
cal school for the last 10 years. We are second only to Howard,
from all of the 3,500 institutions in this country. We send more
black students to medical school eveiy year. We du the same thing
in terms of graduate programs.
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But the point here is that many years ago, 10 to 15 years ago, we
established summer programs, summer programs that are focused
on science and on mathematics. Right now at my institution, we
have more young men below 12th grade (in our campus than we do
of college students in summer school. That's because we have those
summer programs. Students come to those programs because thereis an identification that goes along with participating in with them,
that it is impressive and it means something when they go back to
their own schools that they participated in our Sour Program andour Excel Program.

I believe that those kinds of enrichment programs need to be pro-
moted more in our schools in the same way that our Upward
Bound programs have been very, very successful over the last sev-
eral years. So, that would be one of my suggestions

Ms. RATFERAY. I have a suggestion as well. We, at the Institute,
did a very successful course for teachers of mathematics to upgrade
some of their skills about two years ago. We called it Math in
Motion. One of the important things that came out of that course is
that mathematical concepts are involved in understanding sports.
With many of our young males involved so heavily in sports, it
would be an excellent opportunity to teach mathematical concepts.
We've done ;f with teachers, giving them the understanding, and
they took it back to their schools with amazing success.

Dr. NOBLES. I think that this entire country has to be willing to
tell the truth, particularly in the imaging of the black man in that
young black people don't have a relationship, and if you will a per-
sonal relationship, to that kind of scholarship that is found in
mathematics, science and astronomy. But if the truth were told, wewould all learn, as we learn everything else, that astronomy and
mathematics and medicine and philosophy were black African in-
ventions, that we created mathematics. Why would we be alien to
mathematics. That's an important lesson for white, black, all
American citizens to know.

I think that we also need to begin to market those areas of inter-est for the black community, just as after World War I when we
decided there was a gap in our science. We were able to recruit,
steal, whatever, science from other countries because we wantedthat. If this country wants black scientists, it will do set asides, it
will do special programs, it will do all the things that it needs todo, just as it wanted physicists at one time when it decided the
space age was an important venture.

Finally, I think that we need to mention marketing black success
in those areas. It was absolutely a moral tragedy in the United
States that black children learned about Lt. Col. Ronald McNair
when he blew up. They didn't know that that black man mastered
physics and the saxophone at the same time. Those are the kinds of
things that we need to begin teaching our children so that they
will see that as an open opportunity for themselves.

Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I can say that all of youhave come to the Hill at a very important time. This week were
going t be authorizing spending an awful lot of money if they go
in the airection of education I don't want to be political, but I'm
really concerned about talking about this million or half a million
dollars for B-52 bombers.
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Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Holloway?
Mr. HOLLOWAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me say, first of all, that we welcome our fellow Louisianian.

It's good to hear good thugs about our state as much a we hear
bad things about it. We appreciate you being here.

I want to ask a question. There wasn't a whole lot of testimony
and I apologize for being late and hope I didn't miss any that I
should have. But there wasn't a lot of testimony on rural youth. It
sounded like most of the testimony here was geared toward urban
youth, the problems of urban societies.

I just want to ask a question. I guess I'll ask this of Dr. Sum, if
he wouldhasn't there been a difference in marital status between
rural and urban blacks, regardless of income?

Dr. SUM. Traditionally there has been and it has typically been
the case for other racial groups as wellI believe one of the rea-
sons for that is the underlying con.parison that one takes into con-
sideration in deciding what an adequate standard of living is. What
an adequate standard of living in a rural area is may be viewed
quite differently from what an adequate standard of ing is in the
central city. So, comparisons of relative incomes and earnings, in
fact, do likely contribute part of the difference.

I will say this, even though it wasn't mentioned explicitly in my
testimony, that many of the same problems that have affected cen-
tral city youth with respect to their earnings over the last 13 years
have aisu afflicted youth living in the small urban and rural areas
of the country. So, the problems of earnings decline are clearly not
unique to young men in the central cities, but have, in many re-
spects, also been devastating to those young men living in the
smaller urban and rural areas of tha country.

Mr. HOLLOWAY. I mean I'm astounded by the rates here, the un-
married fathers and mothers. I realize there's a treniendous prob-
lem in our whole country. The lack of strong families is vile of our
biggest problems. if not the problem in our country. But it's astro-
nomical to look at the figures here of children for unmarried men
and women in the black community. I guess it's bad enough in all
communities, but it's sobering to look at.

I have a question, if 1 could, for Dr. Ratteray, if she would.
Is the strength of the commitment and the choice important to

families revealed by the finanzial strains that many of the families
endure to send their children to independent schools? How do fami-
lies that make $:30,000 and has e four or five members in the family
do this? How do they nd them to the independent schc ,ls and
what is your opinion on it?

Ms. RATTERAY. Yes. I've personally ,sited over 60 of the schools
that we have studied. i e'v e suiNeyed over 400 families and
had in-depth interviews bout 45 of those families.

Most of the families say 3, rearrange their priorities. They will
work two and three jobs. The must startling fact is that grandmoth-
ers help, aunts help, uncles help. We found an amazing array of
extended families chipping in, if it means what they call "saving
the child in the early years.

The other thing is that the schools have an amazing resiliency
because they can attract families frt-m ,:fferent economic levels. It
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seems as though there is an almost unspoken cwitract, that fami-
lies who can pay sometimes they will pay more. Families who
cannot pay will either work at the school or cortribute in other
ways, such as providing in-kind services, either through transporta-
tion or through janitorial help. What we find here is the resource-
fulness of people who, with very few resources, make things
happen for their children.

This particular impulse, this drive, this motivation, seemed also
to help the children understand that they are there for a purpose.
Once again, they rely on the family structure.

Mr. HOLLOWAY. So you basically are saying that it's a matter of
putting the children first in your life or if you put them out of your
life?

Ms. RATTERAY. Yes. It's the priorities. That's right. This is what
they've set and this is what they will do to reach that goal.

Mr. HOLLOWAY. I have other questions, but I know you'reready
Chairman MILLER. We're going to recess here for a couple of min-

utes to run over and vote and we'll be right back and then we'llcontinue with the questions.
At this point, I also would like to include in the record the open-ing statement by Congressman Hayes.
[Prepared statement of Congressman Charles Hayes follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES HAYES, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Mr Chairman, I am very happy to be here today in order to address the veryserious barriers that severely cripple a viable part of our populatonblack men. I
am pleased that our social climate and cultural awareness in this country has atlast made it possible that a discussion like this can exist. I can remember a timewhen it was a popular, and indeed, a convincing atttutde that blacks were natural.
ly and biologically unintelligent, uncivilized, and inhuman. I would like to think
that this hearing is a signal to black men and black women too, that these old, ficti-
tious stereotypes are finally recognized to be false and unfounded. But, most impor-tantly, I want to think that we are here today to better unar,tand the complexitiesof the black male experience in America today. So, again, thank you.

[Whereupon, at 11:02 a.m., the select committee recessed until
11:17 a.m.]

Chairman MILLER. The select committee will reconvene. The wit-
nesses can take their seats again at the table.

My apologies for the way we run this railroad around here, but I
think we have about 15 minutes here. We're considering the Del-
lums amendment. We have about 15 minutes until the next vote.

At this point, I'd like to recognize Congressman Flake.
Mr. FLAKE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, let me commend you for the quality of those who

have come as witnesses today. I think that those of us who share,as a part of these urban communities in particular, an African
American ethnicity in particular would commend you for having
chosen a topic that is of utmost importance. It is a critical time inthe life and history of African American people to try to make defi-
nitions about what is going to happen to black men.

And so I would ask first of all for unanimous consent to have myremarks put into the record.
Chairman MILLER. Without objection.
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Mr. FLAKE. And then, I'd like to ask just a couple of questions.
First of all, Dr. Nobles, I have read with some interest and hear

your testimony as you talk about HAWK and the potent.al that is
represented in the program that you have. Certainly, I'd Die to
commend you for it. What has been your general response in terms
of presenting this program, I suppose, on some national forums like
this? What types of responses, first of all, did you get from within
the African American community? And what type of responses did
you get from the larger comniunity where frequently when some-
one is presenting an idea as unique and different as yours is, the
larger media seems to suggest that it is toned with a kind of racism
rather than a reality of what the real facts are? I think you've
done the research, so the facts are very clear. Su if you can, kind of
expand on that.

Dr. NOBLES. Yes. I think that the HAWK project was developed
in an attempt to respond to the problems that plague our commu-
nity, but it was developed out of the philosophy that you really
don't prevent problems, you promote health. And in that context,
we attempted to look at the fact that the one ingredient that is ab-
solutely missing in almost all the experiments for helping the
black community is the respecting of our culture, and not just our
culture as up from slavery, meaning we're here in the United
States, but our culture f;om the beginning of time and what is now
being called an Afrocentric cultural orientation or Afrocentric
practice.

And so when we begin to talk about this program as one example
of that Afrocentric strategy in the African American community, it
is clear the overwhelming recognition is that this is us, this is abso-
lutely correct, these are the kinds of things that characterize
grandma's hands back in the old days kind of response.

In the wider comr....atity, however, there is generally a reaction
almost of disbelief. And it is ingrained in the point of my corniuen-
Lay about the philosophy of racism, that the philosophy of racism
almc3t presupposes that anything that is blat k and authentically
black has to be negatii,e, has to be inferior, has to be halfstepping,
has to be incompetent. But when you come with a program that is
high qual4, you some with a program that is built upon the his-
torical excellence the black community, then there is some ques-
tion about whether that is really in fact true.

So you have to do sonte extraordinary educating about the truth
of the African experience as it relates to humanity, and then as
this pro,,,ram c,..pturo.3 it. What that does in a real practical sense
is that when you try to garner support for this program, rather
than look at the integrity of the program and the consistency of
the program within the black community, people want to debate
whether or not this stuff that's black is really black and they get
off the target. So that's what we've been confronted with is the ex-
traordinary education.

Mr. FLAKE. Does that kind of confrontation find support in
novies like Do the Right Thing, for those who want that to be an

image? What has been y uur reaction to HAWK versus what is pro-
jected, say, in a movie like that? It's in the marketplace and there
are, in my opinion at least, some reinforced stereotypes, counter-
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balanced it seemsjuxtaposed in some wayto some of what youpropose here.
Dr. NOBLES. I wouldn't use the example of that particular movie

or any instances to make a case. I think that once you do that, you
make the example the reality.

But the fact of the matter is that all creative acts in this society
are filtered through our perceptions about who people are, whattheir valuation is. So, even "the good people," who want to do
something and want to use their skills as an artist, who sit down towrite scripts and to develop drama relative to the black communi-ty, come out of it from a psychological position. That psychological
position is as I've described it in terms of the metaphors of dark-
ness and light and good and evil and black and white.

So, once they come out of that, they automatically find an over
abundance of caricatures of the black man as the pimp, the hus-
tler, the negative image and then the exception being the physicist,
the astronaut, the Congressman. Those become the exceptions be-
cause you have to sort of do that as an extraordinary attempt. But
our "normal," but it is abnormal, normal mentality in a racist soci-ety is to see blackness as the indicator of negativity. Consequently,what we do in our normal, every day stride of life reinforces that.
That's the problem.

So, a creative genius like Spike Lee, who sits down to write somethings, will have some good stuff in it, but he'll also have a lot ofstuff that comes out of that philosophy of racism because he's em-bedded with it. Those teachers that Doctor Garibaldi talks about inhis report, 65 percent black teachers, they come with the same in-doctrination that we all are suffering from because we haven't
purged our mentality. It is a psychological problem. We haven't
purged our mentalities of racism, even though we've got law, we've
got legislation, we've got economic questions. But it's the mentalitythat people bring to it, as they see you as a black man versus youas a white man. It's a different kind of response.

Mr. FLAKE. Thank you. You've given me some meat for mysermon for Sunday.
Chairman MILLER. He's plagiarizing right here in front of youreyes.
Mr. FLAKE. Dr. Sullivan, just a quick question. I only have about

another minute.
One of the concerns that I have is you talk about the factors that

differentiate betwe-sn teenage young blacks, the things that they doin that stage of their life versus what whites do, the fact that inthe white community there is at least some support system by
virtue of parents and other relatives owning businesses, givint,
them opportunities to work. Then you talk about local level social
control. That's two factors.

Now, I wonder if in your studies there might have beendid youfind that there was also a third factor? I'm just wondering if it
might be missing here. That is for those petty level crimes that youmentioned that occur by those teenagers at the same stage, is therea differential in severity of punishment? Do, for instance, thepolice makeup in communities like New York predominantly whitepolice arresting black youth, it seems at a disproportionate
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number? What happens in that differential as it relates to those
two different communities?

Dr. SULLIVAN. It's a very complex set of relationships. What we
found in the white community is that there's a close relationship
between the local people and the police. In fact, a lot of them are
police officers. A lot of police officers live in the neighborhood. It
has some very complex effects on the way local youths are dealt
with. On the one hand, people call the police quickly, so young men
are apprehended quickly which, depending on how they're treated,
is in many cases benericial to them. People in that neighborhood
don't call 911. They call their uncle at the precinct when they want
something dealt with.

But by the same token, the people whose children get arrested,
also call their uncle or whoever, so that it doesn't progress through
the system very far. In many ways in the treatment of juveniles,
that's what we want. We want them not to think that they can get
away with it. But by the same token, we don't want them incarcer-
ated if there's another way tc deal with them and that's a lot of
times what happens.

Whereas in the minority communities, people are estranged from
the police, so they don't get protection for themselves and they
also, once their children become involved in the system, are very
much at a loss. They don't have the resources to give them effec-
tive representation.

Mr. FLAKE. So, the likelihood of incarceration becomes greater?
Dr. SULLIVAN. That's right.
Mr. FLAKE. And once they get that reword and once they are back

out, the possibility- -
Dr SULLIVAN. Not only that record, sir, but the effect of incar-

ceration itself. It's a school for crime.
Mr. F LAKE. OK. So, the possibility then of them being able to

impact significantly and positively on the whole economic variables
becomes that much more difficult now because they can't get a job
because they have a record. Am I correct?

Dr. SULLIVAN. Right. So, that estrange. ,nt between the local
community and the criminal justice system has deleterious effects
both un public safety and on the development of the. young people.

Mr. FLAKE. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Owens?
Mr. OWENS. Mr. Chairman, I want to congratulate you on having

hearings on this very important subject. We have recognized the
problems for a long time but have been slow in gearing up to really
doing anything significant about them aria v.e must begin to try to
find some solutions.

The Congressional Black Caucus Weekend, my Higher Education
Brain trust will be focusing on the survival of the black male, road-
°locks to higher education and problems on the way to higher edu-
cation. Of course, the bulk of black males are not in college and the
great majority haven't even graduated from high school. Their
problems in terms of employment are, I think, at the heart of the
matter.

I didn't hear everybody make presentations, but would you all
agree that despite the fact that this is a complex problem and

142
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there are many facets to it, nobody wants to oversimplify it, but in
terms of public policy and the role of government, that the key fea-
ture in beginning to put a solution to place is the employment com-
ponent, the employment and the role model component? But first
of all employment.

Public policy, Federal and other levels, should seek to find ways
to give jobs, to get jobs to these young people. I'm told by some that
that's no longer a solution because they don't want jobs. They look
at the drug industry and they see how the entrepreneurs in the
drug industry make out. They want to be entrepreneurs now. They
thumb their nose at a real job. But I don't think that's true.

I think if you give the choice to the youngsters out there, most of
them have a choice between zero and going into the drug industry.
They don't have the choice of a part-time job while they're in high
school or some kind of decent job if they're out of school, even after
they graduate and don't go on to college.

So, employment becomes the key to the solution, he key compo-
nent. There are other factors there also.

And also the question of male role models, male counselors,
males to relate to. I think the two interrelate. A lot of jobs could be
provided to males to help relate to other males. There's a whole set
of jobs that we discovered at a community action program years
ago which many leaders, black and white, thumbed their noses at
and said it did no good, but they supplied jobs at many levels,
recreation assistance counselors. A lot of people who didn't have
credentials were given dome status and they were in a position
where they helped younger people. It had, in my opinion, a very
beneficial effect on the community. Now that it's gone, we see what
a great gap is there.

But my question to al! the panel is, can we agree, all of u.--.,, that
the first step for public policy, the first duty of public policy is to
fill this gap, provide jobs for young people and that's dual?

Mr. LEWIS. Can I respond, sir, by saying thatI say yes, but your
second comment concerning the male role models is essential along
with the employment.

I sat in on a panel that was chaired by the head of the Depart-
ment of Employment, Washington, DC. Her comments were that it
isn't just jobs. She basically stated that she had more jobs than she
had people to fill. Her concern was that there were individuals who
did not want to work. There were jobs available to them, but their
mind set had been impacted by the street.

We must 'ome to grips, sir, with the fact that there is a tremen-
dous need for competent role models who can influence these
young minds and turn them around whereby they develop a
healthy work ethic, because you're very, very right. There are
those who are out there who are preying on their minds and who
are stating very clearly by their actions that you can make a quick
$500, $2,00& if you become a lookout for me. You can get the gold
chains, you can get the long car without going through the long
process of starting with minimum wage and working your way on
up.

We're dealing with a work ethic situation as well as the avail-
ability of jobs. So, I'd say yes, but. There is a need for a competent

1, 4 tr:i
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role model and there is a need for individuals who will begin to
speak into their lives on an ongoing basis to address values.

Mr. OWENS. Yes, I agree. I've heard of these situations in the ab-
stract. But people say, "We have jobs available aad nobody will
take them." I've never concretely seen such a situation. Now, this
is from a New York City point of view, from Brooklyn. I've never
seen a situation where jobs were available and tie kids wouldr't
take them.

Mr. LEWIS. Well, actually, just recently that was told to me out
of Washington, DC, Department of Employment.

Mr. OWENS. Mr. Sullivan, did you want to comment?
Dr. SULLIVAN. Yes, I did. I think you raise an important issue. I

think there's a stereotype that is frequently reinforced in the
media that these young men don't want to work because they're
making so much money on the street. I think that's a very mistak-
en and deleterious notion. Here are a few sensationalized cases of
people making a lot of money, and certainly they exist, but crime
is a job day in and day out. It's a lousy job and people leave it as
they get older, as we've documented.

I think what happens in terms of lack of response to job pro-
grams, it's not just the availability of any employment, it's the
kind of ,nployment. A lot of these jobs, program jobs as well as
private industry jobs that are available to young people, don't
teach them anything. I think the kinds of employment opportuni-
ties which offer some kind of avenue for advancement are the ones
that really motivate these young people, including a lot of them
who are already involved in the street and who hay e already begun
to realize that that's not such a wonderful way to get ahead either.

So, it's not just any kind of jobs. In terms of our public employ-
ment efforts, I think we need to make a real effort to make sure
that these are situations that teach people thi:(g-s and give them
ways to move forward.

Mr. OWENS. Dr. Sum, would you care to comment?
Dr. Ss.,m. I would completely agree with your first statement that

employ -ment is clearly necessary for a solution to this problem.
Whether it's sufficient, I think it has to go one step for 1,9rd, which
is what's the basic ability of workers to achieve th,; earii;ngs levels
that can, in fact, sustain families and children.

I would say it employment and it's role model suppoi I and it's
also the desire and willingness of the industry and government to
support further un the -job training in apprenticeship programs and
make it possible for people, while working, to get access to the edu-
cation and training that make them more productive, which is
needed in the lung run for us to pay people higher wages. That, I
think, is a very substantial missing element, that in many of the
retail trade and priv att. services, the number of apprenticeship
slots that we hay e, you and I could basically count on or hands in
American society. It's a major shortcoming. The bulk of those
trained in those sectors are those that already possess college de-
grees.

So, if you have a lot of schooling, you get more training and you
get further ahead. If you aon't have postsecondary edatation, you
don't get much training and you don't get ahead. It's that system
that I think has basically got to be trained. Employment is neces-

1
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sary but not sufficient. Employment, training and the way we view
young people as people that could fulfill many more adult responsi-
ble roles than we give them in the labor markets of today.

All those today, I think, sir, are the answer to this present ques-
tion.

Mr. OWENS. You would agree with my contention that the Presi-
dent is hurting American families a great deal by fighting against
9n increase in the minimum wage then? $3.35 an hour does not
give them an adequate income level to support a family.

Dr. SUM. It does not. I would also say that $4.35 is clearly better
but is not also sufficient. I always look back when I was 18 years
old and took my first job at U.S. Steel after leaving high school in
Gary, IN. My wage was $3.35 in 1964. So, if we want to put it into
perspective, what a high school graduate at the age of 18 was able
to earn in 1964 is where our Federal minimum wage is today. It's
that kind of perspective that I think is basically missing.

The average young man in 1973 that I was talking about earlier
was earning the equi -alent of about $10 per hour in 1987 dollars.
So, $4.15 would take him 40 percent of the way up there. So, I am
clearly in favor of an increase in the minimum wage, but I would
like to say that multiples of the minimum wage are what's needed
to support families in America today.

Dr. GARIBALDI. Congressman, I want to support the fact that em-
ployment is certainly very important. But as I mentioned, 40 per-
cent of all blacks, 16- to 19-year-olds, were unemployed in 1986 and
almost one fourth of all black men between the ages of 20 and 24
were also unemployed. I say that to say that it has to be employ-
ment and education. Because even as we look at those individuals
who were making the $5,700 a year in 1984 that Dr. Sum talked
about, 43 percent of those were dropouts. The fact of the matter is
that education is strongly correlated with employment potential.

Also, when we're talking about higher education and those post-
secondary opportunities, in 1976 black enrollment in higher educa-
tion peaked. But between 1976 and 1986, we had 20 percent more
high school graduates who were black, but we actually declined tre-
mendously -n terms of those students who at tually went on to 4-
year institutions. Even in 1989, we are still at close to 1.1 million
black students in college, which was essentially the same as in
1976.

So, there is a lot that we have to do, not just increase the high
school graduation rates.

Mr. OWENS. I do agree. We've heard about the tremendous pro-
gram that you have at Xavier. I think your president has been in-
vited to appear on our panel during the Congressional Black
Caucus Weekend panel on black male survival. We congratulate
what you're doing.

Dr. GARIBALD.. But I also want to mention one other thing. When
we're talking about our urban schools, the typical counselor has a
case load of 500 to 600 students and that one person can't be a role
model or serve all of those young people. Su, there are lots of other
things that we have to do in the schools to make that guidance
much more available.

22-628 0 - 89 - 6
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Ms. ItArrERA/. I'd like to also suggest that my testimony is com-
plemented by three studies that we'Ne done and I would like to
submit them into the record.

i
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Each year, Afncan Amencan high school students in Grades 11 and 12 sit for the
Advanced Placement Examinations, a program sponsored pinny by the .:oilege Board
and the Educational Testing Service. Each year, large numbers of them are not
successful. Young people, battered since elementary school by an educational system,
that often stifles their achievement, once more have their hopes dashed because they
are found to be not qualified.

The Advanced Placement Program is designed
to encourage young people to begin cullego-ievei
studies whffe they aro WI In high school

Students may sit for any number of examinc
ttons In up to 27 subjects and may receive grades
of 1. 2, 3. 4 or 5. If students receive grades 1 4 or
5, they aro all considered to have qual,fieu at
three levels of excellence), and the College Bow d
will recommended that they be %oven advanced
placement when they enter college.

Nationally. African Americans sit for a total of
13.844 examinations and 5.447 qualify for
advanced placement (Table 1). This means that 61
percent of at African. American students are
systematically screened out of the academic
process at this level of achievement, while White
students have a more than 64 percent success rate.

It Is a tribute to the hope and motivation of
AfricanAmencan students near the end of their
high schooi careers that, in spite or what happened
to those who preceded them, many students feet
they stilt should allot the examinations

It is an indictment of the way schools prepare
African Amencan students for this challenge. scb-
/Kling them to the emotional and intellectual
trauma that must bo Inevitable with what is In effect
a 61 percent 'failure' rate for the group.,

Some States produce greater numbers of
AfncanAmencan AP candidates than others, wroe
some have a greater percentage of candidates
who quality and some have students with a Muriel
mean score than others. However, for the top 16'
States In °act category, the three lists are not iden-
tical In fact, only Maryland and Massachusetts
appear on all three lists. In other words, States that
have the highest rates of Success In preparing
students for Advanced Placement tests generally
tend to be States in which African Americans ale
net cowcentrated In largo numbers.

Somo might interpret tbs,.....d victory for
desegregated enviroPmc.its. On the other hand,
since most Afric..n Americans are taught by Whte
teachers, It may men Instead that when
confronted t,,rth largo numbers of African

0 ,089 by lb, Instirum for IniepenJoit EdurAtion Inc NI RIgkis Flume&
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Table 1

African Americans and A. P. Examinations
In the "Top 15" States, 1988

A. STATES - BY NUMBER GUAUFIED B. STATES - BY PERCENT GUAUF1ED

AF11'(:AN AY ro:CANS AFDTAN AM4"*CPliS__
STATE *Exams *Oualf 6,1:3aan Mean STATE *Exams Ouan %Wel Mean

Naw York 1,819 379 41 26 North Dakota 1 I 100 3.0
Caaforria 1.475 647 44 25 Vermont 1 1 100 5.0
Med& 1.580 446 2S 20 Nawarl II 9 62 3.4
fi'mors 798 326 41 2.3 New NampsNrs 15 11 73 3.1

144r14 0 573 296 52 27 Alaska 15 10 a7 10
IntgoLs 590 292 49 25 Nebraska 14 2 64 29
Souih earoleta 1,011 277 27 20 Oregon 15 10 63 28
Georga 697 223 33 22 Kansas 41 25 61 22
0hva 519 213 41 2.3 Washington 52 31 00 27
Nona CAR0rM111 395 176 45 24 Massachusetts 236 141 SA 3-0
Nov/Jersey ass 164 48 25 Maine 9 5 26 23
Tam 432 162 33 2.3 P.Cnnesots 60 33 55 2.8
Tenets*. 531 152 27 2.0 Maryland 573 238 S2 2.7
Massachusetts 238 141 54 14 Penn:yenta* 253 130 51 2.6
Ponnlytvanla 255 133 51 26 Connocdtut 140 70 sv 26

'Ir0f, 15 TOTAL 11.405 4,532 43 `TOP 15. TOTAL 1,441 784 54
US TOT AfrAmee 13.844 5,447 so US TOT AtrAnsae 13.644 5.447 39
PERCENT OF TOTAL 82 63 PERCENT OF TOTAL 10 14

C: STATES - BY MEAN

STATE

MFR CAN ArroTP.11
*Exams 004s3 %O..M Mean

Vormont 1 1

Hawa34 11 9
W. Ramps/we 15 11

March Dakota 1 1

Kaska 15 10
Mamachusora 238 141

Nebraska 14 9
EeKK0 16 10
hannesota eo 33
Maine 9 5
Kansas 41 25
Washington S2 31
Maryland 573 293
New Waco 25 12
Connecticut 140 70

'TOP 15 TOTAL 1211 663 55
US TOT AfrAmet 13 844 5.447 39
PERCENT OF TOTAL 9 12

31
30
30
30
29

26
26
2-8
27
2.7
28
26

,...,,Wsane ...I try ev nee.. towmako, R. rho soiria PAr. saw se an mwolomt hoynio, 41
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Americans. White teachers are completely unable
to deal with them on an Intellectual level A fc*
may be manageable, but White Insecurities across
a sutural chasm are often Insurmountable.

The overall group performance is substantiated.
with slight variations. In the four subjects that are
most popular for African Americans, as well as for
the national sample. E. relish literature and composi-
tion, American history. mathematics/calculus AB
and biology (Table 2A).

Except In r.nglIsh literature, African-Amencan
males as a group appear to be more likely than
females to quaky for advanced placement (Table
2B). 011.083 male candidates who entered the
fray In American history. 510 or 47 percent sur-
vived. compared to 36 percent for females.
Although the percentages of all males who
qualified tend to be higher than the percentages of
all females, there are In fact greater numbers of
female candloales (2.620 females taung ErIg11513
1130ratute, compared to 1,149 mates).

P4er.3

When various ethnic groups are compared,
AfricanAmerican males and females are among
the least successful on all the tests (Table 3A).

It also appears that Altican American students
preparing for Advanced Placement examnations
suffer more at the hands of pudic schools than do
other groups (Table 3B). Companng the percent.
age who are r.uccessfut in public scnoois win the
percentage successfut in private schools, most
ethnic groups have orgy a 4 to 10 point spread, but
Aid= Americans in public schools are 26 points
worse off than those in private schools.

Recommendations
he data Indicate that educators serving African.

I American high school students have a very
specific rosponsibalty to address stc/ent achieve-
=TA In preparation for these tests.

In light of other findings by the Institute that
most African Americans attend schools that are
below national norms (Institute Report No. 3),

Table 2

African-American Perforf lance on A. P. Exams, 19813

A: SUMMARY OF FOUR SUBJECTS

US Tetal

B: MALES v. FEMALES ON SIX SUBJECTS

AtrAmer
ENG. UT. & COMP: _MALTS

Number Number PenultNumbef c4 Elam 741,48 3769 91,823
Numbof Ou4364c1 1.436 63.328 Subjects Exams Quail'. Quail.
INtreont Cu43/146 33 62
1446503.4 2.27 337 Engssti Uteratur.

Arnerfun Kstog
1.149
1.063

417
510

36
47AMERICAN HISTORY: /44th/C..42.4ut A0 742 337 45

Numbs of Erns 70*n 2.836 az= Wow 553 153 39
Nurnbot Ouafied ..134 53223 C8C346 34634834 239 92 37
Pefew4 Ougdocl 40 GS

Euro9446 34star5. 243 115 44
14448 5oom 2.10 307

MATHICJ.LCULUS AB: FEMALES
1st-ft.( of Exams 704n Len 53.395 Number Number PercentNumb44 0.4.168 650 36.356 Subjects Exams Quaff. Quallf.Percent OJA9GK1 ea
1444858:44 1ST ale EN1111UtOtat" 2629 1.019 32

BIOLOGY: 8ensfican 1443xy 1.725 624 36
NurnbH of alms Takon
Numbir 0.149/143

1.165

392
30612
19.511

l4t8K.412.Aus AO
04gogy
F.89.0 LaNuage

030
770
522

313
229
179

34
30
34P48:481Cuak8441 34 64 Exop.an History 307 117 38Wan Scots 1.64 105

wide tsassoniessl (At., Pew A, CoMor.1144 till b.r I44.4.11"14 ,Sul
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Table 3

Ethnic Group Performance on A. P. Exams, 1988

At MALES v. FEMALES AMONG ETHNIC GROUPS

Ethnic Groups At Exams
MALES FEMALES
# Quail?. % Quail?. # Exams Quail?. %

Air an Amen= 5.411 2.318
C4kano4.14,3can Arividcan 3.151 1.845
Ameelcan IndIan 553 331
Kano Roan 1.051 035
Offer lispanlo Arnonean 4,197 2533
07144 2.744 1,640
Mho '57..233 113.817
Agin 24,934 18005
Ira Pa sponse 14.128 10318

B: ETHNIC GROUPS IN PUBUC v. PRIVATE SCHOOLS

8433 3.131
3.623 2282

519 270
1.217 763
4.738 3.338
2.167 1,427

146.025 55,7r
19,374 13.135
12.350 8444

PUBLIC": SCHOOL.i PRIVATE_SCHOZA.,_
% Gus !if. # Exams # Quail!. % Oua:11.Ethnic Groups # Exams # Quail!.

knalean McAin 882 485
Mean /modem 11,733 4.150
Oicanoil.4dcan Ameffesn 5.453 3.123
.1.114.1 Amon= 35.208 25.033
Nano Kran 1.418 833
01114e Itspark 0.788 4.231
wme 240.432 181.174
0744 3.447 2.256
No Reepons4 19,155 13.155

OS TOTAL 324.755 214.472

153 116 at
2.114 1,..V7 61
1,511 1,014 67
8.400 6.132 73

653 557 65
2.644 1,050 ra

67,622 43,404 71
1.466 1.061 71
7327 5.527 75

94.346 67,004 71

CIOJOW G.410...rd nose 4, IND roam ea toy.," AN. sok?, rune dem .11. /0..0 1..almen ,
any changes that are Instituted also 'must
reverberato dawn to the etemelitary school Imec
Furthen.lore, successfully addressing rssues that
affect African Americans Mil havo a beneficial
impact on Chicano. Puerto Rican and other
Hispanic Americans a, well,

There Is a need for further research to develop
both academic and ethnographic proldos d
suxessful students and their teachers and to
compare them to torahs of unsuccessful students
and their teachers.

The rato at which AfricanAmerican students feel
driven to take tests for which they aro PI prepared
also Is a matter d groat concern. It may bo too
racially and polilicaty expiosrve for White teachers
to suggest to some d the AfrIcanAmerimn can
dIdates that they are not y3t ready to takd these
tests. if Indfiod the teachers themselves havo any

way of 'mowing. Therefore. It is Incumbent upon
the test pudishers and school
the students are enrolled to be.4 I a 50f10u5
reevaluation of CanCtiluM. awierials. teaching
methodology and student learning habits to al
levlate this tragedy that currently is being In? Ictod
upon AfricanAmerican students.

Referonces
The Co5424 Baud (1968) 01..^.er

E=5,21 A wt.'s of booklts p4s4nong natonal and
summary report tables on 44 cut.. N. *A, )141710f

~site for InclopendsIECIucat,ort 0964.4,W "It $ an
oar. 1 rqn Aincan-Arrwmana scoge on ..t.,1
MU. FeevtA P4,.1 M FlT.:=1 P41,46 43 3
Wastungton 0 C. .44.01xx
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What's in a Norm?
it)w African Americans Score on Achievement Tests

Most African Amencans in urban areas are trappe,: in schools that are below the
national norms for reading, mathematics or both. These young people are not only
shut off from written information about their own cultural heritage, but they also are least
likely to learn much about others. They ma become adults who know very :Me u. Jess
iney receive it secondhand. filtered, ouinmanzed and perhaps tainted with all the biases
us poitticai and social agendas of those who are passing on the information. They will
be victims of an information flow controlled by others,

Table 1 shows that In somo areas of the U.S
such as Baltimore, Rochester and Prince George s
County (a large suburb of Washington, D.C.), most
African Americans are m schools that aro above
norm m both reading and mathematics. in other
areas, an extremely large percentage of the African
American popuiation attends below-norm suriv15.
This a true of Chicago. Detroit, Indianapolis, New
Orleans and others.

In some Instances. such as in Detroit and
Indianapolis. public schools are equagY Poor fol
oo,ri At man Americans and Whites. For example.
83 of the .57 schools In Detroit (53 pacent) are
below the norm on to indicators. On the whole.
they aro 19 points below the norm of 50 in reading
and 3u points below in mathematics. Combining
schools below the norm on two indicators and
those below on one Indicator, 80 percent of all
African - American students, 63 percent of Hispanics
and 72 percent of Whites are subjected to these
types of learning environments.

The apparent equality of impact on each group
in these schools a misleading. The majority of
African-Americans in the United States Is
concentrated in major urban areas like Detroit. but
this Is true fcr only a small percentage of the
overall White population. Therefore, Wt. as are
less adversely attected by these types at schools.
It Is easy to see why some would call public
schools academically genocidal to African
Americans.

The percentages for each rectal/ethnic group
are Informative by themselves, but they are only
part of hie picture. The which:3 r embers behind
them o. e more dramatic, and Table 2 shows the
real scope of the tragedy. 74 percent of all African
American e:amentary school students in the eight
urban areas shaded are in schools that are below
norm on rending, mathemat or both.

The sample in Table 3 for Detroit stows how cm
below/above norm data for each of the calor
districts were derived for this report.

0 1989 by the Mama* for Indepmeltrar Fitaatkn. Inc All RIgbu Reaerved
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Table 1

Elementary Schools Below and Above National Norms
1988-1989

Number Points Etelow &
of gay .t2L,Iiionn Percent

Schools READ MATH AtAm Hisp White Other

A: Districts Reporting Percent*, Ranks

Baltimore, MO (CAT-C, 1977 Norms)
so*. mown co two oaScators T -9 -4 6 1 1 1

Solon nom on ma n6cae 22 4 8 29 23 75 29
Atbont ram on SCSI fricicsaars ja II 23 -55 23 ja
Total 123 'CO 103 100 103

Prince George's County, I/O (CAT-C, 1977)
Beton num on tn .nOcators 8 .12 -4 8 4

Below won on oft oc&r,eco 20 -5 la 20 72

Aboya roan on bon ann...catacs _el 12 23 72 Sel
Tete 113 1C4 133

Detroit, MI (CAT-Form E, 1535)
Wow norm en tun, irpl,cas a3 -19 -30 59 32 37 47
13ataaroxm on ono incroatat 39 41 5 21 31 35 27
Abov. nom en both inZosaars _35 11 20 -23 ....n ...M ..Z
Total 157 100 100 170 113

Indianapolis, IN (CAT-E, 1985)
244ownern on b., le.,caxes 35 .11 .12 52 51

Salow noon co cos :rotator 18 -5 5 27 25
Aboya noon CO 1:0131 /0C6aaWri .1.5 10 14 -Zt .29
Total 63 100 133

Rochester, NY (CAPE, 1985)
!Wow neon On 640 OOK.8.4.IS 1 .16 .1 5 5 2 2
Below wan on oft md,cator 15 0 15 53 53 31 57
Abo." o:on on Ectn .nctcata.s 32 13 29 52 Z _el
Total 34 703 'CO 'CO 133

New Orleans, LA (CAT-F, 1985)
Bolan man onto In:Coat:Ks 59 .21 -20 64 22
eolow nonn CO cro "Scow 7 5 6 23
Maya neon co tot. en6o.orts _12 14 15 j2 ja
Tote 78 100 10.3

B: Districts Reporting Grade Equivalents

Chicago, IL (RBS-7, 1978)
&Now wen on No ncksUrs 253 -9 '5 , 53 31 55
Baton non on ono Ine.catac 96 -4 2 . a 31 19 21

Aboa neon on WA 41K6:31017 111 6 7 _12 _Li ..5e
Total 460 100 130 133 700

Houston, TX (MAT-6, 1985)
Below nom on No md.catDrs 25 -11 3 11 3
Below noon on cos indoator 88 .5 ; 55 64 29

Above norm on both Joao:awn ...51. I .2 .25 -Z .55
Total 164 1C3 103 100

TEST nuns, Cakfornai ,Act,,rrsmilon test, mettos.dan ActerearrnInt Test arK1 Its lOwa rfosU 01 SALO Sluts.

tbs. Owomdion. b, a,ar k. {4.4.4. r wrap, rsa,n rep. rowwool

1
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Limitations
Mew words of explanation and cacton ab ota

Interpreting the data are important to consider at
this point.

First. norms do not represent the highest levels
of excenence. Excellence Is better defined in
relationship to those who are nearest to the
extreme above the norm. By defnIttn. oily 50
percent of any group can be above the norm. and
only a small portion of that 50 percent can achieve
exceEerno.

Second. the purpose of these tables Is to show
how each State stands In r^e1.5on to the natIonal
norm 4 has chosen for Itself.

The data also show the Watt's) positions of the
various school distr icts. However. precise
measurement of those academic ddferences are
not possible from these data. Because norms are
different for each type of test. and even for deerent
forms of the same test. it Is Improper to make
comparisons directly. For example, we cannot say
that 19 poirss belovr norm on reading in Detroit Is
two points better than 21 points below norm on
reading In New Orleans. Nor can we directly
compare 19 pants below in reading and 30 points
below in mathemateos, even for trie same students

Table 2
Numbers of African Americans

In Urban Schools
Below and Above Norms

1513.1989

PwScw

co Two
&kw
on ON.

Alfas
ccawo

:Klan Areas I1S41020 Inc5ca=c Mcstora Teta

Onset 43.930 15.418 14.627 74=3
Houston 8273 4.078 10.434 41,783
new 06114P4 33.954 2.264 4,092 40.319
clod-wow 843 5.058 4.052 9.581
PG Corny 2.553 OAS 24 759 34,412
batcsooct 7,621 3.962 3,113 14.696
Ovccgo 124 055 31.159 21.253 17002
Holman 2.959 14.234 32230 43.423

`01s9 224.223 101.9:2 114.762 c40,947
Prowt 51 23 26 100

Co"...11 M1 P71. MlW ke El.caon
011M W *WAIN bee

In the same school. because of differences in the
way the two tests are constructed.

Furthermore, the older 1977 norms wit make
students appear to have much higher achievement
levels than the newer 1955 norms. Much has
changed in education during those intervening
eight years. and new norms probably wotid place
Baltimore and P.G. County in a less !avocado
position.

Third, the berowiabove norm data et Table 1 are
derived from median (ir aid- point) data for each
school. This means that half the students In each
school are above the median. vitae half a:e Wm-
Baltimore rs Mb, way district In this able that
reports the average for each school rather than toe
medhn. This is an acceptable method, as long as
the extreme highs and extreme tows do not uhothy
distort the picture.

Fourth, Most of the data are for Grade 6. but
some are for the next highest elementary grade tor
which data are available.

Fifth, most schools in Table 1 report data in
median percentie ranks, for which the norm Is
ahvays a score of 50.

Houston and Chicago report In median grade
ega .tents, the norm for which may &fief depend-
ing on local =..-Sh,ons. Table I reflects all such
necessary ad;ustments. Thus, at 25 schools in
Houston. the median for students in reading is one
year and one month below norm. while at 51
schools, the medians are one /ear above I=
reading and two months above for mathematics.

Sixth. the urban areas were not chosen
randomly. They are located In States known to
have sign;Ccarg poputagons of African Americans
and which volumanly provided data to the institute.
They were further selected for their geographic
dlreoution, as well as for areas subject to court-or-
dered busing and those with no busing.

Related Findings and
Recommendations

Questionable Norms. While percentle ranks
are not directly comparabie across tests, the
detailed data on each urban area shows a
consistent pattern In which reading scores appear
to be slgrefxandy lower In relation to the norm for
reading than mathematics scores are In relation to
the norm for mathematics. Thy confirms two
views about test norms that have been discussed
widely in the media.

1 ljt,
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One is that contemporary instruction in
mathematics concentrates an lower level skils
such as computation, rather than higher-order
thinking skats. The tatter types of mathematical
problems must. of necesSity, require the ability to
understand complex concepts n textbooks and
senhsticated word problems In 315. If a student
scores low on reading and high on mathematics,
those mathematcal problems obviously do not
ir.voke higher-order skirls.

It may be that AfricanAmerican parents in some
areas of the country are being led to believe that
their children are do rig well in mathematics
because many individual schools seem to be
'above norm` Parents may not be aware that if the
rearing scores are accurate indicators, then the
mathematics scores navel:de rneariaig, ano vice
versa. Public elementary schools, therefore, are
partapating in a massive program of deception
that directly affects African-American students aro
their famaies.

Another view is that standardized tests are
misleading indicators of achievement because the
accuracy of the norms is cluestonable. As an
independent researcher. John jacco Canr.el,
labials out in his study, ._no state scores wow the
publisher s natortal norm at the eiementary level
on any of the sx 11M01 nationally normeo, commer-
ciaTi available tests. He contnues, that these
test., allow 90 percent of the schuoi districts in
the limed States to be above average Cannel!
points out that school ustncts are in fact worse off
than reports show because of faulty norms

It this is so, then many African-Ametimn
students are -omdeteiy off the bottom of the sca e.

Asa recent report by readng AfncanAmerican
scholars ports out, Testing becomes a oangerous
instrument of soczal oppression when test results
are seen as reveal ng natrve abZties un rrluencecl
by environmental bond t ens (Joint Center for
Polloal Stude.s, 1959) They cal for tests to
become more sophistcatect and sensitive toes for

measurement and diagnosis'

Cultural Context. The school, rather than
ind.,..duals scattered across the distr..a. may be the
most mportant factor to monitor, because the
school is tie chid s lean- ng environment. The
performance cf the group within that environment
can promote or retard ird.vidual achievement and
mo' at on For AfricanAericaris, be..ause of
the r unique African heritage., the group in some

ways may be traditionally more important than the
individual (Mudimbe, 1983. Mukenge, 1988).

An Invisible People. States often :epon
statewide data, in which data from schools serving
African Americans are made statistically inwsibte
by data about the rna;onty population. ''riats
also report how many individual Studer
distnot are above norm, but since the top ..adents
In effect are gathered from all the schools and
Placed at the top of the scale, the impact at the
focal level is not seen. For example, it does not
show how dusters of African Americans in their
own neighborhoods are being elected. Mery
enightened parents and the media real)? must
probe to find out where each school stands.

Afncan-Arnerican Models- in areas where
there is no court-orderer, uusng, whit-ft, oatiqcs
arge numbers of students to be transported
across the ay, African Americans still can WOK
within their own communities for standards of
excellence and effective teaohing methodology.

The Institute for Ind:pendent Eoucation low... in
its study of .zst scores in Washington, D C a
predominantly Afrim,imAmencan city, that schools
could be sorted effective.). by zip codes, which are
more authentic bosndanes for real communities
than are zones created oy school boards tinsmute
Report No. 1). Warm each zip code, there are
schools in which stuuents perform well above the
norm. The Institute suggests that teachers.
pnnapats and students in those schoois coed be
models for schools that are below norm in those
same neighborhoods.

Another report by the institute a.so reinforces
the notion that African Americans can look
amongst thernseves for models of high acheve-
ment in schools (Institute Report No 4) In
Chicago, there are high test scores in read-rig art
mathematics at some magnet schools in wh ch
most of the students are African Americans and
large numbers are from low-income families.

Reading Research The reading scores 'n the
eght urban areas encompassed by this study
demonstrate the senousness a, 'he need for
improved reading instruction Whatever many
pubic schools are doing to teach African- Amencan
students how to read clearly is hot working, and
their programs need to be revamped.

As a first step to correct this situation, there a a
need for research to determine if reading as rt is
taught to African Americans in places Ike Prince
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George s County. which has the greatest percent-
age of its population rending well above norm, is
taught any differently th.n in places like New
Orleans, which has the greatest percentage of its
students reading well below norm.

Education researchers also need to determine if
the academic and ethnographic profiles of success-
ft.1 students and their teachers are any different
from profiles of unsuccessful students and tneir
teachers.

Literacy Programs. Many urban areas are also
focusing on adult literacy programs. all of which
are needed to increase the self-esteem, education
al levels and economic productivity of large
numbers of Americans. They are also needed
because parents who are Iterate tend to
encourage their children to be Iterate. Yet. it is at

least of equal, if not greater. importance to be
concerned about illiteracy in our schools. We must
stop our academic machinery from chuming out
an endless stream of graduates who are seriously
deficient in reading skilts, because they are
undoing all the work accomplished by adult
literacy programs.

African- American individuals. community
organizations and churches concerned about adult
literacy might well be inspired by the story of
"moonlight schools" which were developed by
illterate n-auntain people in Kentucky in 1911
(Stewart. 1922). The:: idea for quickly teaching
people how to read and write soon spread across
the country, supported by the needs of the Army
during World War I. The first moonlight school for
African Americans began at Camp Lee in Virginia,
and others soon followed.

It has been proven time and again ever since
then that people can be taught very quickly how to
read. African - American ndependent neighborhood
schools, located In most urban areas across the
country, do it all the time. fhey teach some of the
same children that public schools have disca led
as uneducable. and teach them right along vial)
very advanced children from the African-American
community.

For African Americans it is now a matter of Me
and death that immediate steps be taken to
improve the way in which children learn to read
and to do mathematics, and those steps indeed
may be quite different from popular strategies or
fads that may ba promoted from t me to time for
mainstream America.

It is also vital that African-Arnericrn children
develop the skills that will enable them to explore
subtleties in written Information on their own,
without summarized intervention by others, and
begin to shape their own future in the wr Id
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MAGNET SCHOOLS IN CHICAGO
Achievement at Risk if Policymakers Retreat

* 1989

Magnet schools have become the darling of education pulicymaKers across the
country dunng the past two decades. After they were developed, they were
conscripted to fight in the battle to eliminate the twin evils of low achieveme.a and
segregation in urban education. A 1983 study sponsored by the U.S. Department of
Education shows that there are now over 1000 magnet achools in more than 130 of the
largest urban school districts in the country (Blank, et al., 1983).

Are magnet schools successful? Can they fulfill the promises of high achievement
and desegregation in inner-city areas? r ..ta from 35 full-sae magnet schools in
Chicago at the elementary and middle school levels show that uiey are successful, but
rot necessarily for the reasons many people believe. In addrtion, these are education
reformers nationwide who are opposed choice programa. By threatening the future
of magnet schools, they may kill the goo;e that lays the golden eggs.

In many .irban areas, educators rely on magnet
schools to Ville a delicate balance betwee,i rne
:teed to create opportunities for equity in educ.rnon
and the need for parents to have greater choice
among schools. Many school distncts have voun-
tanly developed magnet schools. attracting Blacks
and Mutes by appealing to their mutual Interest In
teaming environments that foster high a. levernent.

In spite of this, magnet schools are not
completely marketdrtisn aternatives to compul-
sory attendance within school boundaries. The
location and cap Ity of these schools often is
mandated to meet court-ordered mandates to
dusegation. They represent, Instead, what is
called "controlled choice.

Chicago magnet schools can be &Wed Into
four types according to the achievement of their
students. At the bottom of the scale aai magnet
schools in which the median grade equivalents are
Wow national norms for reading. for mathematics
or both. In the majority of magnet schools.
however, scores may be up to one year above
norm or from one to two years above norm. There
also are "super magnets In which students
perform two to three years above norm on both
reading and mathematics.

The data in the table below indicate that some
magnet schools are indeed successful. when
so.cess is measured by racially-meted enrollment
patterns and high test scores. On the other hand,

01999 by lb &ulna. harlopmilerls Educearfon. Inc 411111gbts
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some of the following popular myths do not
withstand close scrutiny, at least not in Chicago

School Size. Magnet schools are not success-
ful because they are smaller than non-magnet
schools.

It is true that S.:10 magnet !,...nools with high
levels of student achievement have an average
enrollment of 328 each, whole magnets In which
there is low achievement average 780 students
Nevertheless, one group of 13 highperforminn
magnets has an average of 666 students, which is
only 23 fewer students than at the average non-
magnet school in the city

Class Size. Smaller class sizes see not
necessarily linked to high performance on
standardized tests.

Among magnet schools, as test scores rise,
student-teacher ratios fat from 19 students per
teacher to 14 On the other hard, even though
non-magnet schools have an average of 19, many
of them have as few as 9, and still there is low
performance Another reason why reducing class
sizes may not be the answer is that 35 percent of
4.1 Chicago students already are in schools where
class sizes are equal to or smaller than those at the
better magnets (18'1), and 78 percent of the non-
magnets in that group are below norm on one or
more indicators

Money. More money for education does not
automatically produce highei levels of acedemic
achievement.

The city spends an average of $5,727 per pupil
at the 'super magnets and 64,300 at below-norm
magnets Yet. at most of the Mira magnets. where
median scores are above norm, per-pupil costs
average as little as 54,195, which is less than the
54.302 being spent at non-magnet schools.

Asians and Whites. Asian-Americans do not
flock to predominantly-White schools

Chicago researcher Gary Orfield notes in his
1987 study that the typical Asian-American attends
a school that is 58 percent White. However, the
1989 enrollment data examined by the Institute for
Independent Educatio,t show that 62 percent of the
Asians are in magnet and non.magnet schools that
are less than 40 percent White Th,ry share those
schools with 86 percent of the Hispanic population
and 95 per,..iint of the African Americans

Benefit to African Americans. Magnet
.schools do not benefit significant numbers of
African-Amencan students.

Of the 175,518 African Americans in elementary
and middle schools, only 6 percent are privileged
to attend magnet schools More than onethird of
that 6 percent Is In magnet schools that are below
r stional norms On the other hand 6 percent of
H sonic students, 12 percent of Whites, and 14
percent of Asians attend magnet schools.

Desegregation. African-knot:cans do not
need to be surrounded by Whites or by students
from high-income families in order to have high
achievement.

Magnet schools usually create environments in
which there are significant numbers of White
students It is also true that magnets where there
Is tow performance tend to have smaller percent-
ages of Whites than highperforming magnets
However, the differences In achievement may not
be the result of an increased White preseace.

For example. In at least one of the "super
magnets, Poe Classical, 81 percent of the students
are Afrinar Americans and an additional 3 percent
are Hispanic-Americans, and 38 percent of these
students come from low-income females. Anothe
high-performing magnet. Bumside Scholastic
Academy, is 99 percent African American and 4'
percent lowiincome. On the other hand, one of the
worst perfc.nung magnets, Gallistel, is 40 percent
White with 29 percent low-Income families.

The task ahead to reform Chicago schools is
tremendous. In tact, achievement at non-magnet
schools can be set In the sharpest relief when it s
contrasted with achievement at magnet schools.

For example, 70 percent of the Afncan
Americans In Chicago and 53 percent of Hispanics
attend elementary schools in which the median
grade equivalents are below norm on two key
indicators of academic achievement reading and
mathematics (institute Report No 3). Another 18
and 31 percent, rsspectrvely, are in schools below
norm on at least one of those indicators. Over 84
percent of all high schools, serving 82 percent of
secondary students in the city, are below norm on
both reading and mathematics.

If policymakers find it desirable to give at
Chicago schools a student teacher ratio that Is
comparable to at least the above-norm magnets
(18:1), the city would require 1,515 additional
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elementary and middle school teachers. However,
the problem may In fact be more severe, because a
significant number of the existing elementary and
middle school teachers might not be competent to
teach In even a low-achieving magnet school.

Recent policy Initiatives and debates have high
lighted the need fora more serious study of
magnet schools. The Bush Administration
proposed to expand magnet schools by offering
$100 million In aid that is not limited to desegrega
Pon efforts (Miller, 1989). This offer may shift the
focus of magnet schools from an emphasis or the
Interests that specific urban populations have In
desegregation back to its original emphasis as a
more universal concept of choice. It will also
disrupt the database that Is emerging on the
achievement of African Americans In magnet
schools, because school districts will no longer
have a legal requitement to keep track of this
popuiation.

The National Education Association recently
passed a resolution supporting local choice
programs but rejecting programs mandated by
federal and state govemments. Many districts
currently receive federal, state and local support,
but the NEA, by rejecting two of the three sources,
risks dismantling magnet schools. Although
magnet schools do not now serve large numbers
of African Americans, they have the potential for
being a major instrument for high achievement by
African-Amertcans in public schools.

Leading African-American educators, who met
In June at Hunt Valley, Marytana, are also rethink-
ing choice. They, too, rejected choice, because
choice programs have the potential to discriminate
against poor families who attend non-magnet
neighbo,bood schools. They fear that these
tamales might not be welcome in certain schools of
choice (Bradley and Snider. 1989).

If magnet schools work and most non-magnet
schools in Chicago don't work, and if magnet
schools do not necessarily cost more than non-
magnets or even require many more teachers, why
are educators vlking about squashing choice?
Why not, instead. tum most of the existing schools
Into magnet schools and thereby make proven
quality universally available.

Can the magnet experience be replicated In
non-magnet schools? It requires more than merely
tax dollars, new teacher candidates, and a different
curriculum We need to find out about some of the
less tangtie factu's involved, such as the commit
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ment of students, families and teacheis eat u the
direct result of choice.

Secono, it calls for acceptance of the possibility
that the competence of teachers may make the
difference.

Third, African Americans need to understand
that they can, In their own cultural contexts, reach
levels of high achievement that are equal to those
of other groups. Learning can be stimulated in an
African-Americancontext If there is commitment.

Fourth. Chicago should broaden Its experiment
to promote excellence by embracing independent
Inner -city schools as full partners In education.
Operated by African Americans and Hispanic
Americans themselves, these Institutions serve
young people right In their own neighborhoods.

Educators in non-magnet govemment schools
are not only failing to deliver what they should, they
are laying the foundation for a full retreat on choice
In public schools. In the name of egalitarianism,
they appear to favor proposals that keep the
largest number of people at the lowest levels of
academic achievement.

Chicago, with a broad range of schools that
encompasses the worst and the best, Is In an
excellent position to demonstrate that there Is
hope Chicago can show the Nation that freedom
of choice and private-sector Initiative are forces
that should be unleashed In education so that. In
unison, they can continue to do what they already
have done so well.
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Chairman MILLER. They will be part of it.
Ms. RATTERAY. Thank you. In answering the Congressman, I

think I would beg to differ. I think the single most important thing
that we should concentrate on is education and elem,-...ntary school
education.

Of the eight urban school districts for which we looked at test
scores and enrollment data, about 74 percent of A f rican American
children are below norm in reading, or mathematics or both. We
found that the area with which they're having the greatest difficul-
ty is reading. You can't even develop basic survival skills in most
fields of employment unless you know how to read. What I think
could really help is to have a strategy, to get most of our black
males and females reading. We know how to do it.

In 1914, around the war time, there were schools called moon-
light schools, developed by people in Kentucky, in the rural areas.They were very effective and very short run and they got those
people reading.

Young African-American men and women need to know how toread and to understand information, because if they don't, they
have to rely solely on summarized versions and biases of other
People. Once you have to depend on other people to filter your in-
formation, you're automatically at a great disadvantage.

By providing employment, there are some people out there we
might be able to help. But before that, we have to concentrate on
the elementary school. These are 1988-1989 data, and these sixth
graders can't read. So, in 5 years, they're just going to get further
and further behind, and then you're going to have the same prob-
lems of trying to find jobs.

Mr. OWENS. Thank you very much for the extended time, Mr.
Chairman.

Chairman MILLER. Mr. Smith?
Mr. SMITH of Vermont. I apologize for being late, Mr. Chairman.
I think I'd like to follow up with a question to Dr. Garibaldi and

Dr. Ratteray. I'll try to make it quick because I think we're undersome time constraints.
I think there's, from what I've been able to gain from the written

testimony, agreement about the cycle. There's agreement about theproblem. I think what we're trying to figure out is what to doabout it.
What I am wrestling with in my own mind is what are the most

viable community-based organizations that are trusted by parents
that are accepted or trusted by the kids? I see schools, whether welike it or not, as being right in the middle of that step. How might
we--what would your advice to us be to structure federal policy sothat we give the resources, which is, one, money, yes, but then two,
the flexibility and the latitude to do things with the resources.
Time is a resource, good will is a resource, the community is a re-source.

I have this sense that we continually give people not quite
enough money or nowhere near enough money and then we tietheir hands. We don't mean to, but that's what the net effect is,
that the people who are working with children every day can't do
what they think needs to be done. They're not allowed that lati-tude and that flexibility.
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So, I'm wrestling for an attitvde that says we want to bring the
commitment home, we want to empower the people who are there
and we don't mean that as an excuse. That language has been used
before as an excuse to walk away from a problem. We don't mean
it that way. We mean in the sense of bringing a commitment
home finally and Valuing the teachers or the community workers,
whoever it is.

I don't see how else you get at this problem. Schools are dying in
Hartford, CT. Lit, ally, the schools organizationally are dead.
There's nothing, in a sense, there to build an in.provement on.
You've got to go right back into the foundation and start with each
teacher and each individual.

Do you have any ideas on how we can do that? I think we're part
of the problem and I don't think we mean to be.

Dr. GARIBALDI. Well, I provided that in the much more detailed
study of the New Orleans Public Schools. Our committee did devel-
op at least 50 recommendations that dealt with the role of busi-
nesses and the community, that dealt with parental responsibility,
that dealt with the schools, and the larger issues vi structural re-
forms that are needed in schools in order to bring about some of
these different kinds of results.

But when we start to t., it about solutions, it is that point that
makes me say that it has to be a coalition of individuals. There's a
role for religious leaders, there's a role for retired persons, blue
collar as well as white collar workers, fraternal, civ is groups, social
groups, college students, everyone can play a very, very active role.

The same holds true for businesses, they can support the educa-
tion ur support the academic accomplishments of the children of
their employees, to du some of these things. One of our recommen-
dations, for example, was that businesses should provide either re-
lease time ur some compensatory time to parents to allow them to
Visit the schools at least once a year, especially for their children
who are in elementary schools. We found out that one-fourth of all
parents that we surveyed, about 3,500 of the.n, said they had never
been to a school for report card conferences.

Mr. SMITH of Vermont. Excuse me. Would you not agree that for
a coalition to be effective though it actually has to have control
over something? I., other words, it has to have power to act. My
image is of a 12 year old black male in New Orleans who's got 6
years of school, let's say, in front of him or her. I would like to
think that an educator, within some kind of local coalmunity ac-
countability structure, could do all sorts of thi.,gs with that young
black male, the goal being for that person to be successful academi-
cally, civically, socially. That's the goal. It might mean not keeping
them in school when they're 13, 8 hours a day. It might mean
having them in an educai:u.,,,: program. It might mean moving
around. It might be doing something other things.

I think a coalition could make that hupr,n, but the coalition has
got to have the power.

Dr. GARIBALDI. Yes. Well, what I'm trying t, sa), is that it's the
responsibility of all of these different segments If all of the
individuals come together as a coalition and indeed say that yes,
they have some power, I think that that's great.

16
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But the fact of the matter is at everyone has to realize that we
all play a very important role ir. this. Dr. Nobles' programs, for ex-
ample, the black manhood training programs around the count.-y,
are very, very successful, but they serve a very small number of
them_ Even something as important as the media, the electronic
media especially, can do a great deal in exposing positive role
models to young black men with a quick 60 second commercial.
There is a role for each one of these different groups.

One of the things that we said to people in the course of the
study is that we must expect more from parents and we believe
that parents have to have the same kinds of aspirations and expec-
tations for their black male children in the same way that they do
for their female children. There are many individuals who will say
that that's just absolutely not possible.

One of the recommendations here is that schools need to come to
parents then. If it's impossible for parents to come to schools in the
evenings for a report card conferences, then let schools develop
some flex system where the teachers come to school at (i.30 in the
morning, let's say, where they can have an opportunity to meet
with parents. We have to be more supportive and we have to be
more flexible within our communities if we really want them to be
a participant in the education of their children. Often times thatjust does not happen.

Ms. RATTERAY. I believe the single most important thing is to
rely very heavily on self-help, self-initiated efforts. In Dr. Nobles'
work and, of course, in the work that I've done v,,ith independent
schools, the single most important thing we find is that the re-
sponse must come from the community. If you rely on those areas
where people try to help themselves and don't inhibit that, support
it where you can, I think you can help a lot more people than are
being helped today.

Dr. NOBLES. If I may, I think that the coalition idea is a good
one, but it really is a coalition around an idea as opposed to a coali-
tion of different facts.. s. The idea, it seems to me, is that if we rec-
ognize that every process should end in a product, then governance
has to ask itself what is the product that we want to receive from
our investment? If it's in terms of its citizenry, then that producthas to have some attributes and characteristics.

The outcome that we use in the HAWK project is the product
has to be a competent, confident, conscious black man. But those
three Cs could apply everywhere. If I'm dealing with aerosrce,
then the question becomes, "How do I produce ei competent, conc.-
dent, conscious astronaut?" If I'm dealing in the rural areas and
whatever the agenda is there, then the question becomes, "What do
I do to produce a competent, confidrit, conscious element that fitsin that geography?"

So, the coalition comes around, how does the church, the schools,
the jo'ds, the educators, everything produce a competent, confident,
conscious human being? That conscious piece becomes important
because our society is really changing and no longer is it that the
melting pot means everybody has to be the same thing. So, we are
now at the point of giving license to Asians being Asian and Euro-
peans being Europeans and Africans being Africans and Native
Americans being Native Americans. That is as it should be.
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So, we need to begin talking about competent, confident, and con-
scious of who you are. If it's 4 black man, then how does govern-
ance guarantee the consciousness -: black men? How do they guar-
antee the competence in %%hate \ er it is that they're doing? Finally,
how do we guarantee with our rs,ources, with our time, et cetera,
the confidence that growing up in AmericaI grew up being nur-
tured, that I am confident in this world. I am competent and con-
scious.

Mr. SMITH of Vermont. Thank you.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you. We're going to continue. The chairman

will be back momentarily.
I simply want to express my appreciation to all of you, More I

run off to a vote as well, for your participation in today's panel. I
want to especially welcome Dr. Sullivan, who is a constituent from
New York.

One of the frustrating things that I think those of us who have
been here and involved user the course of the past 8, 9 years is to
see that the concern about what happens to our minority communi-
ties just seems to have abated over the course of the past 8-year
period. Although we're now beginning to hear some pcsitive sounds
out of the administration, as sou know, those positive sounds only
go so far.

Our challenge really is to make sure that those are translated or
transformed into funding for programs of all the ',carious kinds. I
think what you've demonstrated, and I'll read the testimony very
carefi sy, is that so many of these problems were the approaches to
the must! interdependen: and that you can't really just isolate one
particular piece and say, "OK, now we se dealt with the problem of
minority youth or young people." We really ha e to focus on a
whole range of approaches.

I commend all of you for having worked in the vineyards
through all of these difficult years and hopefully for all of us, the
immediate future is going to be somewhat more constructive and
more of a receptive environment within which to work.

I am going t,) break momentarily. The chairman will be r;ght
back and the hearing will then continue.

[Whereupon, t 11.51 a.m., the r.-,elect committee was recessed
until 11:53 a.m.)

Chairman MILLER. The hearing w ill reconvene. Ag:-in, my apolo-
gies to you. This was a nice, quiet Tuesday when wt plann ,1 this
hearing. but it hasn't turned out that way. We're squander;.,g our
money on defense.

Let rne ask you a question. I might just throw thiswell, first of
all, specifically Dr. Sullivan. We had testimony earlier from mem-
bers of youth gangs and I think both of the witnesses were in the
process of trying to leave the gang. Oae was going back to school
an the other was simply try:iig to figure out now he could get out
7ithout causing harm to himself or his family.

But when you mentioned that they relied on this fur income, 't
was very clear in the testimony that there was no intent with re-
spect to these two young men whet. they funned their neighbor-
hood gang, which was essentially just guys palling around, and
then were asked by somebody else, "Would you mini doing an
errand fu us" and it snowb.tlled then into something much larger,
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that they were doing this for the p_ (poses of drugs. But what
became clear was that this started to become a source of income, as
yc-a pointed out.

I think the fascinating thing to me, and I think to some of the
other committees, was when we talked to these young men, their
presentation, you could have taken them atid put a white shirt and
tie on these gentlemen and sat them down alongside the chairman
of the board of IBM. I susper.t. that these young men would have
described the free enterprise system with more clarity than the
chairman of the board of IBM.

We make fun of the fact that you're a lookout and you get a
couple hundred bucks a week or a couple hundred bucks a night or
$1,000 a night, whatever it is. We don't know thc truth of this, this
is anecdotal evidence. But the fact is, that young man shows up
every night for that job. Ha gets up out of bed, goes to the job,
shows a certain amount of discipline. You listen to the organiza-
tional charts of some of the gangs, of some of the activities and
what they're required to do. They describe to you lease backs, le-
veraged buyouts, hostile takeovers and more.

Dr. SULLIVAN. Very hostile.
Chairman MILLER. Very hostile takeovers. But they describe it inthe same fashion that it's describedbut these are skills you wish

they would use some other place. It's sort of like black athletes.
You take the most dedicated, disciplined people out of the commu-
nity and put them into college, they don't get a degree, they don't
get a job, they don't get an education, you bring them back to thecommunity.

So, it seems to me that the talent is clearly there. To some
extent it's a question of where it's directed. This incomes policy, alot of people would turn down even the drug jobs if you put the job
description in the want ad. You have to be prepared to be shot, you
know. Working alone at night in a bad neipl borhood.

But it seems that the notion that Dr. Stan and others have sug-gested that the income related aspect of this community is very,
very important, whether it's avoidance of crime or the ability tosustain a family or relationship or just sustain yourself in some
economic fashion is what is not here for young black males. Almost
the rational alternative is to choose the entrepreneurship of thedrug trade.

Am I crazy or--
Dr. SULLIVAN. I agree with a lot of your analysis. I think there's

no question that there's a great deal of frustrated energy and intel-ligence and Lreativity that goes into these channels because it isblocked from being able to be invested in more productive chan-nels. A lot of people have speculated over the years about how you
could rechannel those energies once they are channeled into this
field. I would suggest that's a very difficult problem. I think a lot of
it happens quite na:urally, these declining rates of crime with agethat I talked about. I mentioned a little bit earlier that people get
into crime with big expectations and they find that it's a lousy job
too.

The problen. is that the more 3eeply a person L....comes involved,
the harder it is to get out. I interviewed one drug dealer for quite a
long period of time who was very, very punctual, never missed an

1 6 '
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appointment. He kept his business with me straight as I think he
kept his business in the drug trade straight. He %% as good at what
he did. But he is very frustrated about it. He wanted to get out. He
said, "I wish I could get a job buying and selling. I know how to
buy and sell. I've been doing it for years. Eat what do I do? Ther''
nothing on my resume. What do I say, I've been buying and seP
drugs for years?" He'd been in,,o it deeply enough ,hat he was
trouble and he knew it. He couldn't get out very easily.

What we have to do is make productive channels available before
that happens. Once people are involved in the street, they're dam-
aged. Once whole communities are cut off from the labor market
for long periods of time, damage is done and its not simply enough
to make 'Ile same educational and econom: opportunities avail-
able that might be sufficient fog other people v ho have not experi-
enced that damage. The longer the isolation of out inner city com-
munities goes on, the more expensive it's going to be for us to
devise nrograms and solutions for the damage that's done.

Chairman MILLER. Let me ask a question tc the panel. I only
have a couple more.

To what extent is a young black man in a bit of a double bind, if
I understand that? That is at least with respect to the media and
the stereotype that you talked about. Dr. Noble. I'm probably
coming through white eyes here at the moment, but the stereotype.

That is, there's Dr. Huxtable and then there's the guy who is
preying on people in the street. There's this large span of individ-
uals that aren't represented in the media, whether they're working
in steel mills ar they're pharmacists or they're less than exotic doc-
tors or what have y .u. But the notion is that, "That astronaut
made it, so you can make it. If you don't do it, you don't want it."
It seems that that double bi id rules out the other environmental
problems that are going on a the community 'ir racism or what
have you. But you have of success. The:, may be sports, en-
tertainment, medicine or w.lat have you, very few relatively,
images of success and the images of failure and the success says
that you're a failure by choice.

bust wonder to what extent there's that pressure to suggest that
really makii,g it now is at such a high level that just getting a nice
middle class .,ob and sustaining your family, you're kind of ii:visi-
ble. Certainly invisible, it seems to me, in the white community.
We sort of have these two poles going on at this point. I don't
know, again, if that's accurate or if you find it when you talk to
young men, if that's a real pressure or not.

Dr. NOBLES. I think that perception is true.
Chairman MILLER. I mean I may be way off track.
Dr. NOBLES. I think the perception is correct that people see

those two ends of the polarity, either a Dr. Huxtable or an Iceberg
Slim. But there's all that that's in the middle The fact of the
matter is that its probably they're both the same, that in Dr. Hux-
table there is some Iceberg Slim and in Iceberg Slim there is some
Dr. Huxtable.

The question is, what do the societal constraints bring out be-
cause people really do respond to their social condition? If the
social condition for the majorit- of black men in this c .tntry gives
them to 4e keberg Slims, then Dr. Huxtable is used to poi the
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fact that we blame them for not choosing to be Dr. Huxtable and
not that the social conditions constrain them to hire only limited
options in their choices in life. So, I think it's complicated but the
polarities are the same.

What happens is that we excuse ourselves, meaning society, from
responsibility once we create the equation as you just did. There-
fore, we can say to the black child, "Well, you didn't choose to be a
good person. It's your fault," and not recognLing that he's being
programed from the cradle to his grave to see the meaning of black
manhood in only one slant. If we change that, then you'll get a dif-
ferent kind of panorama or black men.

The final thing I want to point out is I think that as we look in
terms of our vision for this whole society, this whole question of my
meaning being equated with my work, it's going to be recast for ev-
erybody in that we are now moving in a way of looking at jobs not
as production, but jobs as meaningrul activity. Where before it was
productive activity, it is very rapidly becoming meaningful activity.How you place a dollar and a time schedule on meaningful activ-
ity is going to throw this society into a whole different kind of
uproar And black men are going to be caught up in that cycle as
well because we're al- ady excluded from the productive activity
slice and now we're moving as a society into meaningful activity
and no one has even thought about hoIN white men. b!ach
white women, black women, all people in society, are going to deal
with the activities of "work" based upon a new kind of age.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. I have some other queAions, but
let me recognize Congressman Payne, who has been very patienthere this morning.

Thank you for joining us.
Mr PAYNE. Thank you. I'd just like to also compliment you for

having this hearing. We've had some hearings of this nature in the
State of New Jersey, where I'm from. Tre city of Newark, NJ has
many similar problems. We have formed a group, Minct ity Black
Men's Health Organization out of Newark and the State of New
Jersey, Depaninent of Health sees this as such a serious problem
that we created within the State Department of Health a division
that deals specifically with the health of black men, which we will
get into the sociological, psychological and all the otheA areas that
go into the problem.

I really don't have a specific question. I did have some but run-
ning back and forth, I've forgotten them. But I find a lot of what
you said very true. I think the question before is what is it that we
can immediately do?

I agree with Dr. Nobles that we've got to develop this positive
imagery. We had a lot in the early 1960s. I think that James
Brown probably shiuld be commended. He's having problems .right
now, but when the song, "Say it loud, I'm black, I'm proud," had alot to do with youn, black teens having a positive view of them-
selves.

Sc, that's going to take a long time, what you're doing, phr
there's not enough of you doing it.

So, I guess ray concern is here and now. What can we do tomor-
row? I have ideas, but since you're on the panelI think that the
Congressman from Vermont, Congressman Smith, asked similar
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questions. But if there were some this that could happen imme-
diately with the help of the United States Congress, what would it
be that you might suggest? Any of you on the panel.

Ms. RATTERAY. I would suggest that you focus tremendous re-
sources on things that work. In many inner city communities,
there are programs and environments that work. When yeu do
that, you're going to alsc have to look at those places that don't
work. When you compare the two, many people are going to be dis-
illusioned.

I think we can take the bull by the horns and really say that
within this particular inner-city community we ha%e three high
performing schools, then ask "What it is in those schools that is
saving those children?" I think that when you get down to that
level, you're going to see more of the coalitions being built. You're
going to have people rallying around those magnets, those inde-
pendent schools, the...e shining islands of hope where you can find
some answers. That's going to take a great deal of resources be-
cause the methodology requires you to sit and listen to people and
understand what they're trying to tell you. That takes t;me and
money. I would think that you could do that tomorrow.

We've just fin:shed a study here in the District of Columbia
called "A Tale of 'rwo Cities." and found that 80 percent of the Af-
rican-American children in this city are in elemere,ary schools
where perform, -ice is low. We found that one percent of the Afri-
can-Americans in this city al - in schools where there is high per-
formance. This brings us to ' e questiun of expectations. If you're
lot in an env-ronment v ..e,r, you expect to perform, it's going to

rmeate throughout, and you', c in this for 8 years. It's going to
h ,ve a detrimental effect.

We have done similar types of investigations in eight urban
areas, and we 3ee the same type of thing. So, whcn we talk about
employment, we are incubating a host of black males who, even if
they get to high school, v. ouldn't be able to read SO that they could
perform well.

Dr. GARIBALDI. I want to support Dr. Ratteray's points there be-
cause many of those things v. high she has just mentiune are hap-
pening in many of our urban .chuols all across the country, as I've
tried to say. I think it's very important that our schools receive
some assistance.

Lack in th.. mid 1970 s, we provided er-ergency school assistance
funds to many of our urban schools, primarily to contend with
second generation deseg ;gatiun problems. Those second generation
desegregation problems were suspensions and expulsions of black
students. Though we're talking about black male s -dents
this issue is as serious fur black fen-ale students as it is for black
male students. I want +.3 say that because I sometime:, am threat-
ened with being chauvinist because I'm always talking about the
black male, but that was my charge for the study.

As we look at school;: all across this country, we see the same
things happening today 1fq3. I _don't want t, get into an argu-
ment, but I tit) want to say that we have to be very cautious also
with magnet schools and for selective schools fur students in ninny
of our urb n areas. I have seen at least two ()r three report:. recent-
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ly that will confirm what Dr. Ratteray has just said about black
students particularly in low performing schools.

But what comes across even more strongly the fact that when
we look at magnet schools, many of those students who are inmagnet schools are not black or they are not minority students.
The fact of the matter is that lots of those students also come ft mi
higher socioeconomic strata.

Even in New Orleans, when you have a school system that is 87
percent black and you rind that 49 percent of the students in the
magnet school program., are white, even though they represent
seven percent of the population in the school system, that signalsto me that we are serving one group of students and not spending
enough dollars and resources on another group. So, we might have
to imbalance the amounts of resources that we give to some urban
schools in order for them to be equitable. It's the old half empty,half full issue there.

The most recent report that I saw was from a midwestern school
district and the data are pretty damning in terms of who is actual-
ly getting the assistance in those particular programs.

Mr. PAYNE. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Holloway?
Mr. HOLLOWAY. I don't know if the figure was given or not, but

what is the difference in percentage of graduates between female
blacks and male blacks both out of high school and out of college?
What's the dropout rate.

Dr. GARIBALDI. I don't know what the exact rate- -
Mr. HOLLOWAY. Is it greater among females or males?
Dr. GARIBALDI. No, I smpect that it is greater among males

largely due to issues of suspension, expulsions and male students
are more prone to dr "p out of school because of those reasons as
opposed to females who tend to drop out usually because of preg-
nancy ot- because of an inclination or a desire to work. That's whatthe nat. ,nal data say.

Mr. HOLLOWAY. There's no statistics to show the differential.
Dr GARIBALDI No. In the case of students in college, 60 percent

of black students who are in college are female. I would say that
the graduation rate, obviously, is much better. But nationally, only50 percent of all students who go to college ever graduate.

Mr HOLLOWAY Going back to the rural versus urban discussion.Is there a difference or do you notice distinct difference between
the plight that we have in the urban areas, do you 'tice a differ-
ence in divorce or the split up of families? Once th we in ruralarea, we realize there's a little bit more unity, a hale bit rrore
family there. Once these people move to the urban areas, do they
generally fall right into the mold of an urban area? Does anyone
have any statistics on that?

Dr. Sum, It's a good question, for which we don't have a goodanswer.
Mr HOLLOWAY. I guess my last question would be that we talk of

federal involvement and, of course, I want to touch bases a little bit
on the minimum wage we talked about. I think we can accomplish
what we have to accomplish without making young blacks and
young whites, unemple.,)ed, as well as some of our senior citizens by
going too high with minimum wage. We can do this through tax
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credits, EITC's, throug., child care tax credits. I think there's po-
tential for as much as $2.00 an hour per individual in tax credits
out there if we can get it. Of course, that sti:1 doesn't put you
where you have to be and that's whert government plays its
role.

But I'm a firm believer that we encourage people to work
through earned income tax credits. This adds to the gt ral good
feeling among families, among blacks as well as whites in this
country. fin a firm believer that our only approach right now to
solve the minimum wage problem, problems with putting
hack out to work is through tax credits. I would bt interested to
hear any of your thoughts regarding helping the black
through tax credits, if you thirk it would have ar-, bearing on it.

Dr. Sum. I'll just take a very quick stab at ar answer. I would be
in substantial agreement with you about the very substantial desir-
abiii.y of expanding upon the earned income tax credit as a way of
supplementing the- incomes ui those who do devote more time to
the labor market. In 'act, broadening the eligibility for it and ex-
panding the s: of the credit would clearly be a very desireable
policy as a w, : showing support for investments in families.

I guess my only iew on tax subsidies Is, having been involved
with employment and training prog: ans for a very lung time, that
we ve not been extraordinarily successful with these other financial
incentives as ways of buying jobs for young people.

But we've been much more successful when we've tried to buy
training for young people un the job. Which is why I think that one
optioir we would consider for boosting earnings would be to use a
tax %-redit system whereby., when young people who graduated from
higi sch 1 'vent to work din:11y into the labor market, the Feder-
al Gover nment would, in fact, provide a combination of vouchers
and tax incentives for young people to buy themselves apprentice-
ship or ,...ructured ,00perative employn,,nt slots with private sector
employers. There are a number of good examples lii that through-
out the country. So that you immediately provide a wage and
build upon a base of experience and training ith a two to four
year apprenticeship program. Wi this approach you are able to
basically double your initial starting wage.

So, .,- would be in substantial support of using the tax system that
way to us to buy a substantive combination of education,
training -. ,n-the-job experience for young people as a way of
making it posoible to get adult jobs within a shorter period of time.

Mr. HOLLOWAY. I guess where I'm coming from is I feel we tie so
much money up that doesn't go directly to the recipient.. and we
are limitmg Fedeid, dollars. We tie so much money up into pro-
;-raras that, in my opinion, most of it goes into adminisfrative costs.
I'm a firm believer that with the very limited amount 01 money we
have today, we can do more without direct government involve-
ment. We can do more without government regul ations to the
States to try to tell them how to administer the n..-irey ti at they
send down, we have to have less Federal standards before you can
receive the money.

My last question will be how can we accomplish what we're
trying to do without getting the government to set standards for
what we have to do? What ideas do you have, other than what's
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already been discussed, that we can do to help with not only em-
ployment because if we don't give them a decent wage, I don't
think we've accomplished a whole lot.

I feel that in Louisiana today with the large unemployment prob-lems that we have, if we have $100,000 good jobs move into ourstate, I think we'd have to import labor because I just don't knowthat we have the t fined work corce in Louisiana. The people areout there. We have to give them the tax incentives, through what-
ever vehicle, to work the jobs that they have to work because we dolack the job training. All of us agree that we do have to train our
young people in this country.

I have no other questions if no one has any response to that, Mr.
Chairman.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Let me ask you the question of, again, popular stereotypes and

the concerns with them.
Doctor Nobles, what you're suggesting is that at least you're en-

gaged in and perhaps other communities should be engaged in issome reversal of the suggestion of what we see on film, in the
nightly news or on TV, prime time TV, is not African American
culture, that that's really not tLe history of these people, that
there's something eke. What you seem to be suggesting is that the
HAWK Program is about using the awareness and the strengths of
those programs to give people some self-esteem, to essentially go
forward in what may be a fairly hostile nation from time to time.Am I correct?

Dr. NOBLES. Absolutely correct.
Chairman MILLER. I mean Spike Lee, that movie is not African

American culture.
Dr. NOBLES. There are themes and there are slices and inferences

in Spike Lee's movie that are clearly traditional African American
culture in its precepts and in its regulations. So, I don't look at
Spike Lee to say is it African American culture or not because it is.

1:1t when one looks at culture, see culture becomes an interest-ir henomena. By definition, it is the process which gives people ag ral design for living and patterns for interpreting their reality.No , in :hat general design, in those patterns, we make inventions
and solutions to problems. What we're doing in our program at the
Institute is trying to take the culture of Africa and African Ameri-
can people as a general design for living and patterns for interpret-
ing reality and developing solutions which afe consistent with that.
That's what all human communities do.

But cultures can also become aberrant and deviant. The drug
phenomena in America today is creating a deviant urban culture.
What you see projected on television with black participation in
that deviant urban culture is misconstrued as black culture. That
is simply deviant urban culture with black participants.

Chairman MILLER. OK.
Dr NOBLES. But the traditional or classical African cultural form

has retentions and residuals. You see those in Spike Lee's movie,
but if you're not knowledgeable about African American culture,
you misperceive that. You see a drunk and you see people and kids
walking around the streets and you see the hostility that's racism.
That's part of our environment. That is not our cultural base.

P'd 1 ,
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So, you have to begin to struggle with really knowing nd under-
stawling a peopies' oultu - and integrity so that you or n appreciate
it, respect it and build from its strengths. Culture aiso corrects
itself. So, when cultures go aberrant, the culture will try to correct
itself by reclaiming those traditions. You set,-,. across histor , times
when people will reclaim or go back to the old ways.

In this country now, there's d Ramses II exhibit. Ramses II was
an ancient Egyptian pharaoh. One of h: ..aims to fame was that
he told folk, "Let's go back and reclaim tne ancient ways." The Eu-
ropean Renaissance was a time of reclaiming Cassical sources. So,
cultures will do that.

That's what we're arguing, that as one of the solutions in addi-
tion to jobs and educatrcr. in the black community :s that the Afri-
can community has to have license and liberty to reclaim those
things in our cultural tradition that are valuable for human devel-
opment.

Chairman Miner- I guess the reason I asked that, is that there
seem to be overlays which can be unemployment ur incarceration
or violence or teenage pregnancy or drugs twat overlays into this
community. Some communities have some or all of them. But they
all seem to short circuit or have the potential to short circuit the
means by which this culture is transmitted. If you take away the
fathers, you may be taking away the grandfathers. The same thing,
if you talc.; away the mothers, you're taking away the grandmoth-
ers.

We now have the bu,iness of crack babies. Those babies may
grow up without grandmothers or moth In the committee here,
we've listened to grandmothers who are taking care of their daugh-
ter's child because the daughter is addicted ,..nd may be dying of
AIDS, may be dying of drugs. What we didn't hear about are the
grandmothers who are addicted and the daughter's addicted and
the baby is addicted and that baby may, in fact, grow up with no
transmitters other than institutional, through foster homes or in-
stitutional care or incarceration.

I guess what worries me is how do we get those circuit breakers
out? We can argue it's sort of the silver bullet. It's jobs. No, it's
education. No, it's culture. It's really kind of all of that. Unless
you're willing to write offI mean we could start with all nr,w-
borns and bay we're going to giN,e them jobs, education, cultural
swabbing, we're going to take good care of this newborn. But you're
also suggesting that millions of people just hats to fend for them-
selves and ultimately fail.

I shouldn't say we's e already done that. I fear that we may be
getting ready to a,i that Eson when I look at some proposals on
immigration, they .,uggest that rather than train young blacks,
that we import Chinese.

Dr. NonLEs. But till: has always been the history. After the
emancipation, when there was a whole bunch of employable black
folk, this country lit-rally imported other people frol., out of the
country rather than train those. Su, there's something in the con-
sciousness that we have to always go back to.

But that's not the point I wanted to I need just to remind
you that your senses are cor.ect. The to of the matter is that
when you look at culture, 41.alture is not heroes and holidat s or
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song and dance. We general' j culture as that, it's the heroes
mid holidays and the song and dance of a people.

Culture is to humans as water is to the fish. It's everything. If
you take ^ salt water fish and put him in fresh water, the salt
water fish begins to have pr:blems. You taken an African people
and put them in a non-African environment, those people begin to
have problems un.11 they're able to their African culture to
solve the proble is of their new environment.

We hove never allowed black people in the United States to uti-lize
C .iairman MILLER. Allow?
Dr. NOBLES [continuing]. Absolutely, we've never allowed because

that's what it is, a license, if you think about it. Black culture has
always been illegal, literally illegal in the mind set of Americans.
Everything black was deviant, negative, pathological. So, psycho-
logically it was an illegal phenomena.

Now, we have never allowed the black community to utilize its
own cultural integrity to create the solutions L's confronted with
in any setting, urban or rural. That, to me, teems to be the new
task, is how do you take the cultural strength of the people and
allow them to develop that?

If teenage pregnancy is a pi ablem and young people have alv ays
had sex, even long before teenage pregnancy became fashiona'..1..e. in
this society and communities responded to that, some with prohibi-
tion, some with accommodating that, but they were able to deal
with that.

Drugs have been in this world fore ter. But communities have re-
sponded to how do you use drugs, no use, some use, religious use, et
cetera. The, :e done that from the general design for living and
patterns for interpreting reality.

We need to take leadership in saying to the African American
community, "Take your cultural strength, look at these problems,
create solutions to those problems, given that racism is still ever
pervasive, given that econumi: exploitation is still ever pervasive."
How do we accommodate making solutions in those areas as well?
I'm not saying racism should go off the agenda or economic exploi-
tation should go out the agenda. Those have to be solved, but you
have to also deal with it from the cultural perspective.

Chair an MILLER. Excuse me. We have a vote on. As a matter of
fact, I k we're all going to have to gu. I hate to cut his short.
Again, my apologies. This was not intended to be this kind of a
voting day Were going to have to go vote on the Bennett amend-
ment.

Let me hank you again. This, I hope, is the beginning of the dis-
cussion in this committee and hopefully in the Congress. end as
we've heard with the Black Caucus Weekend, this is going to con-
tinue.

Thank you very much for your time and your testimony in initi-
ating this discussion. We weren't quite sure how to k.:-et into th's
subject matter, but I think this has been an excellent start and
across a very diverse series of subjects, some of which we're going
to have to go into in more detail to fury fill out this picture.

But thank you for your time and for your expertise in coming
here today.

[Whereupon, at 12:23 p.m., the select committee was adjourned.]
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